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comment that alibi witness was lying).

2 • National Prosecution Standards, Rule 6.5 (f), 77.1, 77.6.

3 • ABA Standards for Criminal Justice, Standard 3-5.7 (a).

Commenting on Inability to Call Witnesses Because of Privilege
Violates the Constitution and Nevada Law.

A prosecutor may not comment on the state's inability to call people as witnesses because

c.

8

of an assertion of a privilege, or to call a witness so that he will invok~ the privilege before the

jury. Commenting on the inability to call witnesses also violates the rule against alluding to facts

outside the record. See section II (A) (5).

• U.S. v. Sanchez, 1999 WL 343734, at *9 (9th Cir. 1999)("The prosecutor committed

misconduct in revealing to the jury that he could not make [the defendant's wife] testify as a

witness for the prosecution.").

• U.S. v. Golding, 168 F.3d 700, 702 (4th Cir. 1999) (improper for prosecutor to comment on

wife's failure to testify when has a privilege not to testify).

• U.S. v. Chapman, 866 F.2d 1326, 1334 (11 th Cir. 1989) (improper for a prosecutor to

comment on a spouse's assertion of the marital privilege).

• Nezowy v. U.S., 723 F.2d 1120, 1121 (3d Cir. 1983) (holding that it was errorto allow

state attorney to cross examine defense witness about invocation of self-incrimination privilege),

cert. denied, 467 U.S. 1251 (1984).

• U.S. v. Tsinnijinnie, 601 F.2d 1035, 1039 (9th Cir. 1979)("[IJ1 is improper to comment

adversely on a defendant's exercise of the marital privilege, or to permit the jury to draw adverse

inferences. ").

• Courtney v. U.S., 390 F.2d 521, 526-27 (9th Cir. 1968) (holding that prosecutor committed

plain error by commenting on the failure to call wife as witness where defendant gave notice of

intent to invoke privilege), cert. denied, 393 U.S. 857 (1968).

• Robbins v. Small, 371 F.2d 793, 795 (1st Cir. 1967) (holding that prosecutor's questioning

of witness despite invocation of privilege violates Confrontation Clause), cert. denied, 386 U.S.

1033 (1967).
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• San Fratello v. U.S., 340 F.2d 560, 562-63 (5th Cir. 1965) (holding that court erred in

permitting prosecuting attorney to call wife to the stand where knew that she would invoke

privilege and reversing and remanding).

• Franco v. State, 109 Nev. 1229, 1243,866 P.2d 247, 256 (1993)("We have reversed

criminal convictions where the prosecutor commented on the defendant's failure to call certain

witnesses, and where the state commented upon a wife's failure to take the stand either for or

against her husband.").

• Hylton v. State, 100 Nev. 539, 541,688 P.2d 304, 304-05 (1984) (explaining that it was

"flagrant misconduct" for prosecutor to comment on inability to call wife of accused as witness).

• George v. State, 98 Nev. 196, 197,644 P.2d 510,511 (1982) (holding that it was improper

for prosecution to comment on state's inability to call defendant's spouse to the stand).

• Emerson v. State, 98 Nev. 158,162,643 P.2d 1212, 1215 (1982) (reversing and remanding

because of prosecutorial misconduct, including improper comment on exercise of marital

privilege).

• ABA Standards for Criminal Justice, Standard 3-5.7 (c) (improper to "call a witness who

the prosecutor knows will claim a valid privilege for the purpose of impressing upon the jury the

fact of the claim of privilege.").

• See also 8 Wigmore on Evidence § 2243 at 259-61 (McNaughton rev. ed. 1961);

McConnick on Evidence § 66 at 255.

7. ARGUMENTS ABOUT THE VICTIM WHICH VIOLATE THE
CONSTITUTION AND NEVADA LAW.

a. Putting Jurors in Victim's Shoes.

A prosecutor may not make remarks putting jurors in the victim's shoes. Normally, such

inflammatory comments also violate the rule against alluding to facts not in evidence since

evidence of the victim's reaction before death is not before the jury. See section II (A) (5), above.

• Rhodes v. State, 547 So.2d 1201, 1205-06 (Fla. 1989) (per curiam) (remanding for new

sentencing hearing where prosecutor improperly asked jurors to place themselves at crime scene),

cert. denied, 513 U.S. 1046 (1994).
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• Bertolotti v. State, 476 So.2d 130, 133 (Fla. 1985) (condemning prosecutor's suggestion

2 that jurors put themselves in victim's position and imagine the "final pain, terror and

3 defenselessness. ").

4 • Sanborn v. State, 107 Nev. 399, 408, 812 P.2d 1279,1286 (1991) (holding that it is

5 improper for a prosecutor to place the jury in victim's shoes).

6 • Howard v. State, 106 Nev. 713, 718, 800 P.2d 175, 178 (1991) ("We have held that

7 argwnents asking the jury to place themselves in the shoes of a party or the victim (the Golden

8 Rule argument) are improper.").

9 • Williams v. State, 103 Nev. 106, 109, 734 P.2d 700, 702-03 (1987) (explaining that

10 prosecutor "improperly placed the jury in the position of the victim by stating the following: Can

11 you imagine what she must have felt when she saw that it was the defendant and he had a gun?").

12 • Jacobs v. State, 101 Nev. 356,359, 705 P.2d 130, 132 (1985) (reversing and remanding

13 where prosecutor committed misconduct in describing murder and remarked to the jury "I will not

14 tell you to put yourselves in Mrs. Jacobs' position looking down the barrel of this shotgun, because

15 that would be improper.")."

16 • SCR 173 (5).

17 • ABA Standards for Criminal Justice, Standards 3-5.6 (b), 3-5.8 (d), 3-5.9.

18 b. Identifying The State With the Victim Is Improper.

19 A prosecutor may not put himself or herself in the victim's shoes or otherwise ally himself

20 with a victim. Such comments also violate the rules against expressing personal opinions and

21 invoking the authority of the state. See sections II (A) (3), above; II (B) (9), below.

22 • Hawthorne v. U.S., 476 A.2d 164, 172 (D.C. 1984) ("A prosecutor may no more represent

23 the victim ... than he may urge the jurors to place themselves in the victim's shoes.").

24

25

26

27

28

14 The Nevada Supreme Court has recently contravened its own "golden rule." In Williams v. State, 113 Nev. 1008, 945
P.2d 438, 44S (1997), the court explained that the '''Golden Rule' argument asks the jury to place themselves in the shoes of the
victims, and has repeatedly been declared to be prosecutorial misconduct." It nevertheless held that the prosecutor had not
committed misconduct even though he asked jurors to "[i]magine the pain that [the victims] went through both physically and
mentally" and proceeded to describe in vivid detail from the victims' perspective the murder. See also Witter v. State, 112 Nev.
908, 921 P.2d 886 (1996) (holding that prosecutor did not violate the Golden Rule by telling jurors "[t]or a moment, we recreate
that crime ... how aggravating is it to sit there and this man get in your car, the vehicle that you own, and begin to perpetrate these
crimes on you?"). Neither case is distinguishable from the court's decisions in Williams and~. Indeed, the supreme court did
not attempt to distinguish them factually or to explain its reasoning in either case. See Williams 113 Nev. at 44546; Witter, 112
Nev. at 927,921 P.2d at 899.
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• Flanagan v. State, 104 Nev. 105, 107, 754 P.2d 836, 837 (1988) (calling it "inappropriate"

for prosecutor to ally himself with the victim by comparing his own relationship with his

grandmother to that of the accused with his grandmother who also happened to be the victim).

• Nevius v. State, 101 Nev. 238, 248, 699 P.2d 1053, 1059 (1985) (holding that the

prosecutor committed misconduct by telling jurors to return a death sentence for the victims and

himself).

• SCR 173 (5).

• ABA Standards for Criminal Justice, Standards 3-5.6 (b), 3-5.8 (d), 3-5.9, 3-5.8 (d).

Referring to Victims and Holidays Violates the U.S. Constitution and
Nevada Law.

A prosecutor may not seek to elicit an emotional reaction by referring to holidays.

c.

• U.S. v. Payne, 2 F.3d 706 (6th Cir. 1993) (per curiam) (condemning prosecutor's remarks

about Christmas time as "part of a calculated effort to evoke strong sympathetic emotions" for

victims).

• Williams, 103 Nev. at 109, 734 P.2d at 702 (explaining that "[i]t is quite clear that

'holiday' arguments are inappropriate; they have no purpose other than to arouse emotions" and

admonishing prosecutor for telling jury, "Happy Valentine's Day from [accused to victim] with

malice. Cupid uses arrows. [The accused] used buIlets ...").

• Dearman v. State, 93 Nev. 364,368,566 P.2d 407,409 (1977) (labeling "improper"

prosecutor's comment that victim would not be able to keep New Year's resolution or to see

springtime roses bloom).

• Moser v. State, 91 Nev. 809, 813, 544 P.2d 424, 427 (1975) (condemning as improper and

having "no place in a trial" prosecutor's comment to jury, "December 2, 1972, Merry Christmas,

from [the accused to the victim's] family").

• Mears v. State, 83 Nev. 3,422 P.2d 230 n. 4 (1967) (admonishing prosecutor for telling

jury that "[t]here was a little girl here that will not be able to hear her daddy say, 'Merry

Christmas' this year, or any year in the future because of the inconsiderate, selfish act of this

defendant."), cert. denied, 389 U.S. 888 (1967).
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• SCR 173 (5).

• ABA Standards for Criminal Justice, Standards 3-5.6 (b), 3-5.8 (d), 3-5.9.

d. Arguing that The Victim Did Not Have as Many Rights As The
Defendant Violates the Federal Constitution and Nevada Law.

A prosecutor may not compare the victim's rights with those of the accused. Such

arguments infringe the defendant's exercise of his constitutional rights to trial by jury, to

representation by counsel, to cross-examination and confrontation, and all other trial rights, see

section II (A), above; and they also seek to deform the jury's constitutional function, by suggesting

that the jury should act the same way as an alleged criminal. See section III (3)(c), below.

• Cunningham v. Zant, 928 F.2d 1006, 1019-20 (l1th Cir. 1991) (affirming grant of habeas

corpus writ where prosecutor remarked that he was offended by defendant's exercise of right to

trial by jury).

• Brooks v. Kemp, 762 F.2d 1383, 1411 (lIth Cir. 1985)(condemning the prosecutor for

impermissibly commenting on the defendant's exercise of his constitutional rights and for

remarking that the victim did not enjoy the same procedural protections), cert. denied, 478 U.S.

1022 (1986), vacated on other grounds, 478 U.S. 1016 (1986).

• State v. Cockerham, 365 S.E.2d 22, 23 (S.C. 1988) (reversing sentence where prosecutor

violated Sixth Amendment rights to counsel and jury trial by remarking that victim's rights under

the Constitution "didn't do much for her that night because [defendant] ... was her judge, jury, and

executioner. And she didn't have the right to ... be represented by a lawyer ... to have independent

people on her jury. ").

• SCR 173 (5).

• ABA Standards for Criminal lustice,Standards 3-5.6 (b), 3-5.8 (d), 3-5.9.

8. INSINUATING OR STATING THAT JUDGE AND STATE ARE ON SAME
SIDE VIOLATES THE FEDERAL CONSTITUTION AND NEVADA LAW.

A prosecutor may not suggest that thejudge is on the state's side or otherwise invoke the

authority of the court. The Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit has explained, "[a] prosecutor

must not abuse his position and his duty to see justice done by invoking the authority of the court."
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u.s. v. Kerr, 981 F.2d 1050, 1053 (9th Cir. 1992). This is because, as the same court elaborated in

another case,
vouching ... on behalf of the court would pose a clear threat to the
integrity of judicial proceedings. That particular form of vouching
goes beyond the mere proffer of an institutional warranty of
truthfulness; rather, it casts the court as an active, albeit silent,
partner in the prosecutorial enterprise. In doing so, it strikes at two
principles that lie at the core of our system of criminal justice. The
first of these is that '[t]he principle that there is a presumption of
innocence in favor of the accused is the undoubted law, axiomatic
and elementary ....' The second, long elevated to constitutional
significance because it is so closely intertwined with the first, is that
'to perform its high function in the best way 'justice must satisfy the
appearance of justice. '

u.s. v. Smith, 962 F.2d 923, 936 (9th Cir. 1992) (citations omitted).

• U.S. v. Frederick, 78 F.3d 1370, 1380 (9th Cir. 1996) (reversing conviction partly because

the prosecutor implied that the state and the court agreed in an interpretation of the law by telling

jurors that "[t]he Government and the Judge will be asking you to consider all of the evidence in

making your decision").

• Kerr, 981 F.2d at 1053 (reversing conviction in spite of the defense's failure to object

because the prosecutor insinuated that the judge, by accepting a witness' plea bargain with the

state, believed that the witness was truthful).

• Smith, 962 F.2d at 936 (reversing conviction in spite of defense counsel's failure to object

where the prosecutor vouched for the credibility of a witness by arguing to the jurors "if I did

anything wrong in this trial, I wouldn't be here. The court wouldn't allow that to happen" and

explaining that "unlike the other comments that courts have on some occasions reluctantly

overlooked, it placed the imprimatur of the judicial system itself on [witness's] credibility. That is

something we simply cannot permit").

• ABA Standards for Criminal Justice, Standards 3-5.6 (b), 3-5.8 (d), 3-5.9.

• National Prosecution Standards, Rule 6.5 (c) ("Counsel should at all times display proper

respect and consideration for the judiciary ...").

• See section II (A) (3), above; SCR 173 (5).
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9. INVOKING THE POWER OF THE STATE OR DISCUSSING THE
STATE'S SYSTEM FOR CHARGING A PERSON.

It is impermissible for a prosecutor to invoke the authority of the state. Such comment also

constitutes an impermissible reference to facts outside the record., See section II(A)(5).

• Brooks v. Kemp, 762 F.2d 1383, 1410 (lIth Cir. 1985)(calling "clearly improper"

prosecutor's argument that 'we only prosecute the guilty'" because it "is, at the least, an effort to

lead the jury to believe that the whole governmental establishment had already determined the

appellant to be guilty on evidence not before them").

• ~ 608 F.2d at 665 (reversing conviction in spite of failure to object to prosecutor's

comment that "those people and the Government [have] no interest whatsoever in convicting the

wrong person" because such comment "presumed that the whole government apparatus, and the

prosecutor individually, had reached a determination of the defendant's guilt before the trial and

implied that the jury should give weight to this fact in making its determination").

• ABA Standards for Criminal Justice, Standards 3-5.8 (d), 3-5.9.

• See section II (A) (4), above; SCR 173 (a).

10. PRESSURING THE JURORS AS A GROUP OR AS INDIVIDUALS
VIOLATES THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION AND NEVADA LAW.

a. Telling Jurors to "Do Your Job," to Fulfil1 their Civic Duty, To Act as
the Conscience of the Community, To Correct Society's Ills. Or To
Send Out a Message (Deterrence) Is Improper.

A prosecutor may not pressure jurors by telling them to do their "job," to fulfill their civic

duty, to act as the conscience of the community, to cure society's ills, or to send out a message by

finding the defendant guilty. IS Such comments may also constitute an impermissible assertion of a

personal opinion and a reference to facts outside the record. See section II(A)(4,5).

• Simmons v. South Carolina, 512 U.S. 154, 163 (1994) (arguing dangerousness of

defendant improper at guilt phase of trial).

IS Were deterrence a proper subject for argument, the defendant would have a due process right to present evidence, for
example, to rebut allegations that the death penalty deters under Simmons v. South Carolina. 512 U-S_ 154, 163-64 (1994) (if state
rests its arguments at sentencing at least in part on future dangerousness. due process requires that defendant be allowed to rebut
with evidence that he will not be eligible for parole). See also section II (A) (6) (referring to facts outside the record); section 111
(3XC)(a) below.
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1 • U.S. v. YOWlg, 470 U.S. 1,5-7 (1985) (reminding prosecutors to "refrain from improper

2 methods calculated to produce a wrongful conviction" in holding that it was improper for a

3 prosecutor to tell jurors that "[i]fyou feel you should acquit him for that it's your pleasure. Idon't

4 think you're doing your job as jurors in finding facts as opposed to the law...").

5 • Viereck v. U.S., 318 Ll.S, 236,247 (1943) (holding that the prosecutor's statement,

6 including telling jurors that "[t]he American people are relying upon you ladies and gentlemen for

7 their protection against this sort of a crime" compromised the defendant's right to a fair trial).

8 • U.S. v. Sanchez, 1999 WL 343734, at *11 (9th Cir. 1999) ("The prosecutor committed

9 misconduct in ... arguing that it was the jury's duty to find the defendants guilty.").

10 • U.S. v. Leon-Reyes, 1999 WL 314682, at *5 (9th Cir. 1999) ("A prosecutor may not urge

11 jurors to convict a criminal defendant in order to protect community values, preserve civil order, or

12 deter future lawbreaking. The evil lurking in such prosecutorial appeals is that the defendant will

13 be convicted for reasons wholly irrelevant to his own guilt or innocence. Jurors may be persuaded

14 by such appeals to believe that, by convicting a defendant, they will assist in the solution of some

15 pressing social problem. The amelioration of society's woes is far too heavy a burden for the

16 individual criminal defendant to bear.").

17 • U.S. v. Tulk, 171 F.3d 596, 599 (8th Cir. 1999) ("A prosecutor should not urge ajury to

18 convict for reasons other than the evidence; arguments intended to inflame juror emotions or

19 implying that the jury's decision could help solve a social problem are inappropriate.").

20 • U.S. v. Gainey, 111 F.3d 834, 836 (11th Cir. 1997) ("[T]he law does not permit jurors to

21 construe accounts of current events, gleaned from sources extraneous to the case record (such as

22 newspapers), as somehow applicable to the question of a particular defendant's guilt or innocence.

23 A jury cannot appropriately reason that a particular defendant is guilty based on media reports of

24 rampant drug use coupled with the fact that the defendant is accused of a drug crime."), cert.

25 denied, 118 S.Ct. 395 (1997).

26 • Arrieta-Agressot v. U.S., 3 F.3d 525,527 (1st Cir. 1993) (comments urging jury to view

27 case as chance to fight war on drugs were "plainly improper" and required reversal in spite of

28 failure to object).
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• U.S. v. Beasley, 2 F.3d 1551, 1560 (11th Cir. 1993) (comment that case was "another

battle" in the war on drugs "are clearly improper" and '''calculated to inflame''') (quotation

omitted), cert. denied, 512 U.S. 1240 (1994).

• U.S. v. Moreno, 991 F.2d 943,947 (1st Cir. 1993) (reference in closing argument to

"protecting the community that has been plagued by violence, senseless violence, shootings and

killings" was "patently improper"), cert. denied, 510 U.S. 971 (1993).

• V.S. v. SoHvan, 937 F.2d 1146, 1149-50 (6th Cir. 1991) (holding that it violates due

process for prosecutor to appeal to community conscience and to suggest that local drug problem

would continue unless jurors acted).

• U.S. v. Machor, 879 F.2d 945, 955 (1st Cir. 1989) (comment that cocaine "is poisoning our

community and our kids die because of this" designed "to inflame the passions and prejudices of

the jury, and to interject issues broader than the guilt or innocence of the accused"), cert. denied,

493 V.S. 1081 (1990).

• V.S. V. Mandelbaum, 803 F.2d 42,44 (1st Cir. 1986) (finding no difference between

"urging a jury to do its job and urging a jury to do its duty" because "such an appeal is designed to

stir passion").

• Hance v. Zant, 696 F.2d 940,952 (l1th Cir. 1983) (calling improper the prosecutor's

comments that, "[bJow many times have you said to yourself as you pick up your morning

newspaper or turn on your radio or television newscast, has the whole world gone crazy, when you

read about a crime like this, has the whole world lost its mind? ... when have you said to yourself

what can I do, just one citizen, just one individual to stop this?"), cert. denied, 463 V.S. 1210

(1983), overruled by Brooks V. Kemp, 762 F.2d 1383, 1399 (11th Cir. 1983).

• People V. Williams, 238 N.W.2d 186, 188 (Mich.App. 1975) ("[E]motional reaction to

social problems should play no role in the evaluation of an individual's guilt or innocence ...").

• Flanagan, 104Nev. at 112, 754 P.2d at 840 (ordering new penalty hearing commented that

"if we don't punish, then society is going to laugh at us," which court concluded "serve[d] no other

purpose than to raise the specter of public ridicule and arouse prejudice against Flanagan").

• Schoels V. State, 114 Nev. 109,966 P.2d 735 (1998) (recognizing ''well-established

71 000208
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2 • Collier v. State, 101 Nev. 473,479, 705 P.2d 1126, 1130 (1985)(Jabeling "misconduct"

prohibition against" referring to the jury as "conscience of the community").

3 prosecutor's appeal that the if the jury was not angry with Collier "we are not a moral

4 community"), cert. denied, 486 U.S. 1036 (1988).16

• Marshburn v. State, 522 S.W.2d 900, 901 (Tex. Crim. App. 1975) (condemning5

6 prosecutor'S comment that "the only way that you are going to do any good and help us here in

Dallas County is to make examples of each and every one of the five ..." as "arguments ...

calculated to introduce prejudice into the minds of jurors"). 17

7

8

9 Seeking to Make the Defendant a Scapegoat For Asserted Failings of
the American Justice System is Improper.

The prosecutor may not seek to make the defendant a scapegoat for asserted failings of the

b.

American justice system. Such comment also violates the rule against alluding to facts outside the

record and against asserting a personal opinion. See section II (A) (3, 5), above.

• Darden, 477 U.S. at 179-80 (condemning as "improper" the prosecutor's comment that

"attempted to place some of the blame for the crime on the Division of Corrections").

• U.S. v. Leon-Reyes, 1999 WL 314682, at *5 (9th Cir. 1999) (calling "unnecessary and

largely irrelevant" comments that emphasized importance of the oath in American justice system).

16 The Nevada Supreme Court has failed to adhere to the constitutional prohibition against arguments appealing to the
civic duty of jurors. In Williams v. State, 113 Nev. 1008, 1019,945 P.2d 438, 445 (1997), the court held that "a prosecutor in a
death penalty case properly may ask the jury, through its verdict, to set a standard or make a statement to the community." The
prosecutor in that case argued to jurors that they should send a "message" to others and reminded them of the "commitment" they
had undertaken. llJ.. at 447. Although these remarks violate well-established law prohibiting appeals to civic duty or to the
conscience of the community, the supreme court failed to find any misconduct. See also Winer v. State, 112 Nev. 908, 924, 921
P.2d 886, 896 (1996) (holding that prosecutor did not violate Constitution where commented that failure to impose death "would be
disrespectful to the dead and irresponsible to the living," which implies the existence of a duty to society); Mazzan v. State, 105
Nev. 745, 750, 783 P.2d 430, 433 (1989) (recognizing that it is improper to pressure jurors and to threaten them with community
opprobrium but refusing without reasoning to find improper comment that jurors needed to "set a standard" for the community); g.
Collier v. State, 101 Nev. 473,479,705 P.2d 1126 (1985) (condemning argument that jury must be angry with defendant "or we are
not a moral community" as impermissible appeal to community standard).

17 But see Collier v. State, 101 Nev. 473,478,705 P.2d 1126, 1129 (1985) (relying on Gregg to hold that "[ojf course, it
may be proper for counsel to go beyond the evidence to discuss general theories of penology such as the merits of punishment,
deterrence and the death penalty"; note that cited portion in Gregg opinion merely states that "{b]oth counsel ... made lengthy
arguments dealing generally with the propriety of capital punishment" and does not hold that this is proper comment for either side
in criminal trial), cert. denied, 486 U.S. 1036 (1988); see also Williams v. State, 113 Nev. 1008, 1023,945 P2d 438,447 (1997)
(writing that "[t]he United States Supreme Court has held that it is permissible to argue in favor of the purposes of the death
penalty, including the objectives of retribution and deterrence"; note that the cited portion of Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. 153, 186
(1976), explains that legislators can properly consider these factors in determining whether to enact a capital sentencing scheme but
does not hold that these are proper subjects for argument in criminal trial or for sentencers to consider in deciding whether to
impose death).
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3

Telling Jurors They Are Involved in War or Appealing to Patriotism
Violates the Federal Constitution And Nevada Law.

A prosecutor may not allude to a war or appeal to the patriotic sensibilities of jurors. Such

Co

comment also violates the rule against alluding to facts outside the record and against asserting a

personal opinion. See section II (A) (3, 5), above.

• Viereck, 318 U.S. 236, 247-48 (1943) (holding that it denied defendant right to a fair trial

when prosecutor remarked to jurors that "this is war. This is war, harsh, cruel, murderous war"

because these comments "were offensive to the dignity and good order with which all proceedings

in court should be conducted. We think that the trial judge should have stopped counsel's

discourse without waiting for an objection.").

• Arietta-Agressot v. U.S., 3 F.3d 525, 526 (1st Cir. 1993) (holding that it was reversible

error for prosecutor to tell jurors they are involved in war against drugs and defendants are enemy

foot soldiers).

• Newlon v. Armontrout, 885 F.2d 1328 (8th Cir. 1989) (affirming grant of habeas corpus

writ in spite of defense's failure to object where prosecutor committed misconduct, including

resorting to war and self-defense analogies), cert. denied, 497 U.S. 1038 (1990).

• Brooks v. Kemp, 762 F.2d 1383, 1412 (11th Cir. 1985) (condemning use of ' 'the soldier

metaphor, and coupling it with a challenge to the jurors' patriotism -- 'When [the soldiers] did a

good job of killing ... we decorated them and gave them citations'"), cert. denied, 478 U.S. 1022

(1986), vacated on other grounds, 478 U.S. 1016 (1986).

• Harris v. People, 888 P.2d 259, 265 (Colo. 1995) ("[T]he prosecutor's repeated references

to past and present military operations by and against Saddam Hussein were not only irrelevant but

constituted improper encouragement to the jurors to employ their patriotic passions in evaluating

the evidence.").

• State v. Fitch, 65 Nev. 668, 685, 200 P.2d 991, 1000 (1948) (condemning prosecutor's

comment that victim was a veteran who had given defendant freedom by serving in the war),

overruled on other grounds by Graves v. State, 82 Nev. 137, 139,413 P.2d 503,506 (1966).

• Comm. v. LaCava, 666 A.2d 221,235 (Pa. 1995) (admonishing prosecutor for saying that
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1 drug dealers "suck the life out of our community" and that they bore the responsibility for ruining

2 neighborhoods and turning children into drug addicts, which "painted a vivid picture that society is

3 under heavy attack and that this jury was in a unique position to respond to that attack. ..").

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

d. Speaking to Only a Few Jurors or Othenvise Singling Them Out
Violates the Federal Constitution and Nevada Law.

A prosecutor may not single out jurors because "it brings to bear a collateral influence

which may tend to prejudice the mind of the juror on the basis of something irrelevant to the issues

of the case." Lee v. Bennett, 927 F. Supp. 97, 105-06 (S.D.N.Y. 1996). Such arguments may also

constitute impermissible appeals to group bias. See section II (8) (4), above.

• Lee v. Bennen, 927 F. Supp. 97, 104-05 (S.D.N.Y. 1996) (explaining that "[iJt is grossly

improper to address individual jurors or less than all of the members of the jury in summation" in

ruling that prosecutor made impermissible appeal to female jurors in case involving rape), aff'd,

104 F.3d 349 (1996).

• Dixie Motor Coach Com. v. Galvan, 86 S.W.2d 633, 633 (Tex. Crim. App. 1935)

("[A]rgument [addressing individual jurors], as well as all other remarks suggestive of an intimate

friendly relationship between counsel and jurors, should be scrupulously avoided.").

• SCR 176 (1) ("A member of the state bar should scrupulously abstain from all acts,

comments and attitudes calculated to curry favor with any juror, such as fawning, flattery, actual or

pretended solicitude for the juror's comfort or convenience, or the like.").

• E. LeFevre, Annotation, Prejudicial Effect of Counsel's Addressing Individually or by

Name Particular Juror During Argument, 55 A.L.R.2d 1198 (1957).

III.

EXAMPLES OF IMPROPER ARGUMENT AT THE PENALTY PHASE

The prohibition on impermissible arguments described above applies with even greater

force to the phase of a capital trial. As the Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit explained, "it

is most important that the sentencing phase of a trial not be influenced by passion, prejudice, or

any other arbitrary factor .... With a man's life at stake, a prosecutor should not play on the

passions of the jury." Hance v. Zant, 696 F.2d 940, 951 (lIth Cir. 1983), cert. denied, 463 U.S.

25

26

27

28
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1 1210 (1983), overruled on other grounds by Brooks v. Kemp, 762 F.2d 1383, 1399 (11th Cir.

2 1985). The Nevada Supreme Court has quoted this passage in stressing the importance of the

3 sentencing phase ofa capital trial. See Flanagan v. State, 104 Nev. 105, 107,754 P.2d 836, 837

4 (1988), vacated on other grounds, 504 U.S. 930 (1992).

5 A prosecutor's impermissible arguments typically violate the constitutional requirement of

6 individualized sentencing. In Woodson, the Supreme Court invalidated North Carolina's

7 mandatory capital sentencing scheme, explaining that "in capital cases the fundamental respect for

8 humanity underlying the Eighth Amendment requires consideration of the character and record of

9 the individual offender and the circumstances of the particular offense as a constitutionally

10 indispensable part of the process ofinfiicting the penalty of death." 428 U.S. at 304.18 In Penry v.

11 Lynaugh, 492 U.S. at 326, the Supreme Court recognized that improper prosecutorial argument

12 poses an unconstitutional impediment to individualized sentencing. The prosecutor in ~ told

13 jurors that "[y]our job as jurors and your duty as jurors is not to act on your emotions, but to act on

14 the law as the Judge has given it to you, and on the evidence that you have heard in this courtroom,

15 then answer those questions accordingly." The Supreme Court concluded that these comments

16 prevented sentencers from considering the defendant's mitigating evidence and therefore violated

17 the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments. Id. A prosecutor's appeals based on prejudice, by

18 definition, suggest to jurors that they ignore the individual's traits and impose a punishment of

19 death based on stereotype and prejudice. Such appeals, like statutes or arguments suggesting that

20 sentencers ignore the individual characteristics or mitigating evidence of a defendant effectively

21 "treatj] all persons convicted ... not as uniquely individual human beings, but as members of a

22 faceless, undifferentiated mass to be SUbjectedto the blind infliction of the penalty of death."

23 Woodson, 428 U.S. at 304 (emphasis added). The task of jurors in determining the appropriate

24 sentence is to make a "reasoned moral response to the defendant's background, character, and

25 crime," California v. Brown, 479 U.S. 538, 545 (1987) (O'Connor, J., concurring), and

26

27

28

II The Supreme Court invalidated the mandatory portion of the Nevada death scheme in Sumner v. Shuman, 483 U.S. 66
(1987); ~ Lockett v. Ohio, 438 U.S. 586, 605 (1978) (striking down a sentencing scheme which restricted the consideration
of sentencers to a handful of mitigating factors, elaborating that "we cannot avoid the conclusion that an individualized decision is
essential in capital cases. The need for treating each defendant in a capital case with that degree of respect due the uniqueness of
the individual is far more important than in noncapital cases.")
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1 prosecutorial argument which diverts the jurors' attention from that task violates the Eighth and

2 Fourteenth Amendments.

3 This Court must ensure that the prosecutor refrain from making improper arguments at the

4 penalty phase of the defendant's capital trial. To safeguard the fairness of the defendant's penalty

5 phase and the specific constitutional rights to which he is entitled, the defendant sets forth some of

6 the improper arguments a prosecutor is forbidden from making in the penalty phase by the federal

7 Constitution, and the laws and ethical rules of this state. This list merely represents some of the

8 most common improper arguments the prosecutor can make and is not exhaustive. The defendant

9 incorporates the arguments made in section II, (A) (1, 2, 3, 4, 5), II (B) (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10),

10 as if fully set forth herein, since the forms of misconduct identified in those sections are equally

11 impermissible when they are made in a penalty proceeding.

"

12
A. ARGUMENTS INFRINGING THE DEFENDANT'S SPECIFIC

13 CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS.

14

15

16

1. ARGUMENTS ABOUT THE DEFENDANT.

a. Comment on the Defendant's Failure to Express Remorse is
Unconstitutional.

17 A prosecutor may not comment on the defendant's failure to express remorse because the

18 Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination applies to the penalty phase of a capital trial.

19 • Estelle v. Smith, 451 U.S. 454,462 (1981) (holding that Fifth Amendment right against

20 self-incrimination applies in penalty phase of capital trial).

21 • Miller v. Lockhart, 65 F.3d 676, 684 (8th Cir. 1995) (explaining that a prosecutor may not

22 comment on the convicted defendant's failure to ask for mercy or to express remorse in holding

23 that prosecutor violated the Fifth and Fourteenth amendments by commenting that the defendant

24 had failed to testify, which showed that he was "tough" and that he did not care about having

25 committed the crime).

26 • Lesko v. Lehman, 925 F.2d 1527, 1541 (3d Cir. 1990) (explaining that it violates the Fifth

27 and Fourteenth amendments for prosecutor to comment on failure to ask for mercy or to express

28 remorse during allocution and granting relief in habeas corpus proceedings where prosecutor
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10

11

12

13

14

17

18

20
21

22
23

24
25

26
27

28

1 paraphrased the defendant's testimony as "1 don't want you to put me to death, but I'm not even

going to say that I'm sorry" and commented on the defendant's "arrogance" in taking the stand

without showing ''the common decency to say I'm sorry for what I did,,).19

2

3

4 • Stephen P. Garvey, Aggravation and Mitigation in Capital Cases: What Do Jurors Think?,

5 98 Colurn. L. Rev. 1538, 1560 (reporting that a lack ofremorse is "highly aggravating," which

6 means that it is very likely that jurors view a lack of remorse as a reason, albeit an impermissible

7 one, for imposing a death sentence).

8

9

Invoking Group Bias or Otherwise Disparaging the Defendant is
Improper.

As shown in sections II (B) (3) and II (B) (4), above, arguments personally attacking the

h.

15

16

defendant or seeking to evoke ajury's bias and prejudice against a defendant are improper. In the

setting of the penalty phase, these arguments are inconsistent with individualized and reliable

sentencing required by the Eighth Amendment and they violate the due process and equal

protection guarantees of the Fourteenth Amendment. The authorities cited in those sections are

incorporated as if fully set forth herein. Similarly, commenting on the defendant's exercise of his

constitutional rights is improper. Sections II (A) (1), II (A) (2).

Arguing that the Defendant Should be Sentenced to Death on the Basis
of His Beliefs Unrelated to the Appropriate Punishment is Improper.

It is improper under the First Amendment to argue that the defendant should be sentenced

c.

19
on the basis of his abstract beliefs, however "morally reprehensible" they may be, if those beliefs

are not related to any issue presented at sentencing.

• Dawson v. Delaware, 503 U.S. 159,166-167 (1992) (improper to admit evidence of

19 The Nevada Supreme Court has failed to adhere to the federal constitutional rule prohibiting comments on the failure
to testify, to express remorse, or to ask for mercy. In McNehon v. State, III Nev. 900, 903-04, 900 P.2d 934, 936-37 (1995), cert.
denied, 517 U.S. 1212 (1996), the court faced the same facts the federal court of appeals faced in Lesko but, unlike the court in
W!ill, ruled that the prosecutor could comment on the defendant's failure to express remorse. Like Lesko, the defendant exercised
his right of allocution and made a statement to the jury in an attempt to prove the existence of mitigating factors. M. at 935. Like
the prosecutor in ~ the prosecutor in McNehon, commented that the defendant had failed to express remorse despite his
opportunity to do so. M. Unlike the federal court of appeals in Lesko, however, the Nevada Supreme Court concluded that the
prosecutor had not committed misconduct. Although the court in Lesko explained that a "capital defendant does not completely
waive his Griffin rights by testifying at the penalty phase," the Nevada Supreme Court held that "the prosecutor was entitled to
comment in rebuttal on MeNdton's statement, including commentary on what McNelton did not say which he could properly have
said within the bounds of an allocution statement." lQ.. at 937. The McNelton decision directly contradicts the federal court's
holding in Lesko, does not analyze the constitutional issue, and is erroneous.
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3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22
23

24

25

26

27

28

defendant's membership in Aryan Brotherhood prison gang, where not related to issues presented

at sentencing, and admission of evidence of abstract beliefs, without more, as relevant to

defendant's "character" violates First Amendment).

2. ASSERTING PERSONAL OPINION OR EXPERTISE VIOLATES THE U.S.
CONSTITUTION.

As described above in section II (A) (3), it is unconstitutional for a prosecutor to assert a

personal opinion or expertise on any matter. For the same reasons, a prosecutor may not assert a

personal opinion on the propriety of the death penalty or an expertise in arguing whether it is the

appropriate punishment. An assertion of a personal opinion may also constitute an impermissible

attempt to invoke the authority of the state, see section II(B) (9), and an improper reference to

facts outside the record. See section II (A) (5).

Expressing Opinion About the Propriety of the Death Penalty Violates
the Constitution.

A prosecutor may not express an opinion about the death penalty or assert an expertise in

a.

determining the propriety of imposing a death sentence on the defendant. Such impermissible

expressions of opinion include positive statements about the general deterrent effect of the death

penalty, which are always without evidentiary support. See section II (A) (5), above.

• Darden v. Wainwright, 477 U.S. 168, 179 (1986) (condemning as "improper" comments by

the prosecutor, including a comment that "I will ask you to advise the Court to give him death.

That's the only way that Iknow that he is not going to get out on the public").

• Miller v. Lockhart, 65 F.3d 676,684 (8th Cir. 1995) (granting habeas relief and ordering

new penalty phase where prosecutor expressed his personal belief that death penalty was

appropriate punishment based on his experience of working for twenty years with people who

commit crimes).

• Newlon v. Armontrout, 885 F.2d 1328, 1335-36 (8th Cir. 1989) (affirming grant of writ of

habeas corpus where prosecutor expressed personal belief in the death penalty as appropriate

punishment), cert. denied, 497 U.S. 1038 (1990).

• Bowen v. Kemp, 769 F.2d 672, 679-80 (11 th Cir. 1985) (holding that it was improper for

prosecutor to express personal opinion about the prospects for rehabilitation in support of death
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1 penalty), cert. denied, 478 U.S. 1021 (1986).

2 • Tucker v. Kemp. 762 F.2d 1480, 1486 (11th Cir. I985)(en bane) (holding that "[a]n

3 attorney's personal opinions are irrelevant to the task of a sentencing jury" and condemning

4 prosecutor's comment to jurors that, "if he is executed, and if you bring in a verdict of guilty, I'll

5 sleep just as good, or I'll sleep better knowing that one of them won't be on the street. Knowing

6 that one of them will be gone. It's not all of them, but it's better than none."), vacated on other

7 grounds, 474 U.S. 1001 (1985).

8 • Marshburn, 522 S.W.2d 900, 901 (Tex. Crim. App. 1975) (telling jurors that "[tjhere is

9 something special about this case" was "calculated to introduce prejudice into the minds of

10 jurors").

11 • Collier v. State, 101 Nev. 473, 480, 705 P.2d 1126, 1130 (1985)(reversing death sentence

12 and ordering a new penalty hearing in part because the prosecutor's remark while facing him,

13 "Gregory Alan Collier, you deserve to die" amounted to an expression of a personal opinion and

14 was "egregiously improper"), cert. denied, 486 U.S. 1036 (1988).

15 • Guy v. State, 108 Nev. 770, 786, 839 P.2d 578, 588 (1992) (concluding that it was

16 "improper" for prosecutor to tell the defendant, "you, sir, deserve to die"), cert. denied, 507 U.S.

17 1009 (1993).

18 • Howard v. State, 106 Nev. 713) 718, 800 P.2d 175, 178 (1991) (explaining that

19 prosecutor's statement, "[w]e have to tell you that we believe in what we're telling you, that Sam

20 Howard should be put to death, and we do believe that" was "improper and constituted

21 prosecutorial misconduct.").

22 • Deannan v. State, 93 Nev. 364, 368, 566 P.2d 407, 409 (1977) (rebuking prosecutor for

23 "improper remarks" where stated "I believe that mercy cannot rob justice even for persons who

24 murder their good friends.").

25 • SCR 173 (5) (improper to "state a personal opinion as to the justness of a cause ...").

26 • ABA Standards for Criminal Justice, Standard 3-5.8 (b), commentary.

27

28
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3. COMMENTS MISLEADING JURORS ABOUT THE SENTENCING
PROCESS OR ABOUT THE DEATH PENALTY VIOLATE THE CONSTITUTION.

2 It is essential that jurors recognize ''the truly awesome responsibility of decreeing death for

3 a fellow human [so that they] will act with due regard for the consequences of their decision."

4 McGautha v. California, 402 U.S. 183, 208 (1971). When prosecutors attempt to mislead jurors

5 about their role in the sentencing process or to diminish their sense of responsibility, they violate

6 the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments requirement of reliability in sentencing. Indeed,

7 "[aJrguments that trivialize the task of a capital jury are improper." Tucker v. Kemp, 762 F.2d

8 1480,1485 (11 th Cir. 1985)(en bane), vacated on other grounds, 474 U.S. 1001 (1985). The

9 following sections describe some examples of impermissible attempts by prosecutors to diminish

10 jurors' sense of responsibility by misleading jurors about the sentence, the sentencing process, or

II the appeals system.

12 Misstating the Law On Mitigation or Otherwise Misleading Sentencers
About the Sentencing Determination Violates the Constitution.

80

a.
13
14 A prosecutor may not misstate the law on mitigation or otherwise mislead sentencers about

15 how to impose sentence. Comments telling jurors that they cannot consider certain factors

16 mitigating or that they cannot show the defendant mercy are unconstitutional. Whenever a

17 prosecutor tells jurors that they cannot consider evidence the defense presents as mitigating, he or

18 she violates the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments. See also Sections II (B) (5) (denigrating

19 defense theory); II (B) (6) (denigrating witnesses).

20 • Perny v. Lynaugh, 492 U.S. 302, 326-28 (1989) (explaining that it is not enough "simply to

21 allow the defendant to present mitigating evidence to the sentencer," and that there must be no

22 impediment -- including prosecutorial argument -- to sentencer's full consideration and ability to

23 give effect to mitigating evidence in holding that prosecutor's argument that they could not act on

24 their emotions violated the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments).

25 • Lockett v. Ohio, 438 U.S. 586,604 (1978) (holding that jury must be allowed to consider

26 "as a mitigating factor, any aspect of the defendant's character or record and any of the

27 circumstances of the offense that the defendant proffers as a basis for a sentence less than death").

28



h. Arguing that Jurors Should Not Show Mercy Violates the Federal
Constitution and Nevada Law.

A prosecutor may not suggest to jurors that they refrain from showing the defendant mercy

in deciding whether to impose the death penalty. Mercy -- as opposed to "mere sympathy or

emotion" -- is a relevant factor in capital sentencing. See California v. Brown, 479 U.S. 538, 545

(1987) (O'Connor, J., concurring); see also Nelson v. Nagle, 995 F.2d 1549, 1556 (lith Cir. 1993)

("[T]his court has found that mercy is an implicit sentencing consideration in many United States

Supreme Court decisions in capital cases. "). It is thus unconstitutional for the state to argue that

mercy has no place at a capital proceeding.

• ~ 492 U.S. at 326 (holding that the prosecutor violated the Eighth and Fourteenth

Amendments by telling jurors that they could not act on their emotions and instead had to act on

the law as the judge had given it to them).

• Nelson, 995 F.2d at 1556 (concluding that prosecutor committed misconduct where state

quoted case to the effect that axe of justice should be stem, unbending and unflinching, which

court said rendered sentencing fundamentally unfair).

• Presnell v. 2ant, 959 F.2d 1524, 1529 (11th Cir. 1992)(holding that the trial was rendered

fundamentally unfair in violation of due process where prosecutor argued to the jury, based on a

quotation from a nineteenth century state case, that jurors should not show the defendant mercy).

• Drake v. Kemp, 762 F.2d 1449, 1460 (11th Cir. 1985) ("[T]he suggestion that mercy is

inappropriate was not only a misrepresentation of the law, but it withdrew from the jury one of the

most central considerations, the one most likely to tilt the decision in favor of life"), cert. denied,

478 U.S. 1020 (1986).

• Stanley v. Zant, 697 F.2d 955, 960 (11th Cir. 1983) (concluding that Eighth Amendment

creates "asymmetry weighted on the side of mercy").

• Spivey v. 2ant, 661 F.2d 464, 471 (5th Cir. 1981) (emphasizing that the Constitution

requires clear instruction on mercy option), cert. denied, 458 U.S. 1111 (1982).

• Buttrum v. Black., 721 F. Supp. 1268, 1318 (N.D. Ga. 1989) (holding that it was improper

for prosecutor to argue that mercy cannot be considered at penalty phase), aff'd, 908 F.2d 695

(11th Cir. 1990).
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c. Arguing that Jurors Should Show Defendant Same Mercy He Showed
Victim Violates the U.S. Constitution and Nevada Law.

A prosecutor may not suggest that jurors show the defendant the same mercy he showed

the victim. Exhorting the jurors to act in the same way that the perpetrator of a criminal homicide

would act is the antithesis of generating a "reasoned moral response" to the defendant and his

crime.

• Lesko v. Lehman, 925 F.2d 1527, 1545 (3d Cir. 1991) (holding that it was impermissible

for the prosecutor to argue that jurors should make their decision about whether the defendant

should receive the death penalty in the "cruel and malevolent manner shown by the defendant

when they tortured and drowned William Nicholls and shot Leonard Miller," which court

characterized as an attempt to "incite an unreasonable and retaliatory sentencing decision, rather

than a decision based on a reasoned moral response to the evidence,,).20

• Rhodes v. State, 547 So.2d 1201, 1206 (Fla. 1989) (per curiam) (holding that prosecutor's

argument that jury show the defendant same mercy he showed the victim "was an unnecessary

appeal to the sympathies of the jurors, calculated to influence their sentence recommendation."),

cert. denied, 513 U.S. 1046 (1994).

d. A Prosecutor May Not Argue that the Defendant Is an Improbable
Candidate for Rehabilitation or that the Potential for Rehabilitation is
an Impermissible Consideration in Mitigation.

A prosecutor may not comment that the defendant is unlikely to be rehabilitated, or that the

20 The Nevada Supreme Court has not adhered to the federal constitutional rule prohibiting prosecutors from suggesting
that sentencers show the defendant the same sympathy or mercy he showed the victim. In Williams v. State, 113 Nev. 1008,945
P.2d 438, 444-45 (1997), the prosecutor argued that the jury should show the defendant the same sympathy he had shown the
victim. Even though the case fell squarely under the federal constitutional rule enunciated in Lesko, this state's Supreme Court
nonetheless held that the prosecutor's argument was not improper because the defense had first raised the issue of mercy. The issue
of mercy, however, is a proper consideration by sentencers. There is no rule which permits prosecutors to violate the Constitution
in response to proper argument by the defense. The court in Williams appears to have misconstrued and misapplied the United
States Supreme Court's holding in U.S. v. Young, 470 U.S. I, 11 (1985), which upheld in certain circumstances the "invited
response" rule, under which appellate courts can consider improper arguments by prosecutors in response to improper arguments by
the defense to determine on appeal whether the prosecutor's misconduct amounts to reversible error. The decision in Williams, by
contrast, is not limited to the determination of prejudice, but rather, allows prosecutors to respond improperly to proper arguments
by defense counsel. The decision contravenes well-established federal law holding that it is a federal constitutional violation for a
prosecutor to argue either that jurors show no mercy to the defendant or that they show the same mercy the defendant showed the
victim.

Arguing that the jury should act in the same manner as the perpetrator of a criminal homicide is also inconsistent with the
Nevada Supreme Court's own jurisprudence. In Collier v. State, 101 Nev. 473, 481, 705 P.2d 1126 (1985), the Nevada Supreme
Court held that it is improper to "blatantly attempt to inflame ajury by urging that, if they wish to be deemed 'moral' and 'caring,'
the jury must approach their duties in anger and give the community what it needs.?' Urging the jury to show the defendant the
same mercy he showed the victim similarly asks the jury to "approach their duties in anger."
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defendant's potential for rehabilitation cannot be considered as a mitigating factor.

• Bowen v. Kemp, 769 F.2d 672, 678 (11th Cir. 1985) (improper for prosecutor to express

opinion about prospects for rehabilitation in support of death penalty), cert. denied, 478 U.S. 1021

(1986).

• Flanagan v. State, 104 Nev. 105, 108, 754 P.2d 836,838 (1988) (concluding that

prosecutor's reference to defendant's improbable rehabilitation was "particularly objectionable"

and ordering new penalty hearing), vacated on other grounds, 504 U.S. 930 (1992).

• Collier v. State, 101 Nev. 473, 478, 705 P.2d 1126, 1129 (1985) (calling "highly

inappropriate" prosecutor's comment that rehabilitation was improbable), cert. denied, 486 U.S.

1036 (1988).

e. Referring to the Possibility of Escape Without Presenting Evidence On
this Question Is Improper.

A prosecutor may not refer during the penalty hearing to the possibility that the defendant

will escape unless the defendant presents evidence on this question.

• Hance v. Zant, 696 F.2d at 951-53 (holding that it was improper to mention James Earl

Ray's escape from "[w]hat was thought to be the most secure cell in the most secure prison in the

United States").

• Howard v. State, 106 Nev. 713, 719, 800 P.2d 175, 178 (1991) (holding that, without

evidence to prove the statement, it is improper to remark that defendant might escape).

• Collier v. State, 101 Nev. at 480, 705 P.2d at 1130 ("Remarks about the possibility of

escape are improper. The prospect of escape is not part of the calculus that the jury should

consider in determining a defendant's sentence.").

f. Suggesting. Without Evidence Independent of the Offense, that the
Person Will be a Threat to Society If He Is Not Executed, Or Would
Endanger Future Victims. Violates the Federal Constitution.

A prosecutor may not suggest that the person convicted will pose a threat to society unless

he presents evidence independent of the commission of the capital offense. The constitutional rule

that prosecutors cannot suggest at the penalty phase that the defendant poses a continuing threat
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unless they present evidence independent of the offense is consistent with the Constitution's

requirement that aggravating factors narrow the class upon which sentencers can impose the death

penalty. The Supreme Court has long held that aggravating factors must "genuinely narrow the

class of death-eligible persons" in a way that reasonably "justifies the imposition of a more severe

sentence on the defendant compared to others found guilty of murder." Zant v. Stephens, 462 U.S.

862,877 (1983). Furthermore, aggravating circumstances must permit the sentencer to make a

"principled distinction between those who deserve the death penalty and those who do not." Lewis

v. Jeffers, 497 U.S. 764, 774 (1990); see also Richmond v. Lewis, 506 U.S. 40, 46 (1992) ("[A]

statutory aggravating factor is unconstitutionally vague if it fails to furnish principled guidance for

the choice between death and a lesser penalty"); Clemons v. Mississippi, 494 U.S. 738, 758 (1990)

(holding that invalid aggravating circumstance provided "no principled way to distinguish the case

in which the death penalty is imposed, from the many cases in which it was not"); Maynard v.

Cartwright, 486 U.s. 356, 362 (1988) ("Since Furman, our cases have insisted that the channeling

and limiting of the sentencer's discretion in imposing the death penalty is a fundamental

constitutional requirement for sufficiently minimizing the risk of wholly arbitrary and capricious

action."). In other words, the death penalty cannot be imposed on every defendant convicted of

first-degree murder. Were prosecutors permitted to argue, based merely on the offense for which

the defendant is convicted, that a defendant poses a continuing threat, sentencers could impose the

death penalty on every person convicted of first-degree murder. This would contravene the

constitutional requirement that schemes narrow the class of people upon whom sentencers can

impose death.

Such arguments may also constitute an impermissible assertion of personal opinion, see

section II (A) (3), above, and reference to facts outside the record, see section II (A) (5), above."

• Darden, 477 U. S. at 180 (condemning as "improper" the prosecutor's comment that

"implied that the death penalty would be the only guarantee against a future similar act")

21 While consideration of the defendant's dangerousness is not impermissible in sentencing, ~ ~ Simmons v. South
Carolina, 512 U.S. 154, 163 (1994), the vice of the kind of argument cited in this section is that it implies, without evidentiary
support, that imposition of the death penalty is the sole means of controlling that danger.
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1

improperly commented that, whatever the verdict of the jury was, it was "likely to sentence

someone to death," suggesting the possibility of a future victim).

• Castillo v. State, 114 Nev. 271, 280, 956 P.2d 103, 109 (1998) (holding that it is improper

2

(emphasis added). 22

• McKenna v. State, 114 Nev. 1944, 968 P.2d 739, 748 (1998) (holding that the prosecutor

3

4

5
6 for prosecutor to present choice between executing the defendant or an innocent person and

7 reaffirming that prosecutor cannot personalize a future victim).

8 • Jones v. State, 113 Nev. 454, 469, 937 P.2d 55, 64-65 (1997) (rebuking prosecutor for

9 personalizing a potential future victim).

10 • Flanagan v. State, 104 Nev. at 109, 705 P.2d at 838 (explaining that statement, "if! take

11 that chance and give them life, I hope I am right because if you are wrong, there are more [victims]

12 out there waiting to be killed" "impermissibly inflamed the jury's emotion and ... placed undue

13 pressure on the jury to conclude that [the defendant] would undoubtedly kill again unless he

14 himself were put to death").

15 • McGuire v. State, 100 Nev. 153, 158,677 P.2d 1060, 1064 (1984) (holding that it is

improper to try to identify or personalize the future victim).2316

17 • Stephen P. Garvey, Aggravation and Mitigation in Capital Cases: What do Jurors Think?,

18

19

20

21

22
23

24

25
26

27

28

22 The Nevada Supreme Court has failed to follow federal constitutional law requiring that prosecutors present evidence
independent of the offense to prove future dangerousness. In a series of cases, the court has concluded that the prosecution can
argue that the defendant will pose a continuing threat even though it presents no evidence other than the offense for which he has
been convicted. ~.!<Jb Jones v. State, 113 Nev. 454, 937 P.2d 55, 65 (1997) (reaffirming that finding of future dangerousness
could be based solely on offense itself and need not be based on independent evidence); Witter v. State. 112 Nev. 908, 927, 921
P.2d 886, 889 (1996) (holding that prosecutor could argue that the defendant posed future danger based solely on murder in
question), cert. denied, 117 S.Ct. 1708 (1997); Redmen v. State, 108 Nev. 227, 235, 828 P.2d 395, 400 (1992) (U[W]e expand our
holding in Riley to allow prosecutors to argue the future dangerousness of a defendant even when there is no evidence of violence
independent of the murder in question."), cert. denied, 506 U.S. 880 (1992), overruled on other grounds by Alford v. State, 111
Nev. 1409,906 P.2d 714 (1995).

23 The Nevada Supreme Court has not consistently followed federal constitutional law, or its own jurisprudence, in
condemning comments on possible future victims. In Bennett v. Stale, 106 Nev. 135, 141,787 P.2d 797 (1996), the court held that
it was a permissible reference to future dangerousness for the prosecutor to argue "[yjou possess the power to guarantee that [the
defendant] will never again make a healthy, vibrant, caring woman into a corpse." It does not appear that Bennett is distinguishable
from McKenna. Castillo, Flanagan, and !2!!§, cited above, Further, Bennett demonstrates the fact that this kind of argument is
based on speculation and matters outside the record, when there is no evidence to support a future dangerousness argument, and
thus it is constitutionally impermissible. There is nothing to suggest that the defendant in Bennett would "again make ... a woman a
corpse" ifhe had been given a sentence less than death. See Simmons v. South Carolina. 512 U.S. 154, 157-58 (1994) (defendant
constitutionally entitled under due process clause to inform jury that life sentence meant life imprisonment without possibility of
parole, where evidence showed that defendant was dangerous to specific class of potential victims and defendant would not be in
contact with that class of people in prison).
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If

I 98 Colum. L. Rev. 1538, 1559 (1998) (57.9% of the jurors questioned were more likely to vote for

2 death if they thought that the defendant might present a danger to society).

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Suggesting to Jurors that the Sentence Is Reviewable or that they Do
Not Actually Impose the Death Sentence Violates the Eighth And
Fourteenth Amendments To the United States Constitution and Nevada
Law.

It is improper to suggest that sentencers are not ultimately responsible for imposing the

g.

death penalty, either by telling them that the sentence is reviewable or that they do not actually

impose the death penalty. Such arguments also constitute an impermissible reference to facts

outside the record. See section II(A) (5), above.

• Caldwell v. Mississippi, 472 U.S. 320,328-29 (1985) (explaining that it violates the Eighth

Amendment to make comments which have the effect of reducing the jurors' sense of

responsibility in sentencing the defendant to death in holding that prosecutor improperly told

jurors that their decision about the appropriate penalty was reviewable).

• Driscoll v. Delo, 71 F.3d 701, 711 (8th Cir. 1995) (affirming grant of habeas corpus writ

because prosecutor remarked that judge was "thirteenth juror" and could overrule them, and that

"juries do not sentence people to death in Missouri" even though this was technically accurate),

cert. denied, 117 S.Ct. 273 (1996).

• Mann v. Dugger, 844 F.2d 1446, 1457 (l1th Cir. 1988) (en bane) (holding that it was

reversible penalty phase error to tell jurors that the burden of imposing the death penalty was "not

on your shoulders"), cert. denied, 489 U.S. 1071 (1989).

• Wheat v. Thigpen, 793 F.2d 621,628-29 (5th Cir. 1986) (affirming grant of habeas writ

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

because prosecutor told jury, in violation of Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments, that reviewing

court would correct its mistakes), cert. denied, 480 U.S. 930 (1987).

• Tucker v. Kemp, 762 F.2d at 1485-86 (condemning as improper and as having the "effect

oftrivializing [the sentencing's] importance" the prosecutor's suggestion "that the jury is only the

last link in a long decision"), vacated on other grounds, 474 U.S. 1001 (1985).

• Buttrum v. Black, 721 F. Supp. 1268, 1317 (N.D. Ga. 189) (holding that it was error to

argue that defendant was only one responsible for death sentence and that the jury was merely a
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1 cog in the criminal process), aff'd, 908 F.2d 695 (lIth Cir, 1990).

2 • Taylor v. State, 116 So. 415,416 (Ala. Ct. App. 1928) (reversing because prosecutor

3 commented that "[t]hey are laying like vultures to take this case to the Supreme Court").

4 • Plyler v. State, 108 So. 83,84 (Ala. Ct. App. 1926) (holding that prosecutor committed

5 reversible error by telling jurors that defendant would seek review if unsatisfied with verdict).

6 • Beard v. State, 95 So. 333, 334 (Ala. Ct. App. 1923) (ruling that it was improper for

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

prosecutor to argue that appellate court would correct jurors' verdict if it is wrong).24

Inaccurately Describing, or Misleading Sentencers About, the Death
Penalty or Alternative Punishments Is Unconstitutional.

A prosecutor may not mislead jurors about the nature of the death penalty or a lesser

h.

sentence. Such argument typically suggests facts outside the record as well, and often relies upon

misstatements of the law or the evidence. See sections Il (A) (4,5), II (8) (1, 2), above.

• Darden v. Wainwright, 477 U.S. 168, 179 (1986) ("improper" to tell jurors that "I will ask

you to advise the Court to give him death. That's the only way that Iknow that he is not going to

get out on the public.").

• Antwine v. Delo, 54 F.3d 1357, 1362 (8th Cir, 1995) (holding that the prosecutor violated

the Constitution by commenting to the jury that the gas chamber meant that the person "would be

put to death instantaneously" and explaining that "[t]he danger is that the jurors, faced with a very

difficult and uncomfortable choice, will minimize the burden of sentencing someone to death by

comforting themselves with the thought that the death would at least be instantaneous, and

therefore painless and easy. The prosecutor's argument diminished the jurors' sense of

responsibility for imposing the death penalty. This diminution of the jury's sense of responsibility

undermines the Eighth Amendment's heightened need for 'the responsible and reliable exercise of

28

24 The Nevada Supreme Court has failed to follow the rule in Caldwell. In Williams v. State, 113 Nev. 1008,945 P.2d
438,445-46 (1997), cert denied, 119 S.Ct 82 (1998), the court held that it is not a violation of the rule in Caldwell to tell jurors
that "the next step in the long process of justice is the jury makes a decision as to what is an appropriate punishment. You are not
the last step. You are the next step." (emphasis added). Although, as described above, federal courts have condemned any attempt
by prosecutors to suggest that sentencers do not bear the ultimate responsibility for imposing death, the court explained without
referring to the holdings in these federal cases or distinguishing them from the case that "an isolated reference to future steps in the
case does not amount to prosecutorial error." M. at 446. See also McKenna v. State, t 14 Nev. to44, 968 P.2d 739, 747 (1998)
(holding that prosecutor did not violate Eighth Amendment when elicited testimony from an attorney who represented another
inmate about the appeals process and the number of times another inmate on death row had appealed his conviction and sentence).
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r

discretion capital cases'"), cert. denied, 516 U.S. 1067 (1996).

2 • Clayton v. State, 767 S.W.2d 504, 505 (Tex. Crim. App. 1989) (prosecutor exceeded

3 bounds of permissible argument by telling jurors "how quick he will be back out on the streets").

4 • Jones v. State, 564 S.W.2d 718, 719-21 (Tex. Crim. App. 1978) (prosecutor's comment in

5 closing that "if you don't assess a punishment for both of these characters for a term of years in the

6 Texas Department of Corrections between seven and ten years it won't mean anything" was

7 improper and "clearly was not a request for appropriate punishment based on the evidence").

8 • Marshburn v. State, 522 S.W.2d 900, 901 (Tex. Crim. App. 1975) (prosecutor prejudiced

9 jury by urging jury to impose excessive prison term to compensate for, or protect against, action of

10 Board of Pardons and Parolees).

11

12

13

14

IS

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

i. Referring to the Cost of Imprisonment Violates the U.S. Constitution
And Nevada Law.

A prosecutor may not refer to the cost of imprisonment. As the Court of Appeals for the

Eighth Circuit explained, "[t]here is simply no legal or ethical justification for imposing the death

penalty on this basis and it is not a proper factor to be considered by the jury, for it does not reflect

the properly considered circumstances of the crime or the character ofthe individual." Blair v.

Annontrout, 916 F.2d 1310, 1323 (8th Cir. 1990), cert. denie~ 502, U.S. 825 (1991). Such

comment also constitutes an improper reference to facts outside the record. See section II(A) (5),

above.

• Miller v. Lockhart, 65 F.3d 676,682-83 (8th Cir. 1995) (concluding that prosecutor's

improper arguments, including referring to cost of imprisonment, "violated the Eighth Amendment

by minimizing the jury's role and injecting irrelevant factors into the jury's deliberations").

• Antwine v. Delo, 54 F.3d 1357, 1362-63 (8th Cir. 1995) (holding that it violates the due

process clause for prosecutor to refer to burden tax payers would bear if jurors imposed life, rather

than death, sentence), cert. denied, 516 U.S. 1067 (1996).

• Edwards v. Scroggy, 849 F.2d 204, 210 (5th Cir. 1988) (condemning as "improper"

prosecutor's comment that a life sentence would permit the defendant to "live off the taxpayers'

money for ten years ... [a]nd get fed and housed and given all the conveniences of life"), cert.
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1 denied, 489 U.S. 1059 (1989).

2 • Tucker v. Kemp, 762 F.2d 1480, 1486 (11th Cir. 1985)(en banc)(explaining that remarks

3 about cost of life imprisonment or the burden taxpayers will shoulder are "completely alien to any

4 valid sentencing consideration").

5 • Brooks v. Kemp, 762 F.2d 1383, 1412 (lIth Cir. 1985) (holding that it was "clearly

6 improper ... to argue that death should be imposed because it is cheaper than life imprisonment").

7 • Collier, 101 Nev. 473,481, 705 P.2d 1126, 1131 (1986)(ordering new penalty hearing

8 where the prosecutor told jurors that the state would spend $35,000 for every year that Collier

9 spent in prison and explaining that "[t]o proffer the issue of saving money through a particular

10 sentence for the defendant is improper").

11

12

13

A Prosecutor May Not Comment On Mitigating Factors During
Argument Which the Defendant Did Not Raise.

It is impermissible for a prosecutor to comment on mitigating factors which the defendant

j.

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

does not raise for a number of reasons. First, it suggests that jurors are restricted in the sentencing

process to only the mitigating factors the prosecution discusses. Second, it suggests that the

defendant is more worthy of receiving the death penalty because his case does not present

mitigating factors found in other cases, which is fundamentally inconsistent with the principle of

individualized sentencing.

• Penry v. Lynaugh, 492 U.S. 302, 326-28 (1989) (prosecutorial misconduct in argument

violates right to individualized sentencing under Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments).

• Lockett v. Ohio, 438 U.S. 586,604 (1978) (restricting consideration of sentencers to a

handful of specified mitigating factors violates the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments).

•. State v. DePew, 528 N.E.2d 542, 557 (Ohio 1988) (explaining that "[i]fthe defendant

chooses to refrain from raising some of or all of the factors available to him, those factors not

raised may not be referred to or commented upon by the trial court or the prosecution").

• State v. Bey, 709 N.E.2d 484, 497 (Ohio 1999) ("As in State v. Mills, ... , here 'the

prosecutor did err by referring to statutory mitigating factors not raised by the defense, when he

explained why those statutory mitigating factors were not present."').
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10
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14
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4. INVOKING THE AUTHORITY OF THE STATE OR TELLING JURORS
THAT THE STATE RARELY SEEKS DEATH IS UNCONSTITUTIONAL.

A prosecutor may not tell jurors that the state rarely seeks the death penalty. This kind of

argument impermissibly invokes the prestige and authority of the state and constitutes an

expression of personal opinion and a reference to facts outside the record. See sections II (A) (3,

5), II (B) (4), above.

• Young v. Bowersox, 161 F.3d 1159, 1162 (8th Cir. 1998) (comment that crime was

"disgusting and it's as cold as anything I've ever seen," in support of aggravating factor, was

"clearly improper" because "[ilt invited the jury to rely on the prosecutor's personal opinion about

the relative coldness of this crime and compared the circumstances of this crime to other crimes

that were not in the record").

• Tucker v. Kemp, 762 F .2d 1480, 1484 (11 th Cir. 1985) (holding that it is improper for a

prosecutor to suggest to jurors that the prosecution rarely seeks the death penalty and explained,

"[i]t is wrong for the prosecutor to tell the jury that, out of all possible cases, he has chosen a

particular case as one of the very worst. While facts of the crime can be

stressed to show the seriousness of the case, the prosecutor's careful decision that this case is

special is irrelevant and is potentially prejudicial. Such comments, made by an experienced

prosecutor, may alter the jury's exercise of complete discretion by suggesting that a more

authoritative source has already decided the appropriate punishment.").

• Brooks v. Kemp, 762 F.2d 1383, 1410 (lIth Cir. 1985) ("Because the jury is empowered

to exercise its discretion in determining punishment, it is wrong for the prosecutor to undermine

that discretion by implying that he, or another high authority, has already made the careful

decision required. This kind of abuse unfairly plays upon the jury's susceptibility to credit the

prosecutor's viewpoint.").

5. ARGUMENTS PRESSURING JURORS TO IMPOSE THE DEATH
PENALTY ARE IMPROPER.

a. Telling Jurors to Do Their Jobs, to Fulfill their Civic Duty, to Act as the
Conscience of the Community, To Correct Society's Ills, to Send Out a
Message (Deterrence), or To Seek Revenge, in Support ofthe Death
Penalty is Improper.
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1 A prosecutor may not suggest to sentencers that it is their duty to impose death. In U.S. v.

2 Young, the Supreme Court held that a statement by the prosecutor that thejury should do its 'Job"

3 has "no place in the administration of justice." This kind of argument is inconsistent with the

4 principles of individualized sentencing and the jury's duty of making a "reasoned moral response"

5 to the defendant and his crime, by suggesting that the jury should engage in the kind of "payback"

6 associated with criminal vigilantes. See section II (B) (10), above.

7 • Lesko v. Lehman. 925 F.2d 1527, 1545 (3d Cir. 1990) (holding that it was reversible error

8 to suggest at penalty phase that jurors had an obligation to "even the score for two murders"), cert.

9 denied, 502 U.S. 898 (1991).

10 • U.S. v. Mandelbaum, 803 F.2d 42,44 (1st Cir. 1986) (finding no difference between

II ''urging a jury to do its job and urging a jury to do its duty" because "such an appeal is designed to

12 stir passion").

13 • Tucker v. Kemp, 762 F.2d 1496, 1508 (11th Cir. 1985) (holding that it was improper for

14 prosecutor to emphasize importance of decision and to tell jurors they were last line of defense

15 against Tucker).

16 • Hance, 696 F.2d at 952 (holding that it was improper for a prosecutor to appeal to the

17 patriotism and courage of sentencers, "extorting them to join in the war against crime" by

18 returning a death verdict).

19 • Brooks v. Kemp, 762 F.2d 1383, 1413 (l1th Cir. 1985)(holding that the description of

20 jurors as "soldiers in the war on crime" was improper).

21 • Schoels v. State, 114 Nev. 981,966 P.2d 735, 740 (1998) (recognizing "wel1-established

22 prohibition against" referring to the jury as "conscience of the community).

23 • Collier v. State, 101 Nev. 473, 479, 705 P.2d 1126, 1130 (I 985)("Gregg in no way

24 supports the view that a prosecutor may blatantly attempt to inflame ajury by urging that, if they

25 wish to be deemed 'moral' and 'caring,' they must approach their duties in anger and give the

26 community what it 'needs. "'), cert. denied, 486 U.S. 1036 (1988).

27 • Flanagan, 104Nev. at 112, 754 P.2d at 840 (ordering new penalty hearing where

28 prosecutor commented that "ifwe don't punish, then society is going to laugh at us," which court
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18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26
27

28

1 concluded "serve] d] no other purpose than to raise the specter of public ridicule and arouse

2 prejudice against Flanagan. ").

3 Further, the improper arguments seeking to identify the state with the victim, asking the

4 jurors to put themselves in the victim's shoes, or otherwise inflaming the jury on the basis of

5 emotional factors relating to the victim, are equally improper in the penalty phase of the trial. The

6 defendant incorporates the authorities cited in section II (B) (7) as if fully set froth herein. See

7 also Payne v. Tennessee, 501 U.S. 808, 825 (1991) (due process clause limits admission of victim

8 impact evidence that is unduly prejudicial).

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

~ b. Equating the Death Penalty with Self-Defense is Unconstitutional.

A prosecutor may not equate the death penalty with an act of self-defense by the

community.

• Kirkpatrick v. Blackburn, 777 F.2d 272,283 (5th Cir. 1985) (explaining that it is

impermissible to focus the jury's attention on the law of self-defense as the basis for giving the

death penalty. It is thus improper to urge the death penalty "'simply because lethal force could

have been used in defense of the victim."') (quotation omitted).

IV.

CONCLUSION

For all the reasons stated above, the defendant respectfully submits that this Court should

enter an order in limine, prohibiting the prosecutor from committing any of the misconduct

specified in sections II and III of this motion, or any similar misconduct, and to enforce that order

as requested in section I of this motion.

DATED this ~ day of September, 2004.

PHILIP J. KOHNc~;::r~~
By~~~~~~~==-=~~ _

HOWARD S. BROOKS, #3374
Deputy Public Defender
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NOTICE OF MOTION

2 TO; CLARK COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY, Attorney for Plaintiff:

YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the Public Defend?Office will bring the

above and foregoing Motion on for hearing before the Court on the~ of October, 2004, in

District Court Department XVIII.

DATED this ~ day of September, 2004.

PHILIP J. KOHN
CLARK COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER

~~~
By

=H=O=W~ARD~~S.~B=R~O~O=K=S~,~#3=3=7~4---
Deputy Public Defender

RECEIPT OF COpy

RECif OF COPYof the above and foregoing Motion in Limine is hereby

acknowledged this day of September, 2004.

CLARK COUNTY DISTRICT ATIORNEY

BY~
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MOTION 2: DEFENDANT BUDD'S MOTION FOR EXCHANGE OF JURY
INSTRUCTIONS ON THE FIRST DAY OF TRIAL

COMES NOW Defendant GLENFORD ANTHONY BUDD, by and through

Deputy Public Defender HOWARD S. BROOKS, and moves that this Honorable Court order the

parties to make a good-faith effort to exchange jury instructions on the first day of trial.

This Motion is based upon the attached declaration of Howard S. Brooks.

DATED this ~ day of September, 2004.

PHILIP 1. KOHN~.:r~ER
By

=H=O=W";'"';ARDC=-;;:::-:S;;-.-=B=R=O=O=K=S--:,#=3=37:-":4"'---
Deputy Public Defender

FILEDPHILIP 1. KOHN, PUBLIC DEFENDER
NEVADA BAR NO. 0556
309 South Third Street, Suite 226
Las Vegas, Nevada 89155
(702) 455-4685
Attorney for Defendant

2604 SEP ,~ p 4: 0 I

&{~ .'7,LJ •. -(j JCj I~~""~""#1.U

DISTRICT COURT CLEf;! 0
CLARK. COUNTY, NEVADA

THESTATEOFNEVAD~ )
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. C1193182

DEPT. NO. XVIII ,I
DATE: October J;, 2004
TIME: 9:00 a.m.

Plaintiff,

v.

GLENFORD ANTHONY BUDD,

Defendant.
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DECLARATION OF HOWARD S. BROOKS

HOWARD S. BROOKS makes the following declaration:

1. I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the State of Nevada; I am a

4 Deputy Public Defender assigned to represent Glenford Budd in this case; I am familiar with the

5 allegations made by the State and the procedural history of this case.

6 2. The State has charged Glenford Budd with three counts of Murder with Use

7 of a Deadly Weapon. The State has filed a Notice of Intent to Seek Death Penalty.

8 3. Historically, jury instructions are often not exchanged in criminal cases until

9 the day before they are settled, approximately 24 hours before the case is argued.

10 4. The Defense is not aware of any statutory requirements regarding the

11

12

exchange of jury instructions. However, Eighth Judicial District Court Rule 2.69 provides as

follows:

13

14

15

16 5.

''unless otherwise directed by the Court, trial counsel must
bring to calendar call: .. , (3) jury instructions in two groups:
the agreed upon set and the contested set. The contested
instructions must contain the name of the party proposing the
same, and the citations relied upon for authority."

To be frank, I have never heard of Eighth Judicial District Court Rule 2.69

17 ever being enforced or complied with. Nevertheless, the rule is a good idea.

18 6. The Defense requests that this Honorable Court order the parties to make a

19 good- faith effort to exchange jury instructions by the first day of trial. The defense also requests

20 that both parties be allowed to supplement the jury instructions they exchange at that time.

21 I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. (NRS

22 53.045).

EXECUTED this ('1 day of September, 2004.23
24

25

26
27

28

HOWARD S. BROOKS
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000233

NOTICE OF MOTION

2 TO: CLARK COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY, Attorney for Plaintiff:

YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the Public Defe~'s Office will bring the

above and foregoing Motion on for hearing before the Court on the~ day of October, 2004, at

9:00 a.m. in District Court Department XVIII.

DATED thisa day of September, 2004.

PHllJP I.KOHN
CLARK COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER~,,~
By

=H=O=W,-:-ARD=-="....S=-.-=B=R~O~O=K=S-,#=3=37~4:---
Deputy Public Defender

RECEIPT OF COpy

RECEIPT OF COpy of the above and foregoing Motion for Exchange of Jury

Instructions on the First Day of Tria} is hereby acknowledged this Eay of September, 2004.

CLARK COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY

3
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the attached declaration of Howard S. Brooks.

DATED thisft day of September, 2004.

PHILIP 1. KaHN:~:t~
HOWARD S. BROOKS, #3374
Deputy Public Defender

FILEDPHILIP J. KaHN, PUBLIC DEFENDER
NEVADA BAR NO. 0556
309 South Third Street, Suite 226
Las Vegas, Nevada 89155
(702) 455-4685
Attorney for Defendant
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6
CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA

THE STATE OF NEVADA, )
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. C193182

DEPT. NO. xvrn ,i
DATE: October.J.8: 2004
TIME: 9:00 a.m.

7

Plaintiff,

v.
GLENFORD ANTHONY BUDD,

Defendant.

MOTION 3: DEFENDANT BUDD'S MOTION FOR RECORDING OF ALL
PROCEEDINGS PURSUANT TO SUPREME COURT RULE 250

COMES NOW Defendant GLENFORD ANTHONY BUDD, by and through

Deputy Public Defender HOWARD S. BROOKS, and respectfully petitions this court to order that

all proceedings in all phases of this case, including pre-trial hearings, legal arguments, voir dire,

selection of the jury, in chamber conferences, bench conferences, any discussions regarding jury

instructions, and all matters during the trial be recorded pursuant to the Sixth, Eighth, and

Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution and Nevada Supreme Court Rule

250(5)(a).

This motion is based on these cited authorities and all the information contained in
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DECLARATION OF HOWARD S. BROOKS

HOWARD S. BROOKS makes the following declaration:

1. I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the State of Nevada; I am a

Deputy Public Defender assigned to represent Glenford Budd in this case, and I am familiar with

the allegations made by the State and the procedural history of the case.

2. The State has charged Glenford Budd with three counts of Murder with Use

ofa Deadly Weapon. The State has also filed a Notice of Intent to Seek the Death Penalty.

3. During my 16 years as an attorney, I have noticed that various judges handle

the recording of matters in court in various ways. A particular concern to the defense is a custom

engaged in by some courts, whereby objections are made at an unrecorded bench conference, and

the defense must later make a record before the court reporter at a hearing outside the presence of

the jury. This procedure, as I describe it, robs the defendant of a true record of what happens at

trial. And the record made later, in front of a court reporter, outside the presence of a jury, mayor

may not accurately reflect the discussions that occurred before the judge at the bench conference.

4. Supreme Court Rule 250 applies to cases where the State seeks the death

penalty. Subsection 5 (a) of Supreme Court Rule 250 states the following:

The District Court shall give capital cases calendar priority
and conduct such proceedings with minimal delay. The
Court shall ensure that all proceedings in a capital case are
reported and transcribed, but with the consent of each parties'
counsel, the court may conduct proceedings outside the
presence of the jury or the court reporter. If any objection is
made or any issue is resolved in an unreported proceeding,
the court shall ensure that the objection and resolution are
made part of the record at the next reported proceeding.

5. Some courts have attempted to comply with Supreme Court Rule 250 by

having all bench conferences in the hallway outside the court with a court reporter present. This

was the custom in the courtroom of District Court Judge Maupin and also District Court Judge

Gibbons, both of whom are now on the Nevada Supreme Court.

6. Any failure to record the entire proceedings in the trial court and make them

part of the record violates a defendant's right to full review of his case on appeal, his right to the

2
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assistance of counsel on appeal in post-conviction, and his right to equal access to the courts that

would review any conviction on appeal or collateral attack, as guaranteed by the Sixth, Eighth, and

Fourteenth Amendments of the Unites States Constitution. See, E.G. Draper v. Washington, 372

U.S. 487, 499 (1963); Unites States v. Selva, 559 F.2d 1303 (5th cir. 1977); United States v.

Brumley, 560 F.2d 1268, 1281 (5th Cir. 1977).

7. The Defense invokes the full protections of these cited cases and also the

protections afforded by Supreme Court Rule 250.

8. The Defense objects to any unrecorded bench conference or any unrecorded

conference in chambers.

9. The Defense seeks an order that all proceedings in this case be recorded and

that Supreme Court Rule 250 be complied with in its entirety.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. (NRS

53.045).

EXECUTED this (" day of September, 2004.

HOWARD S. BROOKS

3
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NOTICE OF MOTION

TO: CLARK COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY, Attorney for Plaintiff:

YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the Public Defendy Office will bring the

above and foregoing Motion on for hearing before the Court on the/W' of October, 2004, in

District Court Department XVITI.

DATED this~ day of September, 2004.

PHILIP J. KOHN
CLARK COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER

~t~
By~~~~~~~~~~ _

HOWARD S. BROOKS, #3374
Deputy Public Defender

RECEIPT OF COpy

RECEIPT OF COPY of the above and foregoing Motion for Recording of all

Proceedings Pursuant to Supreme Court Rule 250 is hereby acknowledged this ~ day of

September, 2004.

CLARK COUNTY DISTRICT ATIORNEY
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CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA

THE STATE OF NEVADA, )

~
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. C193182

DEPT. NO. xvrn Ii
DAIE: October ~ 2004
TIME: 9:00 a.m.

- ...-.----.-----------------~-------------------~

Plaintiff,

v.
GLENFORD ANTHONY BUDD,

Defendant.

MOTION 4: DEFENDANT BUDD'S MOTION TO DISQUALIFY ALL POTENTIAL
JURORS WHO KNEW OR WERE ACQUAINTED WITH THE VICTIMS OR THEIR

FAMILIES

COMES NOW Defendant GLENFORD ANTHONY BUDD, by and through

Deputy Public Defender HOWARD S. BROOKS, and respectfully requests, pursuant to the Sixth,

Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution and Article I of the Nevada

Constitution, that this Court enter an order disqualifying from jury service all members of the jury

venire who knew or were acquainted with the victim or with any member of the victim's family,

1. Glenford Budd is before this Court on a charge of capital murder, and because this

is a capital prosecution, exacting standards must be met to assure that it is fair. "The fundamental

respect for humanity underlying the Eighth Amendment's prohibition against cruel and unusual

punishment gives rise to a special '''need for reliability in the determination that death is the

appropriate punishment'" in any capital case." Johnson v. Mississippi, 486 U.S. 578,584 (1988)

(quoting Gardner v. Florid~ 430U.S. 349,363-64 (1977) (quoting Woodson v. North Carolina,

428 U.S. 280,305 (1976) (White, J.,concurring).

2. As a matter of constitutional law, it is well established that individuals who have

been exposed to highly prejudicial information regarding a capital defendant must be presumed

000238
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1 biased for purposes of sitting on his capital sentencing jury and thus should be excused from jury

2 service.

3 3. As early as Blackstone's Commentaries, our forefathers had relinquished the

4 practice ofpurposefully selecting jurors who knew beforehand the character and credibility of the

5 parties and witnesses. 3 W.Blackstone, Commentaries. This practice was abandoned because

6 ''jurors, coming out of the immediate neighborhood, would be apt to intermix their prejudices and

7 partialities in the trial of right." Id. Thus, for centuries now, juries have been selected "only ... de

8 corpore comitatus, from the body of the county at large, and not de vicineto, or from the particular

9 neighborhood." rd.

10 4. This long tradition reflects values that are fundamental to our criminal justice

11 system: the right to a fair trial and to impartial and uninterested jurors.

12 5. "[T]he right to jury trial guarantees to the criminally accused a fair trial by a panel

13 ofimpartial,'indifferent' jurors." Irvin v. Dowd, 366 U.S. 717, 722 (1961). In the language of Lord

14 Coke, for a juror to be impartial he must "be indifferent as he stands unsworn." Reynolds v.

15 United States, 98 U.S. 145, 154(1878).

16 6. The United States Supreme Court, in Irvin v. Dowd, implied juror bias where there

17 was evidence of community prejudice introduced at voir dire -- even though the jurors insisted that

18 they could render an impartial verdict. Irvin v. Dowd, 366 U.S. at 724. That decision announced a

19 standard of heightened scrutiny for juror bias in capital cases. Id, at 727-28. In a long line of

20 cases, the Court subsequently presumed juror prejudice without considering any evidence of bias.

21 7. A capital sentencing jury that includes people who knew the victim or his family--

22 hereinafter referred to as "victim jurors" -- is precisely the kind of "tribunal organized to return a

23 verdict of death" that is prohibited by the Constitution. Witherspoon v. Illinois, 391 U.S. 510,

24 520-21 (1968). The Supreme Court has indicated that a state would violate a capital defendant's

25 right to an impartial jury if it deliberately --i.e., without a legitimate state purpose -- stacked the

26 capital sentencing jury against the defendant for the purpose of making the imposition of death

27 more likely. Lockhart v. McCree, 476 U.S. 162 (1986).

28

2
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8. When a trial court allows "victim jurors" to sit on the sentencing jury, there is no

doubt that the court't'crosse]s] the line of neutrality' and 'producers] a jury uncommonly willing to

condemn a man to die.'" Lockhart v. McCree, 476 U.S. at 179 (quoting Witherspoon, 391 U.S. at

520-21).

9. Moreover, when "victim jurors" sit on a capital sentencing jury, the state deprives

the defendant of a sentence based on the evidence produced at the penalty phase of his capital trial.

It is well settled that the Sixth Amendment guarantees a jury verdict based on the evidence

produced at trial. Turner v.Louisiana, 379 U.S. 466, 472 (1965)~ Irvin v. Dowd, 366 U.S. at 722.

This requirement" goes to the fundamental integrity of all that is embraced in the constitutional

concept of trial by jury." Turner v.Louisiana, 379 U.S. at 472.

10. "Victim jurors" possess evidence of the victim's characteristics and of the impact of

the crime on the victim's family.' This evidence is not capable of being subjected to the procedures

necessary for a fair trial, and the defendant is accordingly deprived of fundamental protections,

including the right of confrontation, the right of cross-examination and the right to counsel.

Turner v. Louisiana, 379 U.S. at 473.

11. In addition, "victim jurors" deprive a capital defendant of his right to an

"individualized determination"ofwhether he should live or die based on his character and the

circumstances of his crime. Zant v.Stephens, 462 U.S. 862, 879 (1983). Regardless of any

statements to the contrary, "victim jurors" simply cannot guarantee a capital defendant an

individualized sentence. "Victim jurors" have lived, played, and talked with the victim or have

experienced the pain and suffering of the victim's close family. They would therefore be unable to

determine impartially whether the man on trial for his murder should live or die, and thus would

deprive any sentencing verdict of the reliability required by the Eighth Amendment.

12. For these reasons, potential jurors who are related to the victims -- whether closely

or distantly --must be removed from a capital jury if Mr. Budd challenges them. Clearly, "victim

jurors" must be removed from the venire at Mr. Budd's capital trial due to implied bias. The

failure to remove any such jurors would result in reversible error since Mr. Budd would be forced

to use peremptory challenges to remove the jurors himself Under Nevada law, the defendant's

3
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right to exercise peremptory challenges is absolute: A trial court commits reversible error --

without a showing of prejudice -- if it errs in denying the defendant's challenge for cause and

compels the defendant to remove a juror peremptorily.

WHEREFORE, Mr. Budd respectfully requests that this Court enter an order granting the

5 motion and excusing from jury service any person who knew or was acquainted with the victim or

6 the victim's family.

DATED this~ day of September, 2004.

Respectfully submitted
PHILIP 1. KOHN
CLARKCOUNTYPUB~

By~t
HOWARD S. BROOKS, #3374
Deputy Public Defender
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NOTICE OF MOTION1

2 TO: CLARK COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY, Attorney for Plaintiff:

YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the Public Def~er's Office wi1Ibring

the above and foregoing Motion on for hearing before the Court on the ~ of October, 2004, in

District Court Department XVIII.

DATED this ('1 day of September, 2004.

PHILIP J. KOHN
CLARK COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDERBY~"~HOWARD S. BROOKS, #3374

Deputy Public Defender

RECEIPT OF COpy

RECEIPT OF COpy of the above and foregoing Motion To Disqualify All

Potential Jurors WhifW Or Were Acquainted With The Victims Or Their Families is hereby

acknowledged this day of September, 2004.

CLARK COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY
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FILEDPHILIP J. KOHN, PUBLIC DEFENDER
NEVADA BAR NO. 0556
309 South Third Street, Suite 226
Las Vegas, Nevada 89155
(702) 455-4685
Attorney for Defendant

DISTRICT COURT

CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA

THESTATEOFNEVAD~ )
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

DEPT. NO. XVIII
DATE: October 18, 2004
TIME: 9:00 a.m.

Plaintiff, CASE NO. C193182

v.

GLENFORD ANTHONY BUDD,

Defendant.

MOTION 6: DEFENDANT BUDD'S MOTION IN LIMINE TO PROHmIT THE STATE
FROM USING PREEMPTORY CHALLENGES TO REMOVE MINORITIES FROM

JURY

COMES NOW Defendant GLENFORD ANTHONY BUDD by and through

Deputy Public Defender HOWARD S. BROOKS, and respectfully requests, pursuant to the Sixth,

Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution and Article I of the Nevada

Constitution that this Court enter an order in limine prohibiting from the State from employing

peremptory challenges to remove minorities from jury.

This Motion is based upon the authority cited in the attached Declaration of Howard S.

Brooks and the attached Memorandum of Points and Authorities.

DATED this \ l\ day of September, 2004.

PHILIP J. KOHN

c~CO~ 7r;:::J:.
B~~~~~~~~~==-=~~ _

HOWARD S. BROOKS, #3374
Deputy Public Defender
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DECLARATION OF HOWARD S. BROOKS

HOWARD S. BROOKS makes the following declaration:

1. I am an attorney duly licensed to practice law in the State of Nevada; I am

the Deputy Public Defender assigned to represent Glenford Budd in this case; I am familiar with

the allegations made by the State and the procedural history of this case.

2. Mr. Budd is facing three counts of Murder with Use of a Deadly Weapon.

The State has filed a Notice of Intent to Seek the Death Penalty.

3. I have no knowledge that either of the deputy district attorneys prosecuting

this case have ever used peremptory challenges in an improper manner. However, in two (State of

Nevada v. William Christopher Schoels, Case No. C1l5759X and State of Nevada v. James

Montell Chappell, Case No. C131341X) of the four death penalty cases I have taken to trial,

prosecutors from the Clark County District Attorney's Office used their peremptory challenges to

eliminate all minorities from the jury.

4. The Nevada Supreme Court has previously taken notice of this problem. In

an unpublished Order in Cedric Howard v. State (No. 40443 filed October 7, 2003), the Nevada

Supreme Court reversed a criminal conviction so the District Court could obtain a more extensive

record of precisely why the State was kicking black jurors off the jury. In the Howard Order, the

Nevada Supreme Court discusses the reasons offered by the prosecutors for kicking blacks off the

jury and commented that these reasons had an "apparent dubious nature." On remand, the trial

court concluded the use of peremptories to knock minorities off the jury was legal, but this

declarant has never heard of a single Clark County jurist ever concluding that the use of

peremptories to knock minorities off a jury was improper.

5. In 2003, the Nevada Legislature passed, and Governor Guinn signed into

law, Assembly Bill 13 which requires Nevada district attorneys to file an annual report detailing

the "race, ethnicity and gender of each member of the jury." I participated in the hearings before

the Assembly Judiciary Committee and Senate Judiciary Committee regarding this legislation, and

this legislation arose from a perception that Nevada's prosecutors engage in a pattern of kicking

minorities off juries. I personally believe that Clark County prosecutors, because of the reporting

2
000244
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requirement, now take pains to NOT eliminate minority jurors, but this motion is made in an

abundance of caution.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. (NRS

53.045).

EXECUTED this {'1 day of September, 2004.

~g~
HOWARD S. BROOKS

3
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MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES

State and federal law prohibit the exercise of a peremptory challenge against a

single juror on the basis of race. Batson v. Kentucky, 476 U.S. 79 (1986). The United States

Supreme Court ruled in Baston that a prosecutor may not rebut a prima facie showing of

discrimination "merely by denying any discriminatory motive or affirming his good faith in

individual selections."

CONCLUSION

The Defense respectfully requests this Court enter an Order prohibiting the State from

employing its peremptory challenges to remove minority jurors if such use of peremptories is

racially motivated. '1
DATED this _(__ day of September, 2004.

PHILIP 1. KOHN
CL~CO~YPUB~ER

B;~,1
HOWARD S. BROOKS, #3374
Deputy Public Defender
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NOTICE OF MOTION

2 TO: CLARK COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY, Attorney for Plaintiff:

3 YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the Public Defender's Office will bring the

4 above and foregoing Motion on for hearing before the Court on the 13th of October, 2004, in

5 District Court Department XVIII.

6 DATED this tL.day of September, 2004.

7 PHILIP J. KOHN
CLARK COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER

By~J~
HOWARD S. BROOKS, #3374
Deputy Public Defender

RECEIPT OF COpy

RECEIPT OF COpy of the above and foregoing Motion In Limine To Prohibit The

State From Using yPtory Challenges To Remove Minorities From Jury is hereby

acknowledged this) day of September, 2004.

CLARK COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY
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•
comment, despite a corrective instruction, once such statements are made, the damage is hard to

undo: 'Otherwise stated, one 'cannot unring a bell'; 'after the thrust of the saber it is difficult to

say forget the wound'; and finally, 'if you throw a skunk into the jury box, you can't instruct the

5

jury not to smell it."') (quoting Dunn v. U.S.•307 F.2d 883, 886 (5th Cir. 1962)); Government of

Virgin Islands v. Toto, 529 F.2d 278, 282 (3d Cir. 1976) (holding that curative instruction could

not cure the violation of the defendant's right to a presumption of innocence).

To the extent that the prosecutor may commit misconduct that is only marginally covered

by the cited caselaw, this court should intervene to protect the defendant's rights by instructing the

jury in terms which address the real effect of the misconduct. An instruction merely to disregard

misconduct would not be adequate and would likely exacerbate the effect of the misconduct. See

note 1, above. Only an instruction that explains to the jury what has actually occurred - - that is,

that the prosecutor has attempted to influence the jury by impermissible and unconstitutional

means, and that it would be a violation of the jurors' duty to consider in any way the substantive

basis of the misconduct in its decision - - would arguably correct the harm. Thus, if a court

concludes that it can cure misconduct by giving a cautionary instruction, the court "should aim to

make a statement to the jury that will counteract fully whatever prejudice to the defendant resulted

from the prosecutor's remarks." People v. Bolton, 23 Cal. 3d 208,589 P.2d 396, 400 n. 5 (1970).

In Bolton, the prosecutor's argument insinuated that the defendant had a criminal record when in

fact he did not. The court in Bolton indicated that a cautionary instruction sufficient to

counterbalance such an argument could take this form:

"Ladies and Gentlemen of the jury, the prosecutor has just made
certain uncalled for insinuations about the defendant. I want you to
know that the prosecutor has absolutely no evidence to present to
you to back up these insinuations. The prosecutor's improper
remarks amount to an attempt to prejudice you against the defendant.
Were you to believe these unwarranted insinuations, and convict the
defendant on the basis of them, I would have to declare a mistrial.
Therefore, you must disregard these improper, unsupported
remarks." Id.

To the extent that the prosecutors in this case may commit any misconduct not clearly

within the categories of misconduct explicitly identified in this motion, the defendant submits that

14
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•
only an instruction similar in form to the one described in Bolton could adequately correct the

2 harm such misconduct would cause.

E. CONCLUSION.

The defendant has shown that this court should issue an order in limine directing the

prosecutors not to commit misconduct in argument. Such an order is an appropriate use of a ruling

in limine; it is not objectionable by the state; it is necessary in light of the Clark County District

Attorney's pattern and practice of committing misconduct; and it is imperative in order to furnish

actual protection, rather than mere lip-service, to the defendant's rights. Accordingly, this court

should issue an order in limine prohibiting the prosecutors from committing any of the kinds of

misconduct discussed in sections II and III, below, and any other form of misconduct, and enforce

that order as requested above.

II.

EXAMPLES OF IMPERMISSIBLE ARGUMENT AT THE GUILT PHASE

To safeguard the fairness of the defendant's trial and protect the specific constitutional

rights to which he is entitled, the defendant sets forth some of the improper arguments a prosecutor

is forbidden from making by the federal Constitution, and the laws and ethical rules of this state.

This list represents some of the most common improper arguments the prosecutor can make and is

by no means exhaustive. The defendant presents these examples of improper arguments to inform

the Court of his unequivocal objection to them in advance of trial.

A. ARGUMENTS INFRINGING SPECIFIC CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS.

A prosecutor may not under any circumstances make a comment which violates the

specific constitutional rights the accused enjoys under the Bill of Rights and the Fourteenth

Amendment's Due Process Clause. The Supreme Court has held that "[w]hen specific guarantees

of the Bill of Rights are involved, this Court has taken special care to assure that prosecutorial

conduct in no way impermissibly infringes them." Donnelly v. DeChristoforo, 416 U.S. 637, 643

(1974).

• Darden v. Wainwright, 477 U.S. 168, 182 (1986) ("The prosecutor's argument [may] not ...

implicate other specific rights ofthe accused such as the right to counselor the right to remain

15
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2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

1 silent").

• Mahorney v . Wallman, 917 F .2d 469, 472 (10th Cir. 1990) (explaining that a lower

13 Law.

14 A prosecutor may not comment on the accused's post-Miranda silence.

15 • U.S. Const. amend. V ("No person ... shall be compelled in any criminal case to be a

16 witness against himself"); see also Molloy v. Hogan, 378 U.S. 1,3 (1964) (right against self-

17 incrimination applies to the states through the Fourteenth Amendment's due process clause).

18 • U.s. v. Robinson, 485 U.S. 25, 32 (1988) ("Where the prosecutor on his own initiative asks

19 the jury to draw an adverse inference from a defendant's silence ... the privilege against

20 compulsory self-incrimination is violated.").

21 • Darden, 477 U.S. at 182 ("The prosecutor's argument [may] not ... implicate other specific

22 rights of the accused such as ... the right to remain silent.").

23 • Wainwright v. Greenfield, 474 U.S. 284,291 (1986) (explaining that the Doyle decision

24 "rests on the 'fundamental unfairness of implicitly assuring a suspect that his silence will not be

25 used against him and then using his silence to impeach an explanation subsequently offered at

26 trial. ''') (quoting South Dakota v. Neville, 459 U.S. 553, 565 (1983».

27 • Doyle v. Ohio, 426 U.S. 610, 619 (1976) (holding that a comment by the State's attorneys

28 about the accused's post-Miranda silence, even during the course of impeachment, violates the due

standard applies for the grant of the federal writ of habeas corpus where ''the impropriety

complained of effectively deprived the defendant of a specific constitutional right").

The following sections identify some, but not all, of the arguments which would violate the

defendant's specific constitutional rights. The arguments below also violate the more general right

an accused enjoys to a fair trial under the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.

Since these arguments infringe specific constitutional rights, however, they are especially

intolerable and must be met with extremely strong measures by this Court.

1. ARGUMENTS ABOUT THE DEFENDANT WHICH VIOLATE THE BILL
OF RIGHTS.

a. Commenting on Defendant's Post-Arrest Silence Violates the Fifth and
Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution And Nevada

16
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1 process clause).

2 • People of the Territory of Guam v. Veloria, 136 F.3d 648,652-53 (9th Cir. 1998)

3 (reversing conviction and remanding for a new trial, after concluding that the prosecutor's

4 comment on the defendant's post-Miranda silence amounted to plain error since "the Doyle rule

5 prohibiting testimony regarding post-arrest silence has been well-established in the law")

6 (emphasis added).

7 • U.S. v. Harp, 536 F.2d 601, 602 n. 2 (5th Cir. 1976) (holding that prosecutor violated

8 Constitution when asked, "[n]ow doesn't it make sense that if the facts had been like the

9 defendants said they had been, that they would have told somebody?,,).5

10 • Nev. Const. art. I, § 8 (''No person shall ... be compelled, in any criminal case, to be a

11 witness against himself. ").

12 • Washington v. State, 112 Nev. 1054,921 P.2d 1253, 1255 (1996) (ordering new trial where

13 prosecutor asked defendant, "[fJrom the time that you had your Miranda rights read to you till

14 today, have you ever told the police officer or someone in authority your story?").

15 • Mahar v. State, 102 Nev. 488, 489, 728 P.2d 439, 440 (1986) (reversing and remanding for

16 new trial where prosecutor asked defendant during cross-examination why he had failed to tell the

17 police about his story).

18 • McGee v. State, 102 Nev. 458,461, 725 P.2d 1215, 1217 (1986)(reversing and remanding

19 for new trial where prosecutor in closing argument commented that the defendant "didn't tell

20 anybody in the system, law enforcement. He didn't tell anybody in our offices").

21 • Bernier v. State, 96 Nev. 670,671-72,614 P.2d 1079, 1080 (1980) (reversing and

22 remanding for new trial where prosecutor argued that an innocent person would not have waited

23 two years before telling his story)."

24

25

26

27

28

5 Federal courts have frequently granted relief from convictions because prosecutors commented at trial on the accused's
right to remain silent. ~ ~ Franklin v. Duncan. 70 F.3d 75,76 (9th Cir. 1995) (per curiam); U.S. v. Foster. 985 F.2d 466, 468
(9th Cir. 1994), as amend$Xf, 17 F.3d 1256 (~Cir. 1994); Hill v. Turnip, 135 F.3d 1411,1417-19 (lIth Cir. 1998); Gravley v.
Mills, 87 F.3d 779, 790 (6th Cir. 19%); Fields v. Leapley, 30 F.3d 986, 990 (8th Cir. 19%); U.S. v. Kallin. 50 F.3d 689, 693 (9th
Cir. 1995); U.S. v. Newman. 943 F.2d 1155, 1158 (9th Cir. 1991); Matire v. Wainwright, 811 F.2d 1430, 1435-36 (11th Cir. 1987);
Alo v. Olim. 639 F.2d 466,467 (9th Cir. 1980); Kelly v. Stone, 514 F.2d 18,19 (9th Cir. 1975).

6 The Nevada Supreme Court has frequently recognized that prosecutors cannot comment on the right to remain silent.
~ rub McCraney v. State. 110 Nev. 250,255-57, 871 P.2d 922, 925-27 (1994); Neal v. State, 106 Nev. 23, 25, 787 P.2d 764,
765 (l990); Murray v. State. 105 Nev. 579, 584, 781 P.2d 288, 291 (1989) (ordering new trial where prosecutor commented on
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20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

,.

1 The Nevada Supreme Court has extended the protection of the Fifth Amendment to include

2 an accused's silence after arrest but before receiving Miranda warnings.

3 • Morris v. State, 112 Nev. 260,264,913 P.2d 1264, 1267 (1996) (holding that the

4 prosecution cannot use post-arrest, pre-Miranda silence in case-in-chief).

5 • Coleman v. State, 111 Nev. 657,664,895 P.2d 653, 656 (1995) (applying Doyle doctrine

6 to post-arrest, pre-Miranda silence).

7 • Supreme Court Rule 173 (5) ("In trial [the prosecutor shall not] allude to any matter that

8 the lawyer does not reasonably believe is relevant...").

9 • The American Bar Association, Standards for Criminal Justice, Standards Relating to

10 Prosecution Function, Standard 3-5 .6 (b) (3d ed. 1993) ("A prosecutor should not knowingly and

11 for the purpose of bringing inadmissible matter to the attention of the judge or jury ... make ...

12 impermissible comments or arguments in the presence of the judge or jury."); see also Standard 3-

13 5.8 (d) ("The prosecutor should refrain from argument which would divert the jury from its duty to

14 decide the case on the evidence." ); Standard 3-5.9 ("The prosecutor should not intentionally refer

15 to or argue on the basis of facts outside the record whether at trial or on appeal, unless such facts

16 are matters of common public knowledge based on ordinary human experience or matters of which

17 the court may take judicial notice.").

18 Directly Commenting on the Defendant's Failure to Testify Violates the
Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution.

A prosecutor may not comment directly on a defendant's failure to testify.

h.

• U.S. Const. amend. V.

• Carter v. Kentucky, 450 U.S. 288, 301 (1981) (a person accused of committing a crime

"must pay no court-imposed price for the exercise of the constitutional privilege not to testify").

• Baxter v. Palmigiano, 425 U.S. 308,319 (1976) ("Griffin prohibits the judge and

prosecutor from suggesting to the jury that it may treat the defendant'S silence as substantive

evidence of guilt.").

• Griffin v. California, 380 U.S. 609, 612 (1965) (holding that the Fifth Amendment

silence and argued that it permitted the defense to fabricate plausible defense); Aesoph v. State. 102 Nev. 316, 320, 721 P.2d 379,
382 (1986); McGuire v. State, 100 Nev. 153, 156,677 P.2d 1060, 1063 (1984); Vippennan v. State, 92 Nev. 213, 214, 547 P.2d
682,683 (1976); Layton v. State. 87 Nev. 598, 600, 491 P.2d 45,47 (1975).

18
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1 prohibits a prosecutor from commenting on the defendant's failure to testify).

2 • Lesko v. Lehman, 925 F.2d 1527, 1541-42 (3d Cir. 1990) (reversing death sentence and

3 holding that comment on failure to express remorse violated Fifth Amendment's right against self-

4 incrimination), cert. denied, 502 U.S. 898 (1991).

5 • Flanagan v. State, 104 Nev. 105, 110, 754 P.2d 836,839 (1988) (finding that prosecutor

6 committed "flagrant" and "reversible error" where he stated ''they could or could not take the

7 stand, whatever they wanted"), vacated on other grounds, 504 U.S. 930 (1992).

8 • In Re Dubois, 84 Nev. 562,574,445 P.2d 354,361 (1968) (holding that it was improper

9 for prosecutor to refer to the defendant's "opportunity to take the stand" in objecting to closing

10 argument).'

11 • See section II (A) (1) (a), above; SCR 173 (5).

12 • ABA Standards for Criminal Justice, Standards 3-5.6 (b); 3-5.9.

13 • Stephen P. Garvey, Aggravation and Mitigation in Capital Cases: What Do Jurors Think?,

14 98 Colum. L. Rev. 1538, 1560 (1998) (reporting that jurors take into account an absence of

15 expression of remorse when they determine whether to impose death sentence).

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

Indirectly Commenting on the Defendant's Failure to Testify Violates
the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution
And Nevada Law.

The Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments prohibit a prosecuting attorney from commenting

c.

indirectly on the defendant's failure to testify. Federal courts have repeatedly held that where no

one but the defendant can refute a witness's testimony, it is improper for a prosecutor to say that

the evidence the state presents is "uncontroverted," "undisputed," "unchallenged,"

"uncontradicted," ''undenied,'' "intact," or ''unrefuted,'' or to otherwise draw attention to the

accused's failure to testify.

• U.S. v. Cotnam, 88 F.3d 487, 496-500 (7th Cir. 1996) (holding that the prosecutor

committed reversible error in violation of the Fifth Amendment when he commented that the

7 Both federal and this state's courts have recognized that it is impermissible for prosecutors to comment on the
defendant's failure to testify. Burke v. Greer, 756 F.Zd 1295, 1300 (7th Cir. 1985); Rl!1'er v. Mintzes, 706 F.2d ]61, ]64 (6th Cir.
1983); Harkness v. Slale. 107 Nev. 800, 803, 820 P.2d 759 (1991); McGuire v. State, 100 Nev. ]53, ]56,677 P.2d 1060, 1063
(1984).
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evidence the state had put on was ''uncontroverted'' since it was unlikely that anyone but the

2 accused could contradict the evidence), cert. denied, 117 S.Ct. 326 (1996).

3 • U.S. v. Hardy. 37 F.3d 753, 759 (1st Cir. 1994) (reversing a conviction after holding that

4 the prosecutor indirectly commented on the defendant's failure to testify by commenting that the

5 defendant is "still running and hiding today").

6 • Freeman v. Lane, 962 F.2d 1252, 1259 (7th Cir. 1992) ("Our cases have recognized that a

7 prosecutor may not comment concerning the uncontradicted nature of the evidence when 'it is

8 highly unlikely that anyone other than the defendant could rebut the evidence."') (quoting U.S. v.

9 Di Caro, 852 F.2d 259, 263 (7th Cir. 1988).

10 • Floyd v. Meachum, 907 F.2d 347, 353 (2d Cir, 1990) (holding that the prosecutor's

11 question "if there was confusion in this case, from whence did that come?" and "[i]fthere were

12 facts left out in this case, from whence did that come?" violated the accused's right under the Fifth

13 Amendment against self-incrimination).

14 • U.S. v. Sblendorio, 830 F.2d 1382, 1391 (7th Cir. 1987) ("We have taken Griffin to forbid

15 comment on the defendant's failure to call witnesses, when the only potential witness was the

16 defendant himself,"), cert. denied, 484 U.S. 1068 (1988).

17 • Williams v. Lane, 826 F.2d 654, 664 (7th Cir. 1987) (affirming district court's grant of

18 habeas corpus and conclusion that prosecutor's comment that witness ''told it to you and nobody

19 else told you anything different" was unconstitutional, explaining that "[tJhis Court has on

20 numerous occasions held that prosecutorial references to 'undisputed: 'unchallenged,' or

21 'uncontradicted' testimony were indirect references to defendant's failure to testify in violation of

22 the Fifth Amendment."), cert. denied, 484 U.S. 956 (1987).

23 • Raper v. Mintzes, 706 F.2d 161, 166 (6th Cir. 1983) (affirming district court's grant of

24 relief and holding that prosecutor violated Constitution by arguing that state witness' testimony

25 was ''uncontradicted or unrefuted" which constituted indirect reference to failure to testify).

26 • Kelly v. Stone, 514 F.2d 18,19 (9th Cir. 1975) (concluding that prosecutor committed

27 error requiring habeas relief where argued that the victim's testimony "stood unchallenged").

28 • U.S. v. Feams, 501 F.2d 486,490 (7th Cir. 1974) ("[W]hen a defendant has not testified a
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prosecutor risks reversal by arguing that evidence is undisputed when that evidence was of a kind

2 that could have been disputed by the defendant if he had chosen to testify").

3 • Harkness v. State, 107 Nev. 800, 803, 820 P.2d 759, 761 (1991) (reversing conviction

4 where the prosecutor asked rhetorically "whose fault is it if we don't know the facts in this case?"

5 and "what is he hiding?").

6 • Barron v. State, 105 Nev. 767, 778, 783 P.2d 444, 451 (1989) (holding that the prosecutor

7 improperly drew attention to the defendant's failure to testify by pointing out his opportunity to

8 take the stand).

9 • See section II (A) (1) (a), above; SCR 173 (5).

10 • ABA Standards for Criminal Justice, Standards 3-5.6 (b), 3-5.8 (d), 3-5.9.

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

d. Referring to Defendant's Courtroom Demeanor Violates the United
States Constitution and Nevada Law.

A prosecutor may not comment on a non-testifying defendant's courtroom demeanor. The

defendant's demeanor is not part of the evidence before the jury. See section II (A) (5), below.

• U.S. v. Schuler, 813 F.2d 978, 982-83 (9th Cir. 1987) (holding that the prosecutor violates

the Fifth Amendment by commenting on a non-testifying defendant's demeanor at trial or

suggesting that the jury can consider his behavior as evidence of guilt).

• U.S. v. Pearson, 746 F.2d 787, 796 (11th Cir. 1984) (same).

• U.S. v. Carroll, 678 F.2d 1208, 1209 (5th Cir. 1982) (reversing and remanding for new

trial, holding that prosecutor's reference to the defendant's courtroom behavior violated his Fifth

Amendment right not to testify, and not to be convicted except on the basis of evidence the state

puts on against him, and the Sixth Amendment's right to a trial by jury which prohibited his

presence from being taken into account as evidence of guilt).

• U.S. v. Wright, 489 F.2d 1181, 1186 (D.C. Cir. 1973) (holding that it violates due process

clause for prosecutor to conunent on non-testifying defendant's demeanor at trial because it is

irrelevant to question of guilt).

• People v. Garcia, 160 Cal. App. 3d 82, 91, 206 Cal. Rptr. 468, 473 (1984) ("Ordinarily, a

defendant's nontestimonial conduct in the courtroom does not fall within the defmition of 'relevant

21
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1 evidence' as that which 'tends logically, naturally [or] by reasonable inference to prove or

2 disprove a material issue' at trial.") (citations omitted).

3 • Good v. State, 723 S.W.2d 734, 736 (Tex. Crim. App. 1986) (holding that prosecutor could

4 not comment on testifying defendant's demeanor because it was not part of the evidence before the

5 jury).

6 • See section II (A) (1) (a), above; SCR 173 (5).

7 • ABA Standards for Criminal Justice, Standards 3-5.6 (b), 3-5.8 (d), 3-5.9.

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

Suggesting that Defendant's Presence At Trial Helped Him Fabricate A .
Defense Violates the United States Constitution and Nevada Law.

A prosecuting attorney may not suggest that the accused's presence at trial helped him

e.

frame his testimony or fabricate a defense. Such comments infringe the defendant's constitutional

right to be present at trial and to confront and cross-examine the witnesses against him.

• U.S. Const. amend. VI ("In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right ... to

be confronted with the witnesses against him ..."); see also Pointer v. Texas, 380 U.S. 400,403

(1965) (holding that Sixth amendment right to confrontation applies to states through the due

process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment).

• Shannon v. State, 105 Nev. 782, 788-89, 783 P.2d 942,946 (1989) (condemning as

"improper," under the constitutional right to appear and defend, the prosecutor's comment that the

defendant was putting on a "show" for jurors).

• Murray v. State, 105 Nev. 579, 584, 781 P.2d 288, 291 (1989) (reversing conviction where

the prosecutor argued that the accused's defense was credible because he could remain silent

during trial, listen to other witnesses, and tailor his testimony accordingly).

• Aesoph v. State, 102 Nev. 316, 321, 721 P.2d 379, 382 (1986) (ordering a new trial where

the prosecutor told jurors in closing that "[t]hey could just sit here and ... fit their story to ours

because we got to go first").

f. Referring to the Defendant's Refusal to Consent to a Search Violates
the Fourth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States
Constitution and Nevada Law.

28 A prosecutor may not comment on the defendant's refusal to consent to a search or seizure.

22



1 • U.S. Const. amend. IV ("The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses,

2 papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no

3 Warrants shall issue, but upon probabJe cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly

4 describing the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized."); see also Mapp v.

5 Ohio, 367 U.S. 643,654 (1961) (holding that right under Fourth Amendment would be enforced

6 by "the same sanction of exclusion as is used against the federal government"); Ker v. California,

7 374 U.S. 23, 30 (1963) (holding that searches by state authorities would be judged under same

8 standards as those the Fourth Amendment imposes on federal searches).

9 • U.S. v. Prescott, 581 F.2d 1343, 1350-51 (9th Cir. 1978) (reversing the conviction where

10 the prosecutor commented on the defendant's assertion of her Fourth Amendment right to refuse to

II unlock her door when the police sought entry to search her apartment without a warrant because

12 the "[t]he Amendment gives [a person] a constitutional right to refuse to consent to entry and

13 search").

14 • People v. Keener, 148 Cal.App.3d 73, 78, 195 Cal.Reptr. 733 (Cal. Ct. App. 1983) (holding

15 that prosecutor could not comment on defendant's refusal to leave apartment while a SWAT team

16 searched because defendant enjoyed "privilege to be free from comment upon the assertion of a

17 constitutional right.").

18 • See section above II (A) (1) (a), above; SCR 173 (5).

19 • ABA Standards for Criminal Justice, Standards 3-5.6 (b), 3-5.8 (d), 3-5.9.

20 g. Arguing that the Defendant is Abusing the System or the Constitution
Violates the Constitution and Nevada Law.21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

A prosecutor may not complain that the defendant has too many constitutional rights or that

he is abusing the system.

• Cunningham v. Zant, 928 F.2d 1006, 1019-20 (11th Cir. 1991) (affirming grant of habeas

corpus writ where prosecutor remarked that he was offended by defendant's exercise of his right to

a trial by jury which court calls "outrageous").

• See section II (A) (4) (d) above; SCR 173 (5).

• ABA Standards for Criminal Justice, Standards 3-5.6 (b), 3-5.8 (d), 3-5.9.
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2. ARGUMENTS ABOUT DEFENSE COUNSEL THAT VIOLATE THE
1 FEDERAL CONSTITUTION AND NEVADA LAW.

2 The Sixth Amendment to the United States Constitution provides in pertinent part that "[i]n

3 all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right ... to have the Assistance of counsel for

4 his defence." U.S. Const. amend. VI. The right to counsel applies to the states through the due

5 process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Gideon v. Wainwrigh!, 372 U.S. 335 (1963).

6 The right "to counsel is so basic to all other rights that it must be accorded very careful

7 treatment. Obvious and insidious attacks on the exercise of this constitutional right are antithetical

8 to the concept of a fair trial and are reversible error." U.S. v. McDonald, 620 F.2d 559, 564 (5th

9 Cir. 1980). For this reason, certain comments about counsel are a violation of the Sixth and

10 Fourteenth amendments. Examples of these are set forth below.

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20
21

22
23

24

25

26

27

28

Commenting on the Defendant's Retention of, or Request for, Counsel
Violates the Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States
Constitution and Nevada Law.

Under the Sixth Amendment's right to counsel and the Fourteenth Amendment's due

a.

process clause, a prosecutor may not comment on the accused's retention of, or request for,

counsel.

• Hill v. Turpin, 135 F.3d 1411, 1417-19 (11th Cir. 1998)(granting relief in habeas corpus

under Fourteenth Amendment's due process clause where prosecutor referred to petitioner's

request for counsel).

• U.S. v. Kallin, 50 F.3d 689,693 (9th Cir. 1995) (holding that prosecutor violated the due

process clause under the rule in Doyle and committed reversible error when prosecutor asked the

accused during cross-examination whether he had hired an attorney, whether that attorney was a

criminal defense lawyer, and the length of time during which he had retained his services).

• U.S. v. Santiago, 46 F.3d 885, 892 (9th Cir. 1995) ("[U]nder the Sixth Amendment right to

counsel, prosecutors may not imply that the fact that a defendant hired a lawyer is a sign of

guilt."), cert. denied. 515 U.S. 1162 (1995).

• Sizemore v. Fletcher, 921 F.2d 667,671 (6th Cir. 1990) ("A prosecutor may not imply that

an accused's decision to meet with counsel, even shortly after the incident giving rise to a criminal

indictment, implies guilt.... Such statements strike at the core of the right to counsel and must not
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1 be permitted. ").

2 • U.S. v. Daoud, 741 F.2d 478, 480 (1st Cir. 1984) (holding that prosecutor's reference to the

3 defendant's request for the best attorney in Puerto Rico violated the Constitution).

4 • Brunov.Rushen, 721 F.2d 1193, 1194 (9th Cir. 1983) (percuriam)(affinning grant of writ

5 of habeas corpus and holding that it violates due process to suggest that jury take into account the

6 hiring of counsel in determining guilt), cert. denied, 469 U.S. 920 (1984).

7 • . U.S. v. McDonald, 620 F.2d 559,564 (5th Cir. 1980) (holding that prosecutor's conduct

8 "penalized McDonald for exercising his Sixth Amendment right to counsel" by eliciting testimony,

9 and commenting in closing, that attorney was present when Secret Service agents searched

10 defendant' s home).

11 • Zemina v. Solem, 573 F.2d 1027, 1028 (8th Cir. 1978) (affirming habeas corpus relief and

12 district court's conclusion that prosecutor violated the petitioner's right under the Sixth

13 Amendment where suggested in closing that the defendant's phone call to his attorney after his

14 arrest indicated guilt).

15 • U.S. ex. reI. Macon v. Yeager, 476 F.2d 613, 614 (3d Cir. 1973) (reversing conviction

16 under Sixth Amendment because prosecutor argued that hiring attorney after crime committed

]7 supported finding of guilt), cert. denied, 414 U.S. 855 (1973).

18 • See section II (B) (2), above; SCR 173 (5).

19 • ABA Standards for Criminal Justice, Standards 3-5.6 (b), 3-5.8 (d), 3-5.9.

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

Disparaging Counsel Violates the Sixth And Fourteenth Amendments
to the United States Constitution and Nevada Law.

A prosecutor may not disparage or ridicule the defendant's counselor criminal defense

h.

attorneys in general because defendants enjoy "the right to counsel unstained by unfair

disparagement." U.S. v. Rodrigues, 159 F.3d 439, 451 (9th Cir. 1998); see also U.S. v. Santiago,

46 F.3d 885, 892 (9th Cir. 1995) ("[U]nder the Sixth Amendment, prosecutors may not imply that

... all defense counsel are programmed to conceal and distort the truth."), cert. denied, 515 U.S.

1162 (1995). Comments suggesting that defense counsel in general, or the defendant's attorney in

particular, are unethical, amoral, sneaky, cunning, or deceptive violate the Constitution's Sixth
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Amendment right to counsel and the Fourteenth Amendment's due process clause.

2 • U.S. v. Richardson, 161 F.3d 728, 735 (D.C. Cir. 1998) (reversing conviction and ordering

3 new trial where prosecutor suggested to jury that defense counsel was "out of touch with the

4 realities and concerns" of the defendant's and the jury's world).

5 • U.S. v. Rodrigues, 159 F.3d at 451 (ordering new trial in spite of defense counsel's failure

6 to object contemporaneously where the prosecutor told jurors at trial that after listening to defense

7 counsel, "you all must be feeling somewhat confused ... [defense counsel] has tried to deceive

8 you" because the prosecutor "does not speak as a mere partisan. He speaks on behalf of a

9 government interested in doing justice. When he says the defendant's counsel is responsible for

10 lying and deceiving, his accusations cannot fail to leave an imprint on the jurors' minds. And

11 when no rebuke of such false accusations is made by the court, when no response is allowed the

12 vilified lawyer, when no curative instruction is given, the jurors must necessarily think that the

13 false accusations had a basis in fact. The trial process is distorted.").

14 • U.S. v. Friedman, 909 F.2d 705, 709-10 (2d Cir. 1990) (holding that it was reversible error

15 for prosecuting attorney to state that defense counsel would "make any argument he can to get that

16 guy off' and that "while some people ... prosecute [drug] dealers ... there are others who try to get

17 them off, perhaps even for high fees").

18 • Bruno v. Rushen, 721F.2d 1193, 1195 (9th Cir. 1983) (per curiam) (holding that

19 prosecutor violated defendant's right to due process by commenting that witness changed story

20 after meeting with defense attorney and explaining that, maligning defense counsel "severely

21 damage[s] an accused's opportunity to present his case before the jury. It therefore is an

22 impermissible strike at the very fundamental due process protections that the Fourteenth

23 Amendment has made applicable to ensure an inherent fairness in our adversarial system of

24 criminal justice"), cert. denied, 469 U.S. 920 (1984).

25 • Manley v. State, 115 Nev. 114,979 P2d 703 (1999) (calling prosecutor's comment, that

26 "we could do that one exhibit at a time for the mentally challenged" in response to defense

27 counsel's request that the prosecutor admit exhibit more slowly, "inappropriate," and emphasizing

28 that "we direct the prosecutors to refrain from interposing these kinds of remarks").
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• Riley v. State, 107Nev. 205,213,808 P.2d 551, 556 (1991) (per curiam) (condemning the

prosecutor for commenting that defense counsel was "making stuff up" because "it is ..,

inappropriate for a prosecutor to make disparaging remarks pertaining to defense counsel's ability

to carry out the required functions ofan attorney"), cert. denied, 514 U.S. 1052 (1995).

• Cuzdey v. State, 103 Nev. 575,578, 747 P.2d 233,235 (1987) (reversing and remanding

for new trial where prosecutor made disparaging remarks about counsel).

• Yates v. State, 103 Nev. 200, 204, 734 P.2d 1252, 1255 (1987) (labeling the prosecutor's

remarks that defense counsel was in "violation of all ethics of any attorney" and that the court

should hold him in contempt "gross injustice" and a "foul blow").

• Williams v. State, 103 Nev. 106, 110, 734 P.2d 700, 703 (1987) (holding that it is

improper for the prosecutor to criticize defense counsel for legitimately impeaching prosecution

witness in a case where prosecutor commented that impeaching the witness was a "poor reward for

testimony of public-spirited citizen").

• McGuire v. State, 100 Nev. 153, 157,677 P.2d 1060, 1064 (1984) ("Disparaging

comments have absolutely no place in a courtroom, and clearly constitute misconduct.").

• See section II (B) (2), above; SCR 173 (5).

• ABA Standards for Criminal Justice, Standards 3-5.6,3.5-8 (d), 3-5.9 (b).

• National District Attorneys Association, National Prosecution Standards, Rule 6.5 (b) (2d

ed. 1991) ("Counsel should avoid the expression of personal animosity toward opposing counsel,

regardless of personal opinion.").

Complimenting Defense Counsel Violates the Sixth and Fourteenth
Amendments to the United States Constitution and Nevada Law.

A prosecutor may not compliment the defense attorney.

c.

• U.S. v. Frederick, 78 F.3d 1370, 1380 (9th Cir. 1996) (explaining that it was improper for

prosecutor to comment that "it is a defense attorney's job to do his best to cross-examine

thoroughly the witnesses presented by the Government for the benefit of his client. And you can

have admiration for [the defense attorney] because he is a skilled practitioner of that art," and in

response to an objection, "I'm trying to compliment him that he did a very good job of confusing
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[the witness] on the stand" because they suggested to jurors that the defense counsel's "methods

were somewhat underhanded and designed to prevent the truth from coming out.").

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

• See section II (B) (2), above; SCR 173 (5).

• ABA Standards for Criminal Justice, Standards 3-5.6 (b), 3-5.8 (d), 3-5.9.

Commenting On the Cost Of Defense Violates the Constitution and
Nevada Law.

A prosecutor may not comment on the cost of the defense, including the fees the state must

d.

pay for lawyers and witnesses.

• U.S. Const. amend. VI.

• Gideon v. Wainwright, 372 U.S. 335, 359 (1963) (recognizing that an indigent defendant

has a right to have counsel appointed for him by the state).

• Taylor v. U.S., 329 F.2d 384,386 (5th Cir. 1964) (holding that right as indigent to

subpoena witnesses exists under the Sixth Amendment's right to compulsory process).

• Young Bark Yau v. U.S., 33 F.2d 236, 237 (9th Cir. 1929) (holding that the district court

erred in denying application to take the testimony of witnesses in China).

• Ake v. Oklahoma, 470 U.S. 68, 70 (1985) (holding that ''the Constitution requires that an

indigent defendant have access to the psychiatric examination and assistance necessary to prepare

an effective defense based on his mental condition").

Prosecutors may not comment on the cost of the defense since this would penalize the

accused for the exercise offederal constitutional rights. Were prosecutors permitted to make these

comments, they would force the defendant to choose between, first, exercising his rights to the

assistance of counsel and the right to present a defense under the federal Constitution and being

penalized for it, or second, foregoing these rights in an effort to foreclose the opportunity for the

prosecutor to argue improperly. Like other comments which penalize the accused for asserting a

constitutional right, comment on the cost of the defense would, as the Supreme Court explained in

U.S. v. Robinson, 485 U.S. 25,30 (1988), "cutO down on the privilege by making its assertion

costly." Under the federal constitution, therefore, a prosecutor may not comment on the cost of the

defense.
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Nevada's ethical rules similarly prohibit prosecutors from commenting on the cost of the

2 accused's defense. See also section II (A) (1, 2), above; SCR 173 (5); ABA Standards for

3 Criminal Justice, Standards 3-5.6 (b), 3-5.8 (d), 3-5.9.

3. ASSERTING PERSONAL OPINION OR EXPERTISE.

The prosecutor may not offer a personal opinion or assert an expertise on any matter

because it violates the accused's right to confrontation. The Sixth Amendment to the United States

Constitution provides in pertinent part that "[i]n all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy

the right ... to be confronted with the witnesses against him ..." This right applies to the states

through the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Pointer v. Texas, 380 U.S. 400, 403

(1965). The Supreme Court explained in California v. Green, 399 U.S. 149, 158-59 (1970), that

the Confrontation Clause requires that a witness be "subject to full and effective cross-

examination" and it emphasized that:

Confrontation: (1) insures that the witness will give his statements
under oath-thus impressing him with the seriousness of the matter
and guarding against the lie by the possibility of a penalty for
perjury; (2) forces the witness to submit to cross-examination, the
'greatest legal engine ever invented for the discovery of truth';
permits the jury that is to decide the defendant's fate to observe the
demeanor of the witness in making his statement, thus aiding the
jury in assessing his credibility.

By offering an opinion or asserting an expertise on a matter, the prosecutor performs the

role of a witness. As one court explained it,

{b]y giving his opinion, an attorney may increase the apparent
probative force of his evidence by virtue of his personal influence,
his presumably superior knowledge of the facts and background of
the case, and the influence of his official position.... The prosecutor
is not just a retained attorney; he is a public official occupying an
exalted station. Should he be allowed to 'testify' in closing
argument, jurors hear the 'expert testimony' of a trusted officer of
the court on, perhaps, a crucial issue. On the other side may be
appointed counsel, laboring valiantly to present all defenses
available to the accused" who nevertheless may be unable to respond
to the implied challenge by asserting his personal belief in his
assigned client's innocence.

U.S. v. Morris, 568 F.2d 396,401-02 (5th Cir. 1978). When a prosecutor offers "expert
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testimony," he or she does not take the stand, testify under oath, or subject himself to the defense's

2 right of confrontation. Indeed, as the ABA Standards for Criminal Justice, Standard 3-5.8, have

noted in their conunentary, "[ejxpressions of personal opinion by the prosecutor are a form of

unsworn, unchecked testimony and tend to exploit the influence of the prosecutor's

office ...,,8 They therefore violate the right of confrontation.

3

4

5

6 The prosecutor also violates the right to a trial by an impartial jury when he or she offers a

personal opinion or asserts an expertise on a matter. The Sixth Amendment to the United States

Constitution guarantees that, "[i]n all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right to a

speedy and public trial, by an impartial jury ..." U.S. Const. amend. VI. In Duncan v. Louisiana,

391 U.S. 145 (1968), the Supreme Court recognized that the accused enjoys the right to have a jury

ascertain the facts and determine the ultimate question of guilt or innocence. Id. at 149. When a

prosecutor offers a personal opinion, jurors will naturally be swayed. As the Supreme Court

explained in U.S. v. Young, 470 U.S. at 18·19, a prosecutor may not offer his personal opinion

because "the prosecutor's opinion carries with it the imprimatur of the Government and may

induce the jury to trust the Government's judgment rather than its own view of the evidence." In

U.S. v. Garza, 608 F.2d 659, 663 (5th Cir. 1979), the court of appeals wrote that:

The power and force of the government tend to impart an implicit
stamp of believability to what the prosecutor says. That same power
and force allow him, with a minimum of words, to impress on the
jury that the government's vast investigatory network, apart from the
orderly machinery of the trial, knows that the accused is guilty or has
non-judicially reached conclusions on relevant facts which tend to
show he is guilty.

Indeed, the court of appeals emphasized in Morris, 568 F.2d at 401 that "an attorney's statement of

his beliefs impinges on the jury's function of determining the guilt or liability of the defendant."

See also Aesoph, 102 Nev. at 383, 721 P.2d at 322 (explaining that the expression of personal

beliefs and opinions "could only serve to influence the jury to rely upon the prosecutor's expertise

8 The Supreme Court, in Donnelly v. DeChristoforo, 416 U.S. 637,643 n. 15 (1974), briefly and without explanation
remarked in a footnote that, although improper, the assertion of a personal opinion itself might not violate the Confrontation Clause.
This does not, however, foreclose the argument that the assertion of a personal opinion about a factual matter is tantamount to
testifying without taking the stand and would violate this provision of the Sixth Amendment.
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1 and authority, rather than objectively weighing the evidence.,,).9

2 Ethical rules in this state prohibit the assertion by a prosecutor of a personal opinion. Rule

3 173 of the Supreme Court Rules forbids "assert[ing] personal knowledge offacts in issue except

4 when testifying as a witness, or stat[ing] a personal opinion as to the justness of a cause, the

5 credibility of a witness ... the guilt or innocence of an accused ..." The ABA Standards for

6 Criminal Justice provide, moreover, that "[t]he prosecutor should not express his or her personal

7 belief or opinion as to the truth or falsity of any testimony or evidence of the guilt of the

8 defendant." Standard 3-5.8 (b). In the explanatory notes, the ABA warns prosecutors to avoid

9 using the first person in describing or remarking on evidence and to instead "restrict themselves to

10 statements such as 'The evidence shows .. .' or something similar." Id. Commentary.

11 The unconstitutional and improper assertion of a personal opinion can take different forms.

12 As described below, courts have condemned prosecutors for expressly stating an opinion or a

13 belief. They have also held that pointing at the defendant or facing him melodramatically while

14 stating that he is guilty or deserves the death penalty constitutes an improper assertion of a

15 personal opinion. See,~, Collier v. State, 101 Nev. 473, 480, 705 P.2d 1126, 1130 (1985)

16 (holding that prosecutor improperly asserted personal belief when melodramatically faced

17 defendant and said, "you deserve to die."), cert. denied, 486 U.S. 1036 (1988). The following

18 arguments are examples of improper assertions by prosecutors of personal opinions or expertise.

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

Expressing A Personal Opinion About the Defendant's Guilt Violates
the United States Constitution And Nevada Law.

Under federal constitutional law, a prosecuting attorney may not express a personal opinion

a.

about the guilt of the person on trial or assert an expertise in assessing guilt. Asserting a personal

opinion also violates the rule against referring to facts outside the record. See section II(a)(5); see

also Young, 470 U.S. at 18-19; U.S. v. Francis, 170 F.3d 546,550-51 (6th Cir. 1999).

9 The Nevada Supreme Court has inconsistently followed the federal constitutional rule prohibiting prosecutors from
asserting a personal opinion or expertise on any matter. In Earl v. State, III Nev. 1304, 1311,904 P2d 1029, 1033 (1995), for
example, the court held that there is a "duty not to inject [the prosecutor's] personal beliefs into argument." As fully described
below, it has frequently condemned prosecutors for asserting personal opinions. By contrast, the Nevada Supreme Court suggested
recently that prosecutors can assert a personal opinion as long as it concerns a proper subject Williams v. State, 113 Nev. 1008,
1020, 945 P.2d 438, 446 (1997). cert. denied, 119 S.C!. 82 (1998). The court fails to grasp that it is the assertion of a personal
opinion itself that both federal and state courts have long condemned and not just the assertion of a personal opinion on improper
matters as the Williams court apparently believes.
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• u.s. v. Young, 470 U.S. 1, 17 (1985) (holding that it is "improper" for prosecutors to

2 express an opinion about the guilt of the accused).

3 • U.S. v. Leon-Reyes, 177 F.3d 816 (9th Cir. 1999) (calling prosecutor's comments about his

4 experience of26 years as a lawyer and his story of his grandfather's struggles "irrelevant and

5 unnecessary" as well as "objectionable" and an attempt "to vouch for his own credibility and

6 thereby the credibility of the prosecution's case").

7 • Young v. Bowersox, 161 F.3d 1159, 1162 (8th Cir. 1998) (comment that crime was

8 "disgusting and it's as cold as anything I've ever seen," in support of aggravating factor, was

9 "clearly improper" because "[i]t invited the jury to rely on the prosecutor's personal opinion about

10 the relative coldness of this crime and compared the circumstances of this crime to other crimes

11 that were not in the record").

12 • U.S. v. Molina, 934 F.2d 1440, 1444-45 (9th Cir. 1991) ("[A] prosecutor may not express

13 his opinion of the defendant's guilt ...").

14 • Floyd v. Meachum, 907 F.2d 347, 354-55 (2d Cir. 1990) (explaining that prosecutor's

15 misconduct in requesting that jury consider prosecutor's own integrity before considering and

16 evaluating the evidence against the defendant was reversible error).

17 • U.S. v. Garza, 608 F.2d 659, 662 (5th Cir. 1979) (reversing conviction and remanding for

18 new trial because prosecutor's comments that "I don't want innocent people going to jail" and "ifl

19 thought that I had ever framed an innocent man and sent him to the penitentiary, I would quit"

20 were "so clearly improper and so obviously require reversal").

21 • U.S. v. Morris, 568 F.2d 396, 401 (5th Cir. 1978) (explaining that it is impermissible for

22 prosecutor to state "I believe that the defendant is guilty").

23 • Kelly v. Stone, 514 F.2d 18, 19 (9th Cir. 1975) (ordering the district court to grant habeas

24 corpus relief where state's attorney made "highly improper expression of personal opinion" in

25 telling jurors that "[i]fyou can't find the defendant guilty on the facts that I have presented to you,

26 I feel like Ijust might as well, you know, close up shop and go home ...").

27 • Barron v. State, 105 Nev. 767, 780, 783 P.2d 444, 452 (1989) ("A prosecutor may not offer

28 his personal opinion of the guilt or character of the accused.").
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1 • Santillanes v. State, 104 Nev. 699, 702, 765 P.2d 1147, 1149 (1988) (holding that it was

2 improper for the prosecutor to tell jurors "the factors that lead me-- and the evidence -- to believe

3 that" the accused is guilty and "I believe the evidence has shown us that Mr. Santillanes is indeed

4 guilty of this crime").

5 • Albitre v. State, 103 Nev. 281, 283, 738 P.2d 1307, 1308 (1987) (condemning prosecutor's

6 statement that "we don't try people that we believe are innocent.").

7 • Yates v. State, 103 Nev. 200,203, 734 P.2d 1252, 1253 (1987) ("Any expression of

8 opinion on the guilt of an accused is a violation of prosecutorial ethics.").

9 • McGuire v. State, 100 Nev. 153, 157,677 P.2d 1060, 1064 (1984) (reversing conviction

10 and remanding for new trial and labeling "highly improper" the state's comment that "I will never

11 want to be accused of trying to send an innocent man to jail. You don't think 1 got a rape victim

12 out of the street to march here into court and waste your time, do you?").

13 • Dearman v. State, 93 Nev. 364,368, 566 P.2d 407, 409 (1977) (labeling "improper"

14 prosecutor's comments that "I feel just as strongly if persons are not guilty that they should be

15 found not guilty ... 1 happen to revere human life."). 10

16 • SCR 173 (5) (provides that lawyers must not "[i]n trial ... state a personal opinion as to the

17 justness of a cause ... or the guilt or innocence of an accused.").

18 • ABA Standards for Criminal Justice, Standard 3-5.8(b) ("The prosecutor should not

19 express his or her personal belief or opinion as to ... the guilt of the defendant. ").

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

Vouching for the Credibility of Witnesses or Offering A Personal
Opinion About the Evidence Violates the Sixth and Fourteenth
Amendments to the United States Constitution And Nevada Law.

A prosecutor may not vouch for the credibility of any witness. There are two types of

b,

vouching and they are both improper. The Ninth Circuit, in U.S. v. Frederick, 78 F.3d 1370, 1378

(9th Cir. 1996), held that a prosecutor can neither personally vouch for the witness by asserting his

belief in him nor bolster his testimony by alluding to facts outside the record tending to support the

10 The Nevada Supreme Court has repeatedly condemned the assertion of personal opinions by prosecutors. ~ ~
Dawson v. State, 103 Nev. 76,79,734 P.2d 221, 222 (1987) (per curiam), cert. denied, 507 U.S. 921 (1993); Emerson v. State, 98
Nev. 158, 163,643 P.2d 1212, 1215 (1982); Owens v. State, 96 Nev. 880, 885,620 P.2d 1236, 1239 (1980).
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credibility of a particular witness.

• Young, 470 U.S. 1,18-19 (1985) ("The prosecutor's vouching for the credibility of

witnesses and expressing his personal opinion concerning the guilt of the accused pose two

dangers: such comments can convey the impression that evidence not presented to the jury, but

known to the prosecutor, supports the charges against the defendant and can thus jeopardize the

defendant's right to be tried solely on the basis of the evidence presented to the jury; and the

prosecutor's opinion carries with it the imprimatur of the Government and may induce the jury to

trust the Government's judgment rather than its own view of the evidence.").

• U.S. v. Sanchez, 1999 WL 343734, at *10 (9th Cir. 1999) (holding that prosecutor

improperly vouched for government witnesses when commented that "Department of Justice,

would be put on the line to solicit false testimony just to prove up a case against these two

defendants" and "you will have to believe what the two people who have the most to lose here

have said happened").

• U.S. v. Dispoz-O-Plastics, Inc., 172 F.3d 275, 283-84 (3d Cir. 1999) (reversing conviction

because prosecutor improperly vouched for credibility of witnesses by telling jurors that "[t]hey

told the Government they fixed prices twice and I can guarantee you the Justice Department

doesn't give two for one deals; they had to plead guilty to both price-fixing conspiracies and their

~entence reflected that," which court concluded was an attempt "to buttress the credibility of

cooperating witnesses by providing extra-record information").

• U.S. v. Francis. 170 F.3d 546, 550-51 (6th Cir. 1999) (holding that prosecutor's comments

about role she would play in recommending whether witnesses' sentences would be lowered were

~mproper vouching because she "made it clear that her recommendation would depend on whether
,

she personally believed [the witnesses] told the truth. Because this could lead a reasonable juror to

infer that the prosecutor had a special ability or extraneous knowledge to assess credibility, the

statements were improper").

• U.S. v. Garcia-Guizar, 160 F.3d 511, 520-21 (9th Cir. 1998) (calling defendant a "liar"

based on state witness' "compelling" testimony constituted improper vouching).
,

• Frederick, 78 F.3d 1370, 1377 (9th Cir. 1996) (holding that prosecutor's reference to the

34
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consistency of witness' testimony and earlier statement was improper).

• Maurer v. Minn. Dept. Of Corrections. 32 F.3d 1286, 1290 (8th Cir. 1994) (reversing

denial of writ and ordering habeas relief where prosecutor improperly bolstered credibility of

witnesses by asking witnesses if complainant appeared sincere when she reported rape).

• U.S. v. Manning, 23 F.3d 570, 572-75 (1st Cir, 1994) (holding that it was reversible error

for prosecutor to comment that government witnesses could not lie on the stand), cert. denied, 117

S.Ct. 147 (1996).

• U.S. v. Kerr, 981 F.2d 1050, 1053 (9th Cir. 1992) (holding that it was plain error for

prosecutor to relay to jurors his opinion about a witness' testimony).

• U.S. v. Simtob, 901 F.2d 799, 805 (9th Cir. 1990) (reversing because prosecutor

improperly bolstered witness's credibility by offering to grant immunity to witness and urging to

tell the truth).

• U.S. v. Rodriguez-Estrada. 877 F.2d 153, 158 (1st Cir. 1989) (holding that "prosecutor

crossed the line" and "was out of bounds" when assured jurors that the witness was telling the

truth).

• U.S. v. Shaw, 829 F.2d 714, 717 (9th Cir. 1987) (holding that it was improper for the

prosecutor to bolster witness's credibility by remarking to jurors that plea agreement requires

truthful testimony because this remark "contains an implication, however muted, that the

government has some means of determining whether the witness has carried out his side of the

bargain), cert. denied, 485 U.S. 1022 (1988).

• U.S. v. West, 680 F.2d 652, 655 (9th Cir. 1982) (reversing and remanding where

prosecutor improperly vouched for witness' credibility by saying to jurors, "[i]fyou are willing to

believe that an officer ofthis Court and a member of the U.S. Attorney's Office is going to commit

perj ury...").

• U.S. v. Garza, 608 F.2d 659, 663-64 (5th Cir. 1979) (reversing conviction and ordering

new trial where prosecutor both offered his opinion about the motives of state witnesses and

bolstered their credibility by arguing that they were "professional" and "dedicated" and would not

have obtained a job with the Drug Enforcement Administration unless they had integrity).
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• U.S. v. Morris, 568 F.2d 396, 402 (5th Cir. 1978) (explaining that prosecutor may not say,

"[t]he prosecution's witnesses are telling the truth," or "I believe that the prosecution's witnesses

are telling the truth."). II

• SCR 173 (5) (counsel cannot "[i]n trial ... state a personal opinion as to ... the credibility of

· ")a Witness ....

• ABA Standards for Criminal Justice, 3-5.8 (b) ("The prosecutor should not express his or

her personal belief or opinion as to the truth or falsity of any testimony or evidence ...").

4. MISSTATING THE FACTS VIOLATES THE DEFENDANT'S
CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS.

A prosecutor may not misstate or misrepresent the facts. The Ninth Circuit recently

explained that the rationale of the rule against misstating the facts is that" [w]hen a lawyer asserts

that something in the record is true, he is, in effect testifying. He is telling the jury: 'look, I know

a lot more about this case than you, so believe me when I tell you X is a fact.' This is definitely

improper." U.S. v. Kojayan, 8 F.3d 1315, 1321 (9th Cir. 1993). See sections II (A) (3), above;

and II (A) (5), below.

• Donnelly v. DeChristoforo, 416 U.S. 637,645 (1974) ("It is totally improper for a

prosecutor ... to misstate the facts.").

• Berger v. U.S., 295 U.S. 78,84 (holding that, by misstating the facts, "the United States

prosecuting attorney overstepped the bounds of that propriety and fairness which should

characterize the conduct of such an officer in the prosecution of a criminal offense ...").

• U.S. v. Mastrangelo, 172 F.3d 288,298 (3d Cir. 1999) (holding that prosecutor's

misstatements about content of stipulation warranted reversal).

• U.S. v. Donato, 99 F.3d 426,432 (D.C. Cir. 1997) (reversing and remanding for new trial

where prosecutor made factually incorrect statement).

• U.S. v. Forlorm;!. 94 F.2d 91,96 (2d Cir. 1996) (holding that prosecutor's misstatement,

reinforcing the notion that defendant was aware of narcotics concealed in bag, was reversible

II See also U.S. v. Cotnam. 88 F.3d 487, 496 (7th Cir. 1996), cert denied. 117 S.Ct 326 (1996); U.S. v. Smith, 962 F.2d
923,936 (9th Cir, 1992); U.S. v. Eyster, 948 F.2d 1196, 1207 (11th Cir. 1991). .
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error).

• Davis v. Zant, 36 F.3d 1538, 1544 (11th Cir. 1994) (reversing denial of writ of habeas

corpus where prosecutor committed falsehood by objecting to defendant's testimony that there was

another confession when in fact there was).

• Kojay!!!!. 8 FJd at 1321 (holding that misstatement of fact by prosecutor constituted

reversible error).

• U.S. v. Foster, 982 F.2d 551, 555 n. 7 (D.C. Cir. 1993) (holding that prosecutor's statement

to court that state had not granted immunity to witness was reversible error where untrue).

• Brown v. Borg, 951 F.2d 1011, 1015 (9th Cir. 1991) (ordering new trial where prosecutor

argued false evidence).

• Lee v. Bennett, 927 F. Supp. 97, 101-06 (S.D.N.Y. 1996) (granting writ of habeas corpus

where prosecutorial misconduct, including misstating evidence, denied petitioner due process right

to fair trial), aff'd, 104 F .3d 349 (2d Cir. 1996).

• Mahan v. State, 104 Nev. 13, 16, 752 P.2d 208,209 (1988) (reversing a conviction where

the prosecutor incorrectly stated that the fingerprints at the crime scene matched those of the

defendant which contradicted the testimony of a police officer).

• Layton v. State, 91 Nev. 363,365,536 P.2d 85, 87 (1975) (holding that it was improper for

prosecutor to call defendant's statements admissions when they were not).

• SCR 172 (prohibiting the knowing making of "a false statement of material fact or law to a

tribunal").

• ABA Standards for Criminal Justice, Standard 3-5.8 (a) ("The prosecutor should not

intentionally misstate the evidence or mislead the jury as to the inferences it may draw.").

5. ALLUDING TO FACTS OUTSIDE THE RECORD VIOLATES THE
DEFENDANT'S RIGHT TO A FAIR TRIAL.

In Donnelly, 416 U.S. at 645, the Supreme Court explained "[i]t is totally improper for a

prosecutor to argue facts not in evidence ..." Such arguments also violate the right to confrontation

and cross-examination, in the same way that a prosecutor's expression of personal opinion puts

unsworn "testimony" before the jury. See section II (A) (3), above.
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• Berger, 295 U.S. at 85 ("It is fair to say that the average jury, in a greater or less degree,

2 has confidence that these obligations [of the prosecutor to uphold justice], which so plainly rest

3 upon the prosecuting attorney, will be faithfully observed. Consequently, improper suggestions,

4 insinuations, and, especially, assertions of personal knowledge are apt to carry much weight

5 against the accused when they should properly carry none.").

6 • Agard v. Portuondo, 117 F.3d 696, 711 (2d Cir. 1997) (holding that alluding to facts that

7 are not in evidence is "prejudicial and not at all probative."), cert. granted on other grounds, 119

8 S.Ct. 1248 (1999).

9 • U.s. v. Molina, 934 F.2d 1440, 1446 (9thCir. 1991) ("The prosecutor's assertions that

10 there were as many as nine other law enforcement officials who would support their testimony is

11 an improper reference to inculpatory evidence not produced at trial.").

12 • Hance v. Zant, 696 F.2d 940, 950-53 (lIth Cir. 1983) (holding that it was improper for

13 prosecutor to imply that he knew more evidence of guilt than had been presented, which partly

14 rendered sentencing hearing fundamentally unfair), cert. denied, 463 U.S. 1210 (1983), overruled

15 on other grounds by Brooks v. Kemp, 762 F.2d 1383 (1985).

16 • U.S. v. Carroll, 678 F.2d 1208, 1210 (5th Cir. 1982) (calling it ''wholly improper" to argue,

17 with no evidence on the proposition, that defendant was at scene of crime because he knew more

18 about pictures than his lawyer did and reversing and remanding for new trial).

19 • People v. Adcox, 47 Ca1.3d207, 236, 763 P.2d 906,919 (Cal. 1988) (reaffirming that

20 '" statements of fact not in evidence by the prosecuting attorney in his argument to the jury

21 constitute misconduct."') (quoting People v. Kirkes, 39 CaJ.2d 719, 724,249 P.2d 1 (Cat 1952»,

22 cert. denied, 494 U.S. 1038 (1990).

23 • Leonard v. State, 108 Nev. 79,82,824 P.2d 287, 290 (1992) (per curiam) (holding that it is

24 improper for a prosecutor to state that defendant committed crime because he "liked it" with no

25 supporting evidence), cert. denied, 505 U.S. 1224 (1992).

26 • Williams v. State, 103 Nev. 106, 110, 734 P.2d 700, 703 (1987) (per curiam) (holding that

27 it is improper to argue that defendant purchased alibi testimony based on facts outside record).

28 • Downey v. State, 103 Nev. 4,8,731 P.2d 350, 353 (1987) (calling it "unprofessional

38 000175
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1 conduct" for prosecutor to suggest that there was evidence he was not permitted to present to the

2 jury).

3 • State v. Cyty, 50 Nev. 256, 256 P. 793, 794 (1927) ("[I]t is an abuse of the high prerogative

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

of a prosecuting attorney in his argument to make statements of facts outside of the evidence or not

fairly inferable therefrom, and that to do so constitutes error. In fact, there is no dissent from this

view."). 12

• SCR 173 (5) (lawyer must not "[i]n trial, allude to any matter that the lawyer does not

reasonably believe is relevant or that will not be supported by admissible evidence ...").

• National Prosecution Standards, Rule 76.2 ("The prosecution should not allude to evidence

unless there is a reasonable objective basis for believing that such evidence will be tendered and

admitted into evidence at the trial.").

• ABA Standards for Criminal Justice, Standard 3-5.9 ("The prosecutor should not

intentionally refer to or argue on the basis of facts outside the record whether at trial or on appeal,

unless such facts are matters of common public knowledge based on ordinary human experience or

matters of which the court may take judicial notice"); see also Standard 3-5.8 (d) ("The prosecutor

should refrain from argument which would divert the jury from its duty to decide the case on the

evidence.").

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
26

27

28

B. OTHER ARGUMENTS INFRINGING THE DEFENDANT'S RIGHT TO FAIR
TRIAL.

In addition to enjoying specific constitutional rights, the accused enjoys the right to due

process oflaw. The Fourteenth Amendment provides, in pertinent part, that "(n]o State shall ...

deprive any person oflife, liberty, or property, without due process oflaw ..." u.s. Const. amend.

XIV, § 1. The Supreme Court has held that prosecutorial misconduct may violate the federal

constitution when it "so infect[ s] the trial with unfairness as to make the resulting conviction a

denial of due process." Donnelly v. DeChristoforo, 416 U.S. 637,643 (1974). The following are

12 The Nevada Supreme Court has frequently condemned prosecutors for alluding to facts outside the record. ~ ~
Guy v. State. \08 Nev. 770, 780, 839 P.2d 578,585 (1992), cert. denied, S07 U.S. 1009 (1993); Sanporn v. State. 107 Nev. 399,
408-09,812 P.2d 1279, 1286 (1991); Jiminez v. State. 106 Nev. 769, 772, 801 P.2d 1366, 1368 (1990); Collier v. State. 101 Nev.
473,478, 70S P.2d 1126, 1129 (1985), cert. denied. 486 U.S. \036 (1988); Ybarra v. State, 103 Nev. 8, 15-16,731 P.2d353, 357-
S8 (1987).
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some examples of arguments which violate the right to a fair trial under the due process clause of

the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution and Nevada law. In many of these cases, federal

courts and the Nevada Supreme Court have granted defendants relief from their convictions and

ordered new trials.

1. MISSTATING THE LAW VIOLATES THE DEFENDANT'S RIGHT TO A
FAIR TRIAL.

a. Misstating the Law on the Presumption of Innocence Violates the
Constitution and Nevada Law.

A prosecutor may not misstate the law on the presumption of innocence. To do so not only

violates the due process clause, but also, the prohibition against alluding to facts outside the

record. Such comment may also violate the rule against asserting a personal opinion about the

guilt of the accused.

• Mahomey v. Williams, 917 F.2d 469,473-74 (lOth Cir. 1990) (reversing denial of writ of

habeas corpus where prosecutor commented, in violation of Fifth Amendment, that presumption

protected only the innocent and that it did not apply in petitioner's case).

• Floyd v. Meachum, 907 F.2d 347, 354 (2d Cir. 1990) (reversing denial of habeas relief

where prosecutor remarked that the Fifth Amendment is "a protection for the innocent" rather than

"a shield" for "the guilty").

• Browning v. State, 104 Nev. 269,272,757 P.2d 351, 353 n. 1 (1988) (deeming

"outrageous" the prosecutor's reference to the presumption as a "farce," stressing that "[t]he

fundamental and elemental concept of presuming the defendant innocent until proven guilty is

solidly founded in our system of justice and is never a farce").

• Nevius v. State, 101 Nev. 238,248,699 P.2d 1053, 1059 (1985) (emphasizing that remark

by prosecutor that the state has right to have defendant convicted "clearly constituted

misconduct.").

• SCR 172 (a) (lawyers cannot knowingly "make a false statement of ... law to a tribunal").

• ABA Standards for Criminal Justice, Standard 3-5.8 (a) ("The prosecutor should not ...

mislead the jury as to the inferences it may draw.").
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I
h. Misstating the Law About What The State Must Show to Establisb

Guilt Violates the Federal Constitution and Nevada Law.

2 A prosecutor may not misstate the law on the meaning of guilt beyond a reasonable doubt.

3 • Sullivan v. Louisian~ 508 U.S. 275, 278 (1993) (holding that misstating law on reasonable

4 doubt is so egregious that it is never harmless).

5 • Cage v. Louisiana, 498 U.S. 39, 41 (1990) (holding that any equation of reasonable doubt

6 with "substantial doubt" or "moral certainty" as well as any other definition that would confuse

7 jurors or lead them to believe that the state's burden is less significant than it is, is

8 unconstitutional), overruled on other grounds by Estelle v. McGuire, 502, U.S. 62, 73 (1991).

9 • Holmes v. State, 114 Nev. 1357,972 P.2d 337, 343 (1998) (holding that any misstatement

10 by prosecutors of the standard is reversible error).

11 • Quillen v. State, 112 Nev. 1369, 1382,929 P.2d 893, 902 (1996) (holding that it is

12 improper for prosecutors to analogize reasonable doubt with major life decisions since they are

13 different from decision jurors must make in determining guilt of accused).

14 • Lord v. State, 107 Nev. 28, 35, 806 P.2d 548, 552 (1991) (holding that it is improper to

15 quantify reasonable doubt).

16 • McCullough v. State, 99 Nev. 72, 75, 657 P.2d 1157, 1159 (1983)("The concept of

17 reasonable doubt is inherently qualitative. Any attempt to quantify it may impermissibly lower the

18 prosecution's burden of proof, and is likely to confuse rather than clarify.")

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

c. Misstating the Law on Who Carries The Burden of Proof or Suggesting
that the Accused Bears Any Burden of Proof Violates tbe Constitution
and Nevada Law.

A prosecutor may not suggest that the defendant bears a burden of proof.

• U.S. v. Roberts, 119 F.3d 1006, 1011 (1st Cir. 1997) (holding it is reversible error for the

prosecutor to tell jurors the defendant must present a compelling case).

• Lisle v. State, 113Nev. 540,937 P.2d 473,481 (1997) (holding that it was "improper" to

insinuate that the defendant must explain the absence of witnesses or evidence), cert. denied, 119

S.Ct. 101 (1998).

• Washington v. State, 112 Nev. 1054, 1059-61,921 P.2d 1253, 1256-58 (1996) (improper to

call attention to the defendant's failure to call witnesses or to present evidence because
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"[p [rosecution comments on the failure to present witnesses or to produce evidence

unconstitutionally shift the burden of proof to the defense") (citations omitted).

• Whitney v. State, 112 Nev. 499,502,915 P.2d 881,882-83 (1996) (ordering new trial

where prosecutor commented on defendant's failure to produce evidence or witnesses and

explaining that "it is generally improper for a prosecutor to comment on the defense's failure to

produce evidence or call witnesses as such comment impermissibly shifts the burden of proof to

the defense").

• Harkness v. State, 107 Nev. 800, 803, 820 P.2d 759, 761 (1991) (reversing and remanding

for new trial where prosecutor asked ''whose fault is it if we don't know the facts in this case,"

which suggested that the defendant bore burden of proving not guilty).

• Barron v. State, 105 Nev. 767, 778, 783 P.2d 444, 451 (1989)("The tactic of stating that

the defendant can produce certain evidence or testify on his or her own behalf is an attempt to shift

the burden of proof and is improper. It suggests to the jury that it is the defendant's burden to

produce proof by explaining the absence of witnesses or evidence. This implication is clearly

inaccurate."). 13

• SCR 172 (a).

• ABA Standards for Criminal Justice, Standard 3-5.8 (a).

d. Misstating the Law on Intent Violates the Federal Constitution and
Nevada Law.

A prosecutor may not misstate the law on intent.

• Francis v. Franklin, 471 U.S. 307, 317 (1985) (holding that jury instruction which shifted

burden of persuasion on intent element to the defendant violates Constitution's Fourteenth

Amendment).

• Sandstrom v. Montan~ 442 U.S. 510, 520 (1979) (ruling that instruction presuming a

person intends ordinary consequences of voluntary acts violated due process clause under which

13 See also Ross v. State. 106 Nev. 924,927,803 P.2d 1104, 1105 (1990) (reversing and remanding for new trial and
explaining that it is "outside the boundaries of proper argument to comment on a defendant's failure to call a witness. This can be
viewed as impermissibly shifting the burden of proof to the defense"); Cuzdey v. State, 103 Nev. 575, 578, 747 P.2d 233, 235
(1987); Emerson v. State, 98 Nev. 158. 163,643 P.2d 1212, 1215 (1982) (explaining that it was "clearly inaccurate" for prosecutor
to insinuate that defendant had to explain absence of witnesses or to "come up with something" in reversing and ordering new trial).
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state must prove each element of offense beyond a reasonable doubt).

• SCR 173 (a).

• ABA Standards for Criminal Justice, Standard 3-5.8 (a).

2. MISCHARACTERIZING THE EVIDENCE VIOLATES THE
DEFENDANT'S RIGHT TO A FAIR TRIAL.

A prosecutor may not mischaracterize the evidence. Mischaracterizing the evidence

introduces the same kind of unsworn "testimony" before the jury, without cross-examination or

confrontation as misstatements of the facts and expressions of personal opinion. See sections II

(A) (3,4), above.

• U.S. v. Donato, 99 F.3d 426, 432 (D.C. Cir. 1997) ("[I]t is clear that it is error for a

prosecutor to mischaracterize evidence ...").

• State v. Cyty, 50 Nev. 256,259,256 P.2d 793, 794 (1927) ("Courts have uniformly

condemned as improper statements made by a prosecuting attorney, which are not based upon, or

which may not fairly be inferred from, the evidence.").

• SCR 172 (a) (a lawyer "shall not knowingly make a false statement of material fact...").

• ABA Standards for Criminal Justice, Standard 3-5.8 (a) ("The prosecutor should not

intentionally misstate the evidence or mislead the jury as to the inferences it may draw." ); see also

Standard 3-5.8 (d) ("The prosecutor should refrain from argument which would divert the jury

from its duty to decide the case on the evidence.").

3. ARGUMENTS ABOUT THE DEFENDANT WHICH VIOLATE THE
DEFENDANT'S RIGHT TO A FAIR TRIAL.

a. Ridiculing Or Disparaging the Defendant Violates the Federal
Constitution and Nevada Law.

It is improper for prosecutors to ridicule or disparage the defendant. Indeed, "the

prosecutor's obligation to desist from the use of pejorative language and inflammatory rhetoric is

every bit as solemn as his obligation to attempt to bring the guilty to account." U.S. v. Rodriguez-

Estrada, 877 F.2d 153,159 (1st Cir. 1989). Such comments not only violate the right to due

process of law, but may also violate the rule forbidding prosecutors from asserting a personal

opinion and from alluding to facts which are not in the record.
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• Harris v. People, 888 P.2d 259, 263 (Colo. 1995) (en banc) (the prosecutor bears "the

2 responsibility to refrain from improper methods calculated to produce a wrong conviction as well

3 as to use every legitimate means to bring about ajust one. The constitutional basis for this

4 prosecutorial duty is the right to trial by a fair and impartial jury guaranteed by the Sixth

5 Amendment to the United States Constitution ...").

6 • Jones v. State, 113 Nev. 454, 937 P.2d 55, 62 (1997) (<<[nhe responsibility of the

7 prosecutor is to avoid the use of language that might deprive a defendant of a fair trial.").

8 • Earl v. State, 111Nev. 1304,904 P.2d 1029, 1033 (1995) (recognizing "duty ... not to

9 ridicule or belittle the defendant or his case").

10 • Barron v. State, 105 Nev. at 780, 783 P.2d at 452 (same).

11 • SCR 173 (5) (lawyers cannot "[i]n trial, allude to any matter that the lawyer does not

12 reasonably believe is relevant or that will not be supported by admissible evidence.").

I3 • ABA Standards for Criminal Justice, Standard 3-5.6 (b) ("A prosecutor should not

14 knowingly and for the purpose of bringing inadmissible matter to the attention of the judge or jury

15 ... make ... impermissible comments or arguments in the presence of the judge or jury. "); see also

16 Standard 3-5.8 (c) ("The prosecutor should not make argument calculated to appeal to the

17 prejudices of the jury."); Standard 3-5.8 (d) ("The prosecutor should refrain from argument which

18 would divert the jury from its duty to decide the case on the evidence.").

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

Calling The Accused An "Animal," or a Particular Animal, "Monster,"
"Beast," "Creature," or a "Devil" Is Improper.

It is improper to call the defendant a monster, beast, creature, devil, an "animal" or to

b.

describe him as a particular type of animal. Such improper descriptions may also constitute a

comment appealing to group prejudice. See section II (B) (4), below.

• Darden v. Wainwright, 477 U.S. 168, 180 (1986)(condemning as "improper" the

prosecutor's description of defendant as an "animal").

• Miller v. Lockhart, 65 F.3d 676, 683 (8th Cir. 1995) (calling defendant "mad dog" violated

27

28

due process).

• Volkmor v. U.S., 13 F.2d 594, 595 (6th Cir. 1926) (ordering new trial where prosecutor
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referred to defendant as "skunk:" "onion" "weak-faced weasel" "cheap scaly slimy crook")" '" ~

• Cassady v. State, 287 So.2d 254, 257 (Ala. 1973) ("[W]e agree with appellant that the

prosecuting attorney should never demean a defendant by unwarranted vituperation, abuse, and

appeals to prejudice in order to foster convictions upon accused. It was highly improper to refer to

appellant as a demon, even though he may have possessed such evil traits of character.").

• Dandridge v. State, 727 S.W.2d 851, 853 (Ark. 1987) (calling defendant "gross animal"

improper) (non-capital).

• State v. Couture, 482 A.2d 300, 317 (Conn. 1984) (holding that defendants were entitled to

new trial where prosecutor, among other things, referred to them as "murderous fiends," "rats,"

and "creatures" which was improper), cert. denied, 469 U.S. 1192 (1985).

• People v. Caballero, 533 N.E.2d 1089, 1097 (Ill. 1989) (holding that description of

defendant as "animal" was "improper" and explaining that "[w]here a prosecutor's statements in

swnmation are not relevant to the defendant's guilt or innocence and can only serve to inflame the

jury, the statements constitute error") (non-capital).

• People v. Williams, 425 N.E.2d 1321, 1324 (Ill. App. 1981) (calling defendants "disgusting

animals" and "beasts" "reach [ed] the bounds of propriety" and constituted error) (non-capital).

• State v. Blanks, 479 N.W.2d601, 603 (Iowa 1991) (reversing conviction because

prosecutor referred to the movie, "Gorrillas in the Mist," in a case of black man accused of

assaulting white woman which "can be interpreted by the jury as having racial overtones.

Additionally, the comparison of a defendant to gorillas, apes, other animals or other demeaning

descriptions by itself may constitute reversible error.") (non-capital).

• Sanborn v. Comm., 754 S.W.2d 534, 544 (Ky. 1988) (emphasizing that "[t]here is no place

in argument for scurrilous and degrading terminology" in holding that it was improper to

characterize defendant as "black dog of the night," ''wolf,'' "monster," and "coyote that roamed

the road at night hunting women to use his knife on," and, combined with other forms of

misconduct, required new trial) (non-capital).

• State v. Wilson, 404 So.2d 968,971 (La. 1981) (explaining that, where defendants were

black and jurors all white, ''the repeated references to ... 'animals' as a description ofthe
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defendants were obviously intended to appeal to racial prejudice, as they had no relevance to the

elements of the crime of murder with which defendants were charged, and did not tend to

enlighten the jury as to a relevant fact").

• Walker v. State, 709 A.2d 177, 185 (Md. App. 1998) (holding that prosecutor committed

misconduct by calling defendant an animal and emphasizing that "[n]ot only is it inappropriate to

refer to a defendant in a criminal case as 'an animal,' it may be argued that such a strategy, in

some instances, could be counterproductive should the jury view the State as engaging in a

personal contest with the defendant. It is incumbent upon the People's representative to maintain

an air of dignity and stay above the fray.") (non-capital).

• Comm. v. Collins, 373 N.E.2d 969, 973 (Mass. 1978) (explaining that it "was clearly an

impermissible excess" for prosecutor to use the term "animal," which jurors might have

understood to refer to the defendant).

• Jones v. State, 113 Nev. 454, 468-69, 937 P.2d at 62 (calling defendant a "rabid animal"

constituted misconduct).

• Hilt v. State, 91 Nev. 654,660,541 P.2d 645, 649 (1975) (condemning prosecutor's

remarks that "I have got dogs at home I wouldn't shoot them and leave them out in the parking

lot").

• Pacheco v. State, 82 Nev. 172, 178-80,414 P.2d 100,103 (1966) (holding that description

of defendant as "mad dog" was improper).

• State v. Jerrett, 307 S.E.2d 339,355 (N.C. 1983) (holding that it was improper for

prosecutor to state that defendant was a "disciple of Satan" and a "con man").

• People v. Burke, 566 N.Y.S.2d 169, 169 (N.Y. App. Div. 1991) (referring to accused as

"predatory animal" in murder case, combined with other misconduct, required reversal of

conviction); see also People v. Rivera, 426 N.Y.S.2d 785, 786-87 (N.Y. App. Div. 1980) (holding

that, although defendants were conclusively shown to have committed a brutal and singularly

senseless murder, convictions had to be reversed because of improper closing argument, during

which prosecutor referred to defendants as "wolves of this society" and victim as "sheep" and

emphasizing that "prosecutor must speak with special care to insure that the right of a defendant to
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a fair trial is not destroyed. Such was not here the case. Here, the purple passages were used as a

tool to inflame the passions of the jurors to the end that a conviction would be assured.").

• State v. Keenan, 613 N.E.2d 203,208 (Ohio 1993) (by calling defendant an animal, the

"prosecutor's histrionic approach to this case crossed the line that separates permissible fervor

from a denial of a fair trial") (non-capital).

• Comm. v. McGeth, 622 A.2d 940, 944 (pa. Super 1993) (reversing conviction because

prosecutor "exceed[ ed] reasonable latitude extended to counsel in arguing their case" when

commented that "creeps like this should not be allowed to treat others like this .... We're dealing

with animals ..."); see also Comm. v. Lipscomb, 317 A.2d 205, 207 (pa. 1974) (calling defendants

"hoodlums" and "animals" improper and "interjected his personal belief in the guilt of the

accused") (non-capital); Comm. v. Balles, 50 A.2d 729, 731 (Pa. Super. 1947) (reference to

"Beasts of Belsen" improper) (non-capital).

• State v. Bates, 804 S.W.2d 868, 881 (Tenn. 1991) ("rabid dog" argument "patently

improper") (capital).

• State v. Music, 489 P.2d 159, 170 (Wash. 1971) (holding that prosecutor improperly

referred to the defendant in closing argument as a "mad dog" in murder trial and stressing that

"[w]e do not condemn vigor, only its misuse. When the prosecutor is satisfied on the question of

guilt, he should use every legitimate honorable weapon in his arsenal to convict. No prejudicial

instrument, however, will be permitted. His zealousness should be directed to the introduction of

competent evidence. He must seek a verdict free of prejudice and based on reason. ").

• Tompkins v. State, 774 S.W.2d 195,218 (Tex. Crim. App. 1987) (calling defendant

"animal" improper).

• State v. Brown, 853 P.2d 851,860 (Utah 1992) ("Referring to a defendant as a "mad dog"

is the type of personal invective that reflects a lack of objective detachment a prosecutor should

maintain in carrying out prosecutorial responsibilities. It should not be part of the prosecutor's

rhetoric on remand.") (non-capital).

• Rosser v. Comm., 482 S.E.2d 83,86-7 (Va. App. 1997) (reversing conviction because

prosecutor called shackled defendant "in every sense an animal" which "deprived appellant of the
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1 'scrupulously fair and impartial trial' to which he was entitled.") (quotation omitted) (non-capital).

Calling the Defendant EviL Sadistic. Wicked. Depraved, a Maniac. a
Psychopath. a Liar, Scum. Filth. or Dirt Is Improper.

It is improper for a prosecutor to call a defendant evil, sadistic, wicked, depraved, a

c.

maniac, a psychopath, scum, filth, or dirt. Such comments may represent an impermissible

assertion of a personal opinion. See section II(A) (3). Where a defendant is from a minority

group, such comments are also racially and ethnically inflammatory. See section II (B) (4), below.

• Martin v. Parker, 11 F.3d 613, 616 (6th Cir. 1993) (condemning prosecutor's improper

remarks that referred to accused as "dictator," a "disturbed individual," and "one of the most

obnoxious witnesses you'll ever hear").

• Drew v. Collins, 964 F.2d 411, 419 (5th Cir, 1992) (calling "inflammatory" prosecutor's

reference to the defendant as "sadistic killer" and to trip during which murder took place as

"rolling torture chamber"), cert. denied, 509 U.S. 925 (1993).

• Floyd v. Meachum, 907 F.2d 347,355 (2d Cir. 1990) (explaining that prosecutor's

references to defendant as "liar" were "clearly excessive and inflammatory").

• Rodriguez-Estrada, 877 F.2d at 158-9 (emphasizing, in recounting prosecutor's comments

that defendant was a "liar," a "crook" and that prosecutor "had the courage" to call the accused

these names "that these statements were improper is so clear as not to brook serious discussion ...

the prosecutor's obligation to desist from the use of pejorative language and inflammatory rhetoric

is every bit as solemn as his obligation to attempt to bring the guilty to account").

• U.S. v. Prantil, 764 F.2d 548, 555 (9th Cir. 1985) (holding that prosecutor's description of

defendant as "corrupt," "dishonest, sleazy, and greedy" were reversibly prejudicial and represented

an assertion of personal knowledge in a testimonial, rather than an argumentative manner).

• U.S. v. Weatherless, 734 F.2d 179, 181 (4th Cir. 1984) (holding that it "well beneath the

standard which a prosecutor should observe" to call the accused a "sick man" with "problems),

cert. denied, 469 U.S. 1088 (1984).

• Patterson v. State, 747 P.2d 535, 537-38 (Alaska 1987) (reversing conviction because,

among other errors, prosecutor referred to defendant as "crud").
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• Biondo v. State, 533 So.2d 910,911 (Fla. 1988) (holding that prosecutor's reference to the

defendant as "slime" was improper).

• Green v. State, 427 So.2d 1036, 1038 (Fla. 1983) (reversing conviction after holding that

prosecutor improperly referred to defendant as "Dragon Lady, beautiful, cunning, and evil" and

emphasizing that "[i]t is improper in the prosecution of persons charged with a crime for the

representative of the state to apply offensive epithets to defendants or their witnesses, and to

engage in vituperative characterizations of them. There is no reason, under any circumstances, at

any time for a prosecuting attorney to be rude to a person on trial; it is a mark of incompetency to

do so").

• People v. Terrell, 310 N.E.2d 791,795 (Ill. App. Ct. 1974) (concluding that prosecutor's

characterization of defendant in closing argument as a "maniac" exceeded the bounds of

propriety).

• People v. Nightengale, 523 N.E.2d 136, 141-42 (Ill. 1988) (reversing conviction after

holding that state's attorney violated right to fair trial by telling jurors to sweep "scum" like the

defendant off of the streets); People v. Hawkins, 410 N.E.2d 309 (Ill. 1980) (holding that it was

improper for prosecutor to characterize the defendants as "evil men"); People v. Smothers, 302

N.E.2d 324 (Ill. 1973) (prosecutor in murder trial improperly referred to defendant in closing

argument as a "sociopath").

• Bridgeforth v. State, 498 So.2d 796, 801 (Miss. 1986) (reversing in part because prosecutor

characterized the defendant as "scum" that should be removed from the streets and emphasizing

that "[t]here is no justification for such an argument to the jury. While an attorney has a right to

argue his case a prosecutor should not indulge in personal abuse or vilification of the defendant.. ..

The interest of the State of Mississippi is best served by the orderly rational lawful presentation of

the facts and the law. That is the way the criminal justice system is designed to operate. Justice is

not served by attorneys who use closing argument to express inflammatory personal ideas or

engage in personal vilification. The purpose of closing argument is to enlighten the jury, not to

enrage it.").

• Barron, 105Nev. at 780, 783 P.2d at 452 (holding that it was improper to comment that "I
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got some ocean front property for you in Tonopah" if jurors believed defendant's testimony).

2 • State v. Rodriguez, 31 Nev. 342, 102 P. 863,864 (1909) (explaining that "we are of the

3 opinion that [calling defendant a "macque"] unduly influenced the jury in arriving at their

4 verdict.").

5 • Comm. v. MacBride, 587 A.2d 792, 796-97 (pa. 1991) (holding that prosecutor committed

6 reversible error when he referred to defendant as "nut," which "insinuates that defendant is a

7 mindless and dangerous individual who had no reason whatsoever for his conduct," was

8 "stigmatizing" and tantamount to an expression of "personal opinion of defendant's character --

9 and, indirectly, defendant's guilt or propensity to act recklessly").

10 • Comm. v. Smith, 385 A.2d 1320, 1322 (Pa, 1978) (reversing denial of post-conviction

11 relief where prosecutor told jurors that the defendant was a "vicious" criminal who would "kill for

12 a nickel," explaining that it is impermissible for prosecutor to assert personal belief as to

13 defendant's guilt).

14 • State v. Moss, 376 S.E.2d 569; 574 (W. Va. 1988) (trial judge reversibly erred in first-

15 degree murder case by failing to intervene in the prosecutor's closing argument and correct

16 improper description of the accused as a "psychopath" with a "diseased criminal mind").

17 d. Comparing the Defendant to Notorious Figures is Improper.

18 It is improper for a prosecutor to compare the defendant to a notorious figure; it is thus

19 impermissible to compare him to terrorists, murderers, movie characters, and so forth. Such

20 comments can also constitute impermissible appeals to racial, ethnic, and other group prejudices.

21 See section II (B) (4), below. They also constitute improper assertions of personal opinion, see

22 section (11)(A)(4), above, and references to facts outside the record, see section II (A)(5).

23 • Young v. Bowersox, 161 F .3d 1159, 1161 (8th Cir. 1998) (calling "improper" prosecutor's

24 comparison of defendant's crime to other murders which the court remarked "invited the jury to

25 rely on the prosecutor's personal opinion about the relative coldness of this crime and compared

26 the circumstances of this crime to other crimes that were not in the record").

27 • Martin v. Parker, 11 F.3d 613, 616 (6th Cir. 1993) (per curiam) (ordering habeas corpus

28 relief in part because of highly improper comparisons by prosecutor of defendant to Hitler and a
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1 dictator).

2 • U.S. v. North, 910 F.2d 843,895 (D.c. Cir. 1990) (holding that prosecutor's comment that

3 compared defendant's strategy to that of Adolf Hitler was "[u]nquestionably inflammatory"), cert.

4 denied, 500 U.S. 941 (1991).

5 • Newlon v. Armontrout, 885 F.2d 1328, 1341 (8th Cir. 1989) (affirming grant of habeas

6 corpus writ where prosecutor compared the defendant to Charles Manson in violation of the

7 Constitution), cert. denied, 497 U.S. 1038 (1990).

8 • U.S. v. Steinkoetter, 633 F.2d 719, 720-21 (6th Cir. 1980) (holding that the comparison by

9 prosecutor of accused to Pontius Pilate and Judas Iscariot warranted reversal of conviction).

10 • Steele v. U.S., 222 F.2d 628 (5th Cir. 1955) (referring to defendant as "doctor Jekyll and

11 Mr. Hyde" as well as "cunning," "crafty," and "smart," held improper and reversibly prejudicial).

12 • Lee '!. Bennett, 927 F. Supp. 97, 104-05 (S.D.N.Y. 1996) (condemning as "completely

13 irrelevant or totally unsupported by the evidence," in granting habeas corpus writ, prosecutor's

14 remark that victim's mental state was similar to that of "our flyers shot down over Iraq and

15 captured"), aff'd, 104 F.3d 349 (1996).

16 • People v. Bedolla, 94 Cal.App.3d 1,8,156 CaI.Rptr. 171 (Cal. Ct. App. 1979)

17 (condemning prosecutor's comparison of defendant's actions with those of Hitler's Brown Shirts,

18 Mussolini's loyalists in Italy, and Tojo's in Japan, the Ku Klux Klan, and George Lincoln

19 Rockwell's people).

20 • Harris v. People, 888 P.2d 259, 263 (Colo. 1995) (ordering new trial in spite of failure to

21 object where prosecutor compared defendant to Saddam Hussein soon after President announced

22 military strikes against Iraq).

23 • Mathis v. U.S., 513 A.2d 1344, 1348 (D.C. 1986) (holding that repeated reference to

24 defendant as "the Godfather," had "strong prejudicial overtones," and along with other

25 misconduct, constituted reversible error).

26 • Comm. v. Graziano, 331 N.E.2d 808, 812-13 (Mass. 1975) (holding that repeated

27 references to one or both defendants as "AI Capone," constituted reversible error because ''those

28 references were calculated to appeal to prejudice based on national origin, and thus 'to sweep
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jurors beyond a fair and calm consideration of the evidence"').

• Browning v. State, 104 Nev. 269,272, 757 P.2d 351, 353 (1988) (admonishing the

prosecutor for referring in argument to the horror movie, "Friday the 13th," which the court

explained "served no purpose other than to divert the jury's attention from its sworn task").

• Flanagan v. State, 104 Nev. 105, 110,754 P.2d 836, 839 (1988) (labeling, in ordering a

new sentencing hearing, "patently prejudicial" and "serv[ing] to divert the focus of the juror's

attention" the prosecutor's comments about a murderer who had no connection to the defendant),

vacated on other grounds, 504 U.S. 930 (1992).

• Collier v. State, 101 Nev. 473, 477, 705 P.2d 1126, 1129 (1985) (condemning the

prosecutor's references to a notorious irunate), cert. denied, 486 U.S. 1036 (1988).

• Comm. v. Valle, 362 A.2d 1021, 1023 (Pa. 1976) (holding that defendant was entitled to

new trial because prosecutor remarked in closing that defendant was "vicious" and was an "AI

Capone").

e. Calling the Defendant a "Professional Criminal" is Improper.

It is improper for a prosecutor to refer to the accused as a "professional criminal."

• U.S. v. Blakey, 14 F.3d 1557, 1560 (lIth Cir. 1994) (ordering new trial because prosecutor

committed reversible error by referring to the defendant as "a professional, professional crimina)").

• Hall v. U.S., 419 F.2d 582, 587 (5th Cir. 1969) (reversing conviction after holding that it

was misconduct to refer to defendant as "hoodlum," explaining that "[t]his type of shorthand

characterization of an accused, not based on evidence, is especially likely to stick in the minds of

the jury and influence its deliberations. Out of the usual welter of grey facts it starkly rises--

succinct, pithy, colorful, and expressed in a sharp break with the decorwn which the citizen

expects from the representative of his government").

• Cox v. State, 465 So.2d 1215, 1216 (Ala. 1985) (reversing conviction after holding that

repeated references to defendant as "bad boy in the community" "constituted a direct attack on the

character of the appellant and the remark was highly improper in light of the fact that there had ben

no attempt by the appellant to present evidence of his good character").

• Ellis v. State, 254 So.2d 902 (Miss. 1971) (holding that prosecutors cannot refer to
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defendant as a "professional criminal" where there is no proof in the record to that effect).

2 • State v. Teeter, 65 Nev. 584,200 P .2d 657, 686 (1948) (holding that it was improper to

3 refer to defendant as a "hoodlum").

4 • SCR 173 (5).

5 • ABA Standards for Criminal Justice, Standards 3-5.8 (c), 3-5.8 (d).

6 Suggesting that the Defendant Poses a Threat to Society or to
Individual Jurors is Improper.

A prosecutor may not tell jurors that the person on trial is a threat to society in general or to

f.

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

jurors in particular. Such comments can also be racially inflammatory. An academic study reports

that 57.9% of the jurors he questioned were more likely to vote for death if they thought that the

defendant might present a danger to society. Stephen P. Garvey, Aggravation and Mitigation in

Capital Cases: What do Jurors Think?, 98 Colum. L. Rev. 1538, 1559 (1998). Since jurors will

likely be influenced by a prosecutor's improper suggestion that the defendant will pose a future

threat unless he is found guilty and executed, this Court must prevent the prosecutor from making

such comments. See section II (B) (4), below.

• Darden, 477 U.S. at 180 (condemning as "improper" comment that "implied that the death

penalty would be the only guarantee against a future similar act").

• Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands v. Mendiol~ 976 F.2d 475,486 (9th Cir.

1992) (reversing conviction because prosecutor's remark that if jurors acquitted him, he would

follow them out of the courtroom and retrieve the gun, denied him his right to a fair and impartial

jury), overruled on other grounds by George v. Camacho, 119 F.3d 1393 (9th Cir. 1997).

• Rodriguez v. Peters, 63 F.3d 546, 566 (7th Cir. 1995) (condemning as "inflammatory" and

"improper" the prosecutor's remark that the defendant would "scurr[y] off into the night to do it

again").

• Tucker v. KemQ. 762 F.2d 1496, 1508 (11 th Cir. 1985) (holding that prosecutor made

improper comment emphasizing to jurors the importance of their decision and that they were last

line of defense since it implied that they were the only ones who could stop him from killing

again).
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• Kelly v. Stone, 514 F.2d 18, 19 (9th Cir. 1975) (ordering habeas relief because of

2 prosecutorial misconduct, including "[h]ighly inflammatory and wholly impermissible appeal to

3 racial prejudice" in which prosecutor told jurors that "maybe the next time it won't be a little black

4 girl from the other side of the tracks; maybe it will be somebody that you know. And maybe the

5 next time he'll use the knife").

6 • Russell v. State, 233 So.2d 154, 155 (Fla. App. 1970) (reversing and remanding after

7 finding that the district attorney's comment that if the defendant was not convicted there would be

8 "people getting stabbed allover" the region was highly prejudicial and required a new trial).

9 • Jones v. State, 113 Nev. 454,468,937 P.2d 55, 64 (1997) (calling "clearly inflammatory"

to and stating that "we admonish the prosecutor for suggesting that Jones' violent tendencies could be

11 visited upon individual jurors").

12 • McGuire v. State, 100 Nev. 153, 156,677 P.2d 1060, 1063 (1984) (reversing and

13 remanding for new trial where prosecutor suggested to jurors that if they acquitted him, he would

14 rape again, saying, "these comments [were] exceedingly improper in and of themselves").

15 • Cosey v. State, 93 Nev. 352, 354, 566 P.2d 83, 85 (1977) (condemning as "improper"

16 comment that "[i]f you cut [the defendant] loose, you are going to be cutting loose a person who is

17 going to be out there to rob you or 1."),

18 • Lime v. State, 479 P.2d 608, 609 (Okl. Crim, 1971) (holding that it was reversible error for

19 prosecutor to tell jurors that if they did not convict ''there will be somebody else's relative that will

20 be killed by these two men within I will say, a year or two").

21 • SCR 173 (5).

22 • ABA Standards for Criminal Justice. Standards 3-5.8 (c), 3-5.8 (d).

23

24

25

26

27

28

Referring to the Defendant's Gang Involvement Violates The U.S.
Constitution and Nevada Law.

A prosecutor may not refer to a person's gang involvement when gang involvement is not

g.

relevant to the proof of the charged offense. Such comments both violate the rule against referring

to facts outside the record and can be racially or ethnically inflammatory. See section II (B) (4),

below.
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• u.s. v. Williams, 496 F.2d 378, 384 (1st Cir. 1974) (prosecutor's comment that he did not

know the names of "characters of the underworld" was ''utterly unacceptable" and "inconsistent

with 'the dignity of the government' and cannot be permitted") (quotation omitted).

• McGuire v. State, 100 Nev. 153, 156,677 P.2d 1060, 1063 (1984) (reversing the

conviction where the prosecutor called the defendant an "Aryan warrior," since "[t]hese comments

were completely irrelevant to the issues in this case, and could only have impermissibly served to

inflame the emotions of the jury, therefore clearly constituting misconduct on the prosecutor's

part").

• People v. Billingsley, 425 N.Y.S.2d 139, 141 (N.Y. App. Div. 1980) (holding that new trial

was required where prosecutor commented that during the defendant's confession, "[t]hey had big

bright lights shining on his face. Just like we see in the movies with all the gangsters," which the

court deemed an extremely prejudicial use of the gangster idiom).

• SCR 173 (5).

• ABA Standards for Criminal Justice, Standards 3-5.8 (c), 3-5.8 (d).

h. Referring to Prior Convictions Violates the U.S. Constitution and
Nevada Law.

A prosecutor may not refer to the defendant's prior convictions which are not in evidence

or suggest in any way to the jury that the defendant has a criminal record.

• Stewart v. Duckworth, 93 F.3d 262, 267 (7th Cir. 1996) (holding that it was improper to

refer to past convictions).

• U.S. v. LeQuire, 943 F.2d 1554, 1571 (lIth Cir. 1991) (holding that prosecutor's elicitation

of testimony about defendant's prior convictions was reversible error), cert. denied, 505 U.S. 1223

(1992).

• Witherow v. State, 104 Nev. 721, 723, 765 P.2d 1153, 1154 (1988)(reversing the

conviction because of the prosecutor's references to the defendant's relationship with inmates

while he was in prison and to his filing a habeas petition, explaining that "[r]eference to prior

criminal history is reversible error. ").

• McGuire v. State, 100 Nev. 153, 156,677 P.2d 1060, 1063 (1984) (explaining that the
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prosecutor'S remarks about defendant's felony convictions were a "highly improper use of

character evidence.").

• SCR 173 (5).

• ABA Standards for Criminal Justice, Standards 3-5.8 (c); 3-5.8 (d).

4. ARGUMENTS BASED ON GROUP PREJUDICE VIOLATE THE UNITED
STATES CONSTITUTION AND NEVADA LAW.

"A prosecutor may not make an appeal to the jury that is directed to passion or prejudice

rather than to reason and to an understanding of the law." Cunningham v. Zant, 928 F.2d 1006,

1019 (11 th Cir. 1991). Such comments not only violate the right to due process oflaw, but also, as

the federal court explained in Lee v. Bennett, 927 F. Supp. 97, 101 (S.D.N.Y. 1996), affd, 104

F.3d 349 (1996), "[ d]eliberate injection of extrinsic or prejudicial matter which has no relevance to

the case and no basis in the evidence is not an appropriate element of a prosecutor's summation

because it impinges on the jury's function for determining guilt or innocence." The American Bar

Association has similarly condemned such arguments, providing in one of its standards that "[t]he

prosecutor should not make arguments calculated to appeal to the prejudices of the jury," and

elaborating:

Remarks calculated to evoke bias or prejudice should never be made
in a court by anyone, especially the prosecutor. Where the jury's
predisposition against some particular segment of society is
exploited to stigmatize the accused or the accused's witnesses, such
argument clearly trespasses the bounds of reasonable inference or
fair comment on the evidence.

American Bar Association Standards for Criminal Justice, Standard 3-5.8. The National District

Attorneys Association also states that it is impermissible for prosecutors to make "prejudicial or

inflammatory argument..." National Prosecution Standards, Rule 6.5 (g) (5). Such comments may

also violate the rule against singling out jurors. See section II (B) (10) (d), below.

Arguments explicitly or implicitly urging the jury to make a finding of guilt, or to impose

punishment, based on group bias violate the defendant's right to equal protection of the laws under

the State and Federal Constitutions. U.S. Const. amend. XIV; Nev. Const. Art. 4 § 21.

a. Comments, Whether Explicit or Veiled. About Race Violate the U.S.
Constitution and Nevada Law.
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1 A prosecutor may not make a comment which appeals to the racial prejudices jurors may

2 hold. A recent study about the reactions of jurors to certain factors highlights the need for

3 prosecutors to refrain from, and for courts to prevent, improper comments about race. Jurors take

4 into account the race of an accused in deciding at sentencing whether aggravating factors, like

5 future dangerousness, exist. Stephen P. Garvey, Aggravation and Mitigation in Capital Cases:

6 What do Jurors Think?, 98 Colum. L. Rev. 1538, 1560 (1998). When prosecutors make comments

7 appealing to racial prejudice, they evoke or reinforce any racial prejudice jurors may hold and

8 confirm in their minds that race is a proper consideration at a capital trial. Comments referring to

9 race, whether explicit or veiled, thus compromise the accused's right to a fair trial and to equal

10 protection of the laws.

11 • U.S. v. Richardson, 161 F.3d 728, 735 (D.C. Cir. 1998) (reversing the conviction where

12 prosecutor attempted to rebut defense of misidentification by stating to predominantly black jurors

13 "we don't all look alike, ladies and gentlemen," which court held was attempt to appeal to racial

14 prejudices of jurors).

15 • U.S. v. Cannon, 88 F.3d 1495, 1502·03 (8th Cir. 1996) (holding that it was reversible error

16 for prosecutor to refer to black people as "bad people" and to comment on fact that defendants

17 were not from region).

18 • U.S. v. Doe, 903 F.2d 16,25 (D.C. Cir, 1990) (racial bias appeal in prosecutor's closing

19 argument constitutes reversible error).

20 • Kelly v. Stone, 514 F.2d 18, 19 (9th Cir. 1975) (ordering habeas relief because of

21 prosecutorial misconduct, including "[h]ighly inflammatory and wholly impermissible appeal to

22 racial prejudice" in which prosecutor told jurors that "maybe the next time it won't be a little black

23 girl from the other side of the tracks; maybe it will be somebody that you know. And maybe the

24 next time he'll use the kriife").

25 • State v. Blanks, 479 N.W.2d 601, 605 (Iowa 1992) (holding that reference to movie,

26 "Gorrillas in the Mist," in case of black man was racially prejudicial and emphasizing that

27 "[rjegardless of the prosecutor's good faith intentions and what he claims to be an innocent

28 remark, there is the prejudicial possibility that from the jury's standpoint an attempt was made to
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compare the behavior of the defendant with that of apes and gorillas").

• State v. Wilson, 404 So.2d 968, 971 (La. 1981 ) (explaining that, where defendants were

black and jurors all white, ''the repeated references to ... 'animals' as a description of the

defendants were obviously intended to appeal to racial prejudice, as they had no relevance to the

elements of the crime of murder with which defendants were charged, and did not tend to

enlighten the jury as to a relevant fact").

• Dawson v. State, 103 Nev. 76, 80, 734 P.2d 221 (1987) (per curiam) (emphasizing that, in

recounting prosecutor's comment to jurors that the defendant, a Black man, had a "preference for

white women" and a "relationship" with them, "we unhesitantly declare such conduct to be

prejudicially improper even if there were some logic to it and even if, as claimed, no racial bias

was intended to be elicited by the remarks"), cert. denied, 507 U.S. 921 (1993).

• SCR 173(5) (a lawyer shall not "[i]n trial, allude to any matter that the lawyer does not

reasonably believe is relevant or that will not be supported by admissible evidence ...").

• ABA Standards for Criminal Justice, Standard 3-5.8 (d) ("The prosecutor should refrain

from argument which would divert the jury from its duty to decide the case on the evidence."); see

also Standard 3-5.8 (c) ("The prosecutor should not make arguments calculated to appeal to the

prejudices of the jury.").

h. Comments Appealing to Gender Bias Violate the United States
Constitution and Nevada Law.

A prosecutor may not appeal to gender bias in argument.

• Lee v. Bennett, 927 F. Supp. 97,104-05 (S.D.N.Y. 1996) (prosecutor improperly appealed

to gender bias by commenting that defense witness's testimony helped explain ''why so many

rapes go unreported in this country" and was "completely insensitive" because the term

"insensitive" is "a current buzz word used on TV talk shows and soap operas to describe masculine

reactions to complaints by women. This statement itself was an appeal to gender bias among the

jurors."), aWd, 104 F.3d 349 (1996).

• SCR 173(5).

• ABA Standards for Criminal Justice, Standards 3-5.8 (d), 3-5.8 (c).
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c. Comments Appealing to Class Bias Violate the United States
Constitution and Nevada Law.

2 A prosecutor may not appeal to class bias.

3 • U.S. v. Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., 310 U.S. 150,239 (1940) ("[A]ppeals to class prejudice

4 are highly improper and cannot be condoned and trial courts should ever be alert to prevent

5 them.").

6 • Sizemore v. Fletcher, 921 F.2d 667, 670-72 (6th Cir. 1990) (explaining that "appeals to

7 class prejudice must not be tolerated in the courtroom" in holding that prosecutor committed

8 reversible error where referred to the accused's "money," "multitude of attomeys, " and made the

9 statement that the defendant ''would rather kill" two people than increase their salaries).

10 • SCR 173 (5).

11 • ABA Standards for Criminal Justice, Standards 3-5.8 (d); 3-5.8 (c).

12 d. Comments About Region Violate the Federal Constitution and Nevada
13 Law.

14 A prosecutor may not appeal to regional prejudice.

15 • U.S. v. Cannon, 88 F.3d 1495, 1502 (8th Cir. 1996) (reversing conviction after holding that

16 it was improper for prosecutor to point out to jurors that defendants were not locals),

17
18 • Miranda v. State, 101Nev. 562, 569, 707 P.2d 1121, 1126 (1985) (condemning the

19 prosecutor's comment about the accused's Cuban nationality and his mode of entry into the U.S.),

20 cert. denied, 475 U.S. 1031 (1986).

21 • SCR 173(5).

22 • ABA Standards for Criminal Justice, Standards 3-5.8 (d); 3-5.8 (c).

23

24

25

26

27

28

Comments About Religion Violate the Federal Constitution and Nevada
Law.

A prosecutor may not appeal to religious authority in support of an argument. Such

e.

comment also constitutes an impermissible reference to facts outside the record.

• Cunningham v. Zant; 928 F.2d 1006, 1020 (I Ith Cir. 1991) (affirming grant of habeas

corpus writ and condemning prosecutor's "outrageous" appeals to religious beliefs and statement
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1 that "How do you know that if you let him go this time it won't be done again? You know, Judas

2 Iscariot was a good person, the most trusted of them all and you all know what he did.").

3 • Cobb v. Wainwright, 609 F.2d 754, 756 n.2 (5th Cir. 1980) (calling "clearly objectionable"

4 prosecutor's references to the Bible to support his proposition that there was no reason to show the

5 defendant mercy).

6 • People v. Wrest, 3 Ca1.4th 1088, 1091,839 P.2d 1020 (Cal. 1992) (holding that it was

7 "improper" for prosecutor to refer to the bible for support), cert. denied. 510 U.8. 848 (1993).

8 • People v. Poggi, 45 Ca1.3d 306, 340, 753 P.2d 1082 (CaJ. 1988) (calling "inappropriate"

9 prosecutors' statement that a higher authority would judge the defendant, that victim would testify

10 against him, and that the defendant would suffer eternal damnation and hell).

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Comments About Beliefs Protected by the First Amendment Violate the
Federal Constitution and Nevada Law.

Arguments stigmatizing the defendant on the basis of beliefs protected by the First

f.

Amendment, or membership in unpopular organizations, when those facts are not relevant to

issues presented at trial, are improper.

• Dawson v. Delaware, 503 U.S. 159,166-167 (1992) (impermissible to admit evidence of

defendant's membership in Aryan Brotherhood prison gang at sentencing, where not relevant to

issues presented and defendant's abstract beliefs protected by First Amendment and not admissible
18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

to show "character").

• Keyeshian v. Board of Regents, 385 U.S. 580, 606 (1967) ("[M]ere knowing membership

without a specific intent to further the unlawful aims of [Communist Party]" not adequate basis for

exclusion from university employment).

• Schware v. Board of Bar Examiners, 353 U.S. 232, (1957) (previous membership in

Communist Party not basis for denying admission to bar where no connection to requirement of

"good moral character").

5. RIDICULING OR DENIGRATING THE DEFENSE THEORY VIOLATES
THE CONSTITUTION AND NEVADA LAW.

A prosecutor may not ridicule the defense theory.

• U.S. v. Sanchez, 1999 WL 343734, at * 11 (9th Cir. 1999) (holding that the prosecutor
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"committed misconduct in ... denigrating the defense as a sham" and reversing the conviction).

• Earl v. State, IIINev. 1304,904 P.2d 1029 (reversing the conviction where the

prosecuting attorney called the defendant's testimony "malarkey," explaining that "[t]his remark

by the prosecutor violated his duty ... not to ridicule or belittle the defendant or the case").

• Barron v. State, 105 Nev. 767,780,783 P.2d 444, 452 (1989) (recognizing a duty not to

ridicule the defense theory and condemning prosecutor for telling jurors that the defense "tried to

hustIe you" and that if "you accept what Barbara Barron and Carol Tomlinson told you, Igot some

ocean front property for you in Tonopah").

• Pickworth v. State, 95 Nev. 547, 550, 598 P.2d 626, 629 (1979) (holding that prosecutor's

comment, referring to defense theory as "red herring," was improper).

6. ARGUMENTS ABOUT WITNESSES WHICH VIOLATE THE
CONSTITUTION AND NEVADA LAW.

Disparaging. Complimenting, or Ridiculing Defense's Expert Witness
Violates the Federal Constitution And Nevada Law.

A prosecutor may not disparage or ridicule an expert witness. As the Nevada Supreme

a.

Court has explained:

The District Attorney may argue the evidence and inferences before
the jury. He may not heap verbal abuse on a witness nor
characterize a witness as a perjurer or a fraud.... Such
characterizations transform the prosecutor into an unsworn witness
on the issue of the witnesses (sic] credibility and are clearly
improper.

Yates v. State, 103Nev. 200,204-05, 734 P.2d 1252, 1255 (1987) (citations omitted).

• People v. McGreen, 107 Cal.App.3d 504, 514-19, 166 Cal.Rptr. 360 (Cal. Ct. App. 1980)

(explaining that "character and professional assassination is misconduct" in holding that it was

improper for prosecutor to suggest that defense expert was habitual liar, the subject of an ethics

investigation, and prostituted his expertise for $50 per hour), overruled on other grounds by People

v. Wolcott, 665 P.2d 520, 34 Ca1.3d 92 (1983).

• Albitre v. State, 103Nev. 281,283, 738 P.2d 1307, 1308 (1987) (admonishing prosecutor

for disparaging defense's expert as one who "goes to the highest bidder.").

• Yates, 103 Nev. at 204, 734 P.2d at 1255 (condemning prosecutor's statement that expert
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had "crawl[ed] up on the witness stand" and that testimony was "melarky" [sic] "an outright

fraud," and that he had violated his "oath to God").

• Aesoph v. State, 102 Nev. 316,323,721 P.2d 379, 383 (1986) (holding that it was

improper for prosecutor to compliment expert witness by saying, "you will see the definition of an

expert. That was [expert witness] and that was his job here and he did it in my opinion very

welL").

• Sipsas v. State, 102 Nev. 119,125, 716 P.2d 231, 234 (1986)(reversing and remanding for

new trial in spite of failure to object in part because of prosecutorial misconduct, including

disparaging and ridiculing defense expert by calling him "[tjhe hired gun from Hot Tub Country.

Have stethoscope, will travel. ").

• National Prosecution Standards, Rule 6.5 (f) (prosecutors "should treat witnesses fairly and

with due consideration .... should take no action in taking testimony of a witness to abuse, insult,

or degrade the witness. Examination of a witness's credibility should be limited to accepted

impeachment procedures"); see also Rule 77. 1 (providing that "[t]he examination of all witnesses

should be conducted fairly, objectively, and with due regard for the reasonable privacy of

witnesses").

• ABA Standards for Criminal Justice, Standard 3-5.7 (a) ("The interrogation of all witnesses

should be conducted fairly, objectively, and with due regard for the dignity ... of the witness, and

without seeking to intimidate or humiliate the witness unnecessarily. "),

b. Calling Lay Witness a "Liar" Violates The Constitution And Nevada
~.

A prosecutor may not call a lay witness a "liar." Such comment is also an assertion of a

personal opinion, see section II (A) (3), and of a fact outside the record, see section II (A) (5).

• Ross v. State, 106 Nev. 924,927,803 P.2d 1104, 1105 (1990) ("[p]revious decisions of

this court clearly state that it is improper argument for counsel to characterize a witness as a liar.").

• Witherowv. State, 104 Nev. 721, 724, 765 P.2d ll53, 1155 (1988) (reversing and

remanding, in part because prosecutor improperly stated that witness was lying).

• Williams v. State, 103 Nev. 106, 109, 734 P.2d 700, 703 (1987) (condemning prosecutor's
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Plge 3 of SO
1 Las Veqas, Nevada, Wednesday, June 25, 2003, 10:00 a.lI. 1
2 2
3 t t t t t 3, ,
5 THE COURT:At this time, we will call Glenford Budd, 5
6 who is present, in custody, 03F09137I. Be is present with 6
7 Hr. Brooks. The defense is ready to proceed. 7
8 ADd wehave -- excuse 118 -- Miss Pandukht for the State 8
9 and Hr. SChwartz for the State. 9

10 ADdjust for the record, we've had four witnesses 10
11 testify, 1 through 3, all State'. exhibits, are in evidence. 11
12 ADd the State's next witness. 12
13 MR. SClIIfARTZ:Dr. Worrell. 13
U TIlECOtlR'l':And, Dr. Worrell, please ccne up to the 14
15 chair on my right and we will have you sworn in. 15
16 (Witness sworn.) 16
17 'i'B1!eLm: You can be seated. 17
18 And if you would state your first and last nameand 18
19 spell thea ooth for the record, please. 19
20 'fIlE WITIlESS:My name is Rexana Worrell; R-e-x-e-n-e, 20
21 If-o-r-r-e-l-l. 21
22 mE CLERK:Thank you. 22
23 23
2( 24
25 25

Sheet (2) of 14
page' of 50

1
2
3
4
5
6 DIlI!X:'l'EDHDIATIOIi'
7 BY MR. SCIIWmZ:
8 0 By111m are you _loyed?
9 1 fila Clark CoImtyCoroner's Office.
10 0 In what capacity?
11 1 As a medical examiner.
12 a And how long have you been so employed?
13 1 Just WIder bIo years.
14 0 am have you testified as an expert in the field of
15 forensic pathology here in Clark County?
16 1 Yes, I !lave.
17 HR. SClDIARfZ:Your Honor, I believe Hr. Brooks would
18 stipulate to Dr. Worrell's expertise in the field of forensic
19 pathology for the pJIpOSes of this preliDinary hearing.
20 MR. BROOKS: That's correct, Your Honor.
21 fiE cotru': !hat will be ooted.
22 HR. SCIIIIlRTZ: thaDk you.
23 BY MR. SCBIIlR'fZ:

called u a witnw on behalf of the State,
having been first duly norD,

IU emined and testified as follows:

24 0 llOctor, directing your attention to Hay the 28th, 2003,
25 did you have occasion to perfom an autopsy on an individual by

Page 5 of 50
the nameof Jason Jklore? .
1 Tes, I did.
o Andduring the course of the autopsy on Mr. bre, did

you parfom. an external emination on the body?
1 Tes, I did.
o And what were the significant findings froll that

examination?
1 'lha significant findings were that this was a 19 year

old male that had been shot three times in the back.
o In connection with that autopsy, did you perfom an

internal examination on Jason IIoore?
1 Yes, I did.
o Andwhat were the significant findings frail your

internal emlination?
1 '1'ha significant findiIrJB consisted of the 1IOUlIds aM

injuries associated with the -- the three gunshot lIOUlids; and
there os no other significant medical problems.

a Okay. low, based upon the autopsy you performed, as
11811 u your expertise in the field of forensic patbology, do you
have an opinion as to Jason bre's cause of death?

A Yes.
o ADdwhat is your opinion on that?
1 Be died of mltiple gunshot wounds.
Q Let me direct your attention again to that SD date of

Hay the 28th, 2003.

ACCUSCRIPTS (702) 391-0379
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1 Did you perfOlll a sacond autopsy that day?
2 A Yes, I did.
3 Q Andwas that autopsy on an individual by the nama of
4 DaJonJones?
S A Yes, sir.
6 Q Okay. ~riug the course of the examination of DaJon
1 Jones, did you perfOElllan external examination on his body?
8 1 Tes, I did.

o Andwhat lIIIre the significant fiDdings frea that
10 examination?
11 A DaJonwas shot twice in tha left neck -- or the left
12 side of the neck.
13 Q In your opinion, were both or either of those two
14 gunshot woundsfatal?
15 1 Yes, sir.
16 Q Both or --
17 1 Ch, 1'111 sorry.
18 One of the 1IOIIIIdsof the neck entered his head and that
19 was a fatal1lOUl1d. !he second wounddid damage saD8 significant
20 vassels; however, with treatmant, tOOse could have been
21 survivable.
22 Q Based upon your examination, your external examination,
23 wera you able to tell whether or DOttOOse two gunshot wounds
24 were at close range?
25 A Tes, they lIIIre.

Page 7 of 50
1 Q Okay. Andbased -- during the emination of DaJon
2 Jones, did you perfom an internal examination?
3 A tes, I did.
4 Q And what were your findings frail the internal
5 examination?
6 A The internal wmination, I found the injuries
7 associated with the two gunshot WOUlIds and DOother significant
8 findings.
9 Q Based upon the autopsy you perfomed on DaJon Jones,
10 what is your opinion regarding his causa of death?
11 1 119died of DJ.ltiple ~t wounds.
12 Q And on that same day of Hay the 28th, 2003, did you
13 perfom yet a third autopsy?
a A Tes, I did.
15 Q And 1f&S that on an individual identified to you as
16 Darrick Jones?
17 1 Yes.
18 1 Yes, sir.
19 Q ~ing the course of Darrick Jones' autopsy, did you
20 perform an external examination on his body?
21 1 Yes, I did.
22 Q Andcould you relate to the Court tile significant
23 findings fran that _nation.
24 A Derrick was shot seven tiDea.
25 Q Okay. Did you also perfoIII an internal examination on

--l
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1 the body of Derrick Jones?
2 1 Tu, I did.
3 Q ADd what 1I8re your significant findings fran your
4 internal _nation?
5 1 !he significant findings were the injuries that I found
6 associated with the seven gunshot wounds; and there were DOother
7 significant findings.

o lnd based upon the autopsy on Darrick Jones, do you hava
an opinion as to his cause of death?

10 1 Yes, I do.
11 Q lIhat is that opinion, nx:t:or?
12 1 Darrick Jones died of 1II11tiple gunshot 1IOUIlds.
13 MR. scmmm: !bank you.
14 I would pass the witness, Your IIoDOr.
15 fIlE COOR!: Cross.
16
17 CROSS-EWIIlWIat
18 BYMR. BROOXS:
19 Q Dr. Worrell, you did the autopsies yourself?
20 A Correct.
21 Q Did saDaone assist you?
22 1 Tes.
23 0 JIho assisted you?
24 1 Let me -- I'm having trouble readiDg mywriting. I
25 believe it was the tech 1Uny. It's either Darrell or Dannythat

Page 9 of SO
1 day. I'd hava to check my records at the office.
2 0 Wbatwere Darrell's and DaImy's last name?
3 1 It's Darrell Cannar and DanPrice, I believe., Q Price?
5 A Price.
6 Q How, did you do these three autopsies one after another?

1 Yes, I did.
8 Q IfOw long does it take to do an autopsy for one body?
9 1 'fhat's real variable. Derrick Jonas took sevaral hours;

10 I believe four or fi va hours on that case.
11 I can look at the tillles and tell you pretty specific. I
12 did Jason bra at 8:30.
13 0 8:30 a.II.?
14 1 Correct.
15 I did Hr. Jones at 11:30.
16 Q Is that DaJon Jones --
17 1 Correct.
18 Q -- or Derrick Jones.
19 DaJon Jones.
20 A So Eric bra took three hours.
21 0 Bric IIoore?
22 MR.SCIlWW'Z:1fe're getting the namesmixed up here.
23 THEliITNESS: Oh. Okay.
24 'lBECOURT: Yeah. I have Jason !'Dora and Darrick Jones.
25 '1'I!BMITRBSS:Right. Jason Eric tkJore was the first

ACCUSCRIPTS (702) 391-0379
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1 case I did that day. I beganthe autopsyat 8:30.
2 BY l1li. IIROOXS:

Q Okay.
4 1 I finished it at 11:30; at which time, I began IlJon
5 Jones at 11130. I finished hilII at 1: 30, at which tiIIB I bagan,
6 at 1:]0, ths autopsy on Derrick li>rganJones 8IId I belim I
7 finished himaroundfift o'clock.
8 Q Was anyone else present besides yourself ard either
9 Darrell C8mlar or DaDnyPace •• or Price?
10- I. The Las Vegas !letl'qX)litan Irmicide detectivas are
11 always present during the autopsies, as wall as their crim SC8DII

12 analysts are doing their thiIrJS in the next roaa associated nth
13 these cases.
U Q ware there two detectives with yon during the entire
15 autopsies, during all ths autopsies?
16 I. I OOn't recall.
17 0 Ib they caDS am go durlzrJ the autopsies?
18 I. I IIOUld oot member. I was focusing on JIj IIOrk.
19 Q IBt' 8 go •• let's go first to the autopsy of Jasoo
20 Itlore.
21 Touhavedescribed he was shot three tiDes in the back,
22 correct?
23 1 Correct, yes, sir.
2( Q Are there any exit WOUDds?
25 1 Yes. 'lha gunsbot WOImdon the back of the head, the

Sheet (4) of 14
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1 first one in myreport labeled IlIIIIbar one, was a through and
2 through ~ 100M, so it was associated with an exit 1iOIIM,

3 as well as the second gunsOOtWOODdI described to the neck,
( there was an exit 1IOIlId.

5 Q Okay. I'm sorry. You got a shot to the D8Ck beta as
well?

7 1 Well, he was shot three times.
8 Q Okay.
9 I. Oncein the back of the head ••
10 0 Okay.
11 1·· whichexitedthe body.
12 Q Okay.
13 1 1through and through 1I01IlId is lIbat we call it.
14 Bewas &bot in the right neck. That exited the b:ldy.
15 Andthen he was shot in the right shoulder and that
16 wUet rerained in his b:ldy.
17 Q Could yon describe the trajectory of the ••of where he
18 was shot in the right neck?
19 I. I will need to refer to my report for that.
20 Q Yes, go right ahead, please.
21 1 The IOUDd course was front to back, right to left am
22 domrard.
23 Q Okay. I apologize. Did I misstate that?
24 Hewas sbot at •• this first IIOO1ld is in the back and
25 exits out the right neck; is that correct?

Page 12 of SO
I. il. The entrBDCe10llId is on the right side of the

2 neck.
3 Q JDi it's the back side of the neck, IKlt the front,
4 correct?
5 A 110,it's the froot. !he back of the right neck to lIIII is
6 bahiDi the llidline •• you koor, the side. It's to the front of
7 the right Deck.
8 0 Okay. 'rbat' s the entrance?
9 A COrrect.
10 Q!lId exits out the back of the neck?
11 1 110. It exits out the back of the chest. !his W1llId

12 entered his right neck, crossed the midline in a 00wnward
13 pattern, entered the left chest cavity and exited his back.
a Q Okay.
15 1 So it lIS front toback, right to left and doImerd.
16 0 Okay. Was that particular and I survivable 1IOUIld?
17 I. lqain, I'll refer to what it •• the structures damaged
18 in the path. fhis IllS a lethal 1IOlIIId.

19 Q!lId wily was it a lethal WUlId?
20 A It transacted the trachea and the apex, which is the
21 \1Rl8r part of the left lobe of the 11lllq. so his airwaY was
22 transect:ed, 110 air in, and there was a lot of blood dlmpiDqinto
23 that fran the lung.
24 0 Describe the I18Xt ICWId that you axminad of these
25 three.

Page 13 of 50
1 I. lie didn't discuss the 0119 that I lalleled as IllJmber one.
2 0 Okay. lit's talk alxlut !IIlIDber one.
3 I. Okay. bIber one and entered ths back of the bead.
, Q 1Ihereon the back of the head?
5 I. On the left back of the head.
6 Q!ha trajectory?
7 1 Back to front, left to right and upwards.
8 Q tIhere did it exit, if it exited?
9 I. It did exit the left top of the bead through the frontal
10 bona.
11 Q You describe a bUlet as mmbar two.
12 Is that the one we'ft already talked alxlut or not?
13 I. !he IOWId that I labeled as rwmber tllO in myreport is
14 the one to the right D8Ck that we discussed.
15 Q Okay. r.t's talk about IlmIilar three then.
16 Whathappenad.on IIlIDIber three?
17 I. Il\mi:)erthree entered the back of the right shoulder,
18 passed behind the sbculder joint, went into the body, passing
19 through the •• the vertebral colum and transected his spinal
20 cord.
21 0 Did that wound exit out •• did that blUet exit out?
22 I. Yes, that .' 110, 1'111 sorry. !bat ODe, I recovered the
23 blUet within the lIlSCUlature of the left neck or within the
24 lIIlScles of the left neck.
25 Q Wasthat a sumvahle 1IOIIDd?

ACCUSCRIPTS (702) 391-0379
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Page 1( of 50
1 1 I did a IIDt8 in 1!lf report aactly the location where
2 the cord was trB!lS8Ct:ed, so it Day 11m been survivable; Imavar,
J he IOOld 11m been paralyzed. But it also c:culd 11m been fatal.
4 I didn't ae that.
5 Q Did ya1 do a toxicology tep)rt on Jason Itlore?
6 A Yes, I did.
7 Q tibat ware the results of thaU
8 A His toxicology was negative, acapt for marijuana.

2 ADdIIcw III1ChmarijUllla was in the •. was this frail the
10 eyes or the blood or the urine?
11 A Let's see what they tested.
12 'l'his was in a blood screen am it's a qualitative test,
13 DOt a quantitative.
H Q tihat OOes that IIIWI exactly?
15 A It's there I bit we don't masu.re ho!rE.
16 Q lb you 11m the ability to asure bow IIIIch?
17 A 1 believe the lab can do that. Wemmally don't
18 measuremarijuana.
19 Q SO, basically, you can say that marijuana was there, blt
20 you don It koow b:lw 1IlCh?

21 A Comet.
22 Q Okay. 1Ias there any stippling on the body of Hr. Jason
23 Itlore?
2' A!il.
25 0 ROlle at all?

Sheet (5) of 14
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Page 15 of 50
1 A!il.

Q Was there any •• did you have a chanc:t to eramine the
clothes at am

t A No. b crime scene analyst for the Las Vegaspolice
5 departDent rec:ovmd his clothes.
6 Q ADdyou are DOt aware of 1Ibether there was any pclIIdsr on
7 the clothing at all?
8 A No.
9 Q 1fas there anything else on this body that indicated to
10 j'O\l anythi!v regarding distance in teIlL'l of the gunsixlts?
11 A Regarding distance, they weren't contact rqe 1Dmds
12 and they 1I8ren' t close, so ••
13 2 1Ihenyou say theY're oot contact 1I01IIIds, wbat exactly
1( are you saying there?
15 A The gun was DOt put right up to the body aDd pressed
16 against the skin. file gun wasa within 18 to 2( inches,
17 because I bad IX) stippling on the body.
18 Bomer, YOO'veationed the the clothing. So
19 examination of the body tells II1II that the gunslxlt 1ICIIIK!s were
20 greater than 24 inches.
21 0 Is there anytbiDg, in teEllLtof the exit 1IOiIIIds, that
22 sugqests to you 1Ibether the person was up against a surface?
23 A No.
2( Q ~t 's go on to Mr. Il1Jon Jones.
25 You'w testified that be was shot two times in the left

1 neck; is that comet?
2 1 Comet.
3 Q Did }'tlU •• did you label those with a I!IDIIber, each of
( those 1IOIlDds?
5 A Yes, I did.
6 Q llhat lIOUld those IlllIIilers be, one and bio?
7 A One am bIO, comet.
8 Q Okay. COUldyou describe IlUllber one, please.
9 l!fUmbar one was a lethal 1IOaDd into the left neck that
10 transected the spinal cord at the level it just exits the head.
11 !he ItIUlld then passed upward into his brain, caused significant
12 damageto the cerabellUll, which is the back part of the brain, as
13 well u the cerebrum.
a 0 I'll sorry. Could you describe the trajectory on that.
15 A !his one was left to right, front to back aDd upward.
16 Q AIId the Miet in this case I&ined lodged in the
17 brain?
18 A 110, it did mt.
19 2 bre is au exit 1IOIlDd?
20 1 Yes.
21 Q Where is that exit 1IOUIXi, please?
22 A The exit IIOI.mi is on the right top of the head.
23 Q can ya1 describe lIOWld ImII'ilar bio.
24 A lIouM DIIDlber two was also in the left side of the neck,
25 very close to ICUIld 1lIlIIIbar one. 'l'hi.s was also a through aDd

Page 17 of 50
1 through gunsbot 1tIUlld.

2 !here was an &xit WOUDd. 'l'his WOUDd •• this blllet
3 passed through the internal/external jugular veins, which are
4 large wins •• ob, I'll sorry .- yes, the intemal/external
5 jugular veins and then exited the bldy. That was the only
6 structures that it .•significant structures thet it went
1 through.
8 Q llhat is the trajectory of this blllet?
9 A Left to right, front to back directly.
10 Q Okay. ADdup or doIID.?
11 1 Direct _. there was 00 ••

12 Q JuSt level?
13 A·· discernible up or doirn; just straight through.
a Q Again, was there any stippling on this Ixldy?
15 A Tes, there was.
16 0 can you describe the sti~liDg?
11 A file stipplilij •• the WOIIOOs were very close together, so
18 !Dr I described the sti~ling was I IIIIIISIlRd frail the center
19 point between the two wounds and measured every direction of the
20 stippling. It went u far as 4.5 inches iDferiorally aDd 3.7
21 inches upward, 3.5 towards the midline 8Ild 1.9 inches laterally.
22 SO it fomld a fairly large pattern aroond the 1IOUIld••
23 1IOUDds.

2( Q b, based on your mr.perienca 8Ild training, can you
25 estimate 1m far away the gun was that fired that •• those tl«)
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1 bullets?
2 A Less than 2& i.s.
3 Q But this is DOta contact WOUDd,is it?
C I Ro.
S Q In fact, by having the wider pattern, it aId suggest
6 that it was at least sea distance away, scmewharebetween zaro
7 and 2&inches?

1 Correct.
Q Okay, Did you do a toxicology report on DaJonJones?

10 1 Yes, I did,
11 Q Whatwere the cesu!ts of that?
12 1 His results are negative, except for the presence of
13 marijuana.
14 Q And, again, you are not able to tell howmch marijuana?
15 1 No,
16 Q Let's go to Mr. Derrick Jones,
17 Youdescribed seven entry gunshot wundsi is that
18 comet?
19 1 Correct.
20 Q ADd I'm assuming that you labeled those with Il1IlIiIlers?
21 1 Yes, I did.
22 Q One through seven?
23 1 COrrect.
at Q Let's talk about IIOIlIldnumberone.
25 1 tioundnumberone entered his head on the left forebead,
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1 It exited just to the left of that am a pJrtion of that blllet
2 fragment transversed downthe side of his face am exited the
3 front of his face. So there were actually two exit wounds
4 associated with this gunshot 1IOIlIld.
5 Q Canyou describe the trajectory of this blUet that
6 entered the head?
7 1 Right to left anddownward.
S Q ADd, essentially, are we saying that the Mlet, once it
9 entered the haad, split in t1ro?
10 1 COrrect, It Ci11!18 at such an illig Ie to the body that it
11 actual1y caused II continuous entrance aM exit W01llIdIi thin the
12 Iloneof the skull, flIere is DO separation between the two.
13 And we can tell that by, certainly, characteristics be
14 the 1ICUIldof the bone. lith that bone involvement, it CIIUSed
15 a -- a frllgmentof that bullet to separate off and transverse
16 down,
17 I recovered a frllgment £1'0111 that -- f rail that rollet at
18 a different location on his face; aM I could tell that by
19 tracking the lIOUDdof h8llKlrrhageto sea that it Ci11!18 fran that
20 sameentrance.
21 0 Describe woundnmnbertwo, please.
22 A WoundnumbertlO entered the rigb.t side of the head,
23 just in front of the ear -- excuse lIS -- woundnumberone was II
24 face wund.
25 WoundnUJlberten -- tlO entered just the right side of
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1 the ear, crossed the Jddline, heading domward, and I recovered II
2 blliet in the soft tissues of the chest.
3 Q was that a fata111OUl1d?
4 1 Yes.
S Q Can !OIl describe tIOUIIdnumberthree, please.
6 1 Bamberthree was II through II1II through gunshot 1IOUJIdof
7 his left ear.
8 Q bre on the left ear did it enter?
9 1 I can't pJint -- the external ear, the front of the ear,
10 the Imr pJrtion; aM exited the back of the ear. i'his was not
11 II fatal WlIlId.
12 Q I'll assuming there was DO discernible trajectoIY for
13 sucha small lIOUIld?
14 A It was fl'QIlt to back directly,
15 0 Just front to back; !JOt up or down?
16 1 Ho.
17 Q Okay. Can you describe W01llIdnumberfour, please,
18 A Numberfour was a graze woundon the left shoulder.
19 Q lIhara on the left shoulder?
20 1 I aId have to refer to the pictures. I didn't measure
21 it,
22 0 Okay. You say graze. It doasn It even enter the body,
23 correct?
2& 1 11811,it takas off the surflce of the skin and the --
25 rot it was just barely grazed the -- the skin. I maan, that,

--------------------------------------_._---_ ..
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1 technically, is entering.
2 0 Okay. Can you describe woundnumberfive,

1 lIouDd lIU11berfive was to the right upper back. That, 1I01IIIdcameIt such an angle th!t it mt just under the skin,
5 iDto the flit, transversed along the fat and exited the body --
S I'm trying to think right or left -- on the right back as well.
7 Q Can you describe the trajectory on that?
8 1 '!'his one is right to left and dowmrard.

0 Can you describe wound mmber six, please.
10 1 Numbersix was a through and through gunshot IIOI1lld of
11 the right haM.
12 Q 1Ihere on the right hand?
13 1 It entared the back of the right hand at the base of the
It first finger; and it exited the front of the right hand at the
15 base of the tlwmb.
16 Q Wouldyou characterize this as a defensive wound?
17 1 COuldyou be lOre specific?
18 0 If you can't, that's fina.
19 I mean, sauetiJres coroners will say that WOUIldsare
20 defensive tIOlIIIds. If you -- if you don't believe that or you
21 don't have an opinion on that, that IS fine,
22 A !here were SCIIe interesting characteristics about this
23 1IOWId, flIere was stipplinq with the 1IOund,meaningthat it was
24 within 24 inches, but the entrance woundwas on the -- the back
25 of the hand,
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I would like to see that on the front if I was blocking,

2 you know, but that lIOUldbe speculation. 2
3 Q I _rstlDd. 3
( So hoIr IIIlch stiWling was there on the haM itself? 4
5 ! It ext8llded 0.6 inches medially and laterally 1.2 5
6 inches, so not .- not vary large caupared to what 118 saw in the 6
7 other case; however, the hand is a small &rea. 7
8 Q Row, aId this suggest to you that the gun was 8
9 closer -- frm a zero to 24 illCh range, IIOUld that suggest the 9

10 gun is possibly closer to the zero tbaIl it is to the 24, baaed on 10
11 the small iIIIIJUllt -- small distance of spread of the stipplil¥l? 11
12 A That aId have to be up to ballistics. I couldn't 12
13 answer that question. 13
U Q Okay. Was that, what, IlIIIIbersix or seven? It
15 ! That was IllIl!Ibersix. 15
16 Q IIo1rabout tmmber seven? 16
17 ! 'that was a gunshot 1ICUlldto the back of the left am. 17
18 It was a through and through gunshot iCUIld. 18
19 Q Can you describe the trajectory on that? 19
20 ! He, I cannot. 'fhis wound -- I made a caDDent in my 20
21 report that examiDation of these 1IOUIlds, I could not detemine, 21
22 with a reasonable degree of medical certainly, which was the 22
23 ent ranee and which was the en t. So I could not CQII8 up with any 23
2t type of traj ectory. 2(

25 Q You talked about stippling on Il1Il!Ibersix. 25
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1 Wasthere stippling on IWIIberseven?
2 ! He, there was not.
J Q Wasthere stippling on number five?
4 A Ro. fha only 1IOUIld with 8tipplin; 1118 the one to the
5 hand.
6 Q Okay. lias there a toxicology report on Hr. Derrick
7 Jones?
8 A Yas, there was.
9 Q 1ihat me the results of that?
10 A Ris toxicology was negative, except for the presance of
11 marijuana.
12 Q And, again, you are not able to say bowIIIlchmarijuana?
13 ! 50, sir. _
14 Q Anddoes this toxicology report cover alcolxll?
15 ! Yas, it does.
16 IIR. BROOKS: I will pass the witness.
17 'l'BECOURT: iadirect.
18 IIR. SCHWAm: No redi rect:, Your IIoDor.
19 ThaDkyou.
20 fIlE COURT: ADd,~or, thank you for tastifying.
21 Please don't discuss your testimny with anybody until the and of
22 the preliminary hearing.
23 Andyou are free to go.
2t m: tlITNBss: 'lhank you.
25 !BE COUR'l'l You are 1I81C<IIIB.

State Is next wibleBS.
lIS. PANOOIIlf: !he State calls Celeste Palau.
fIlE COllR'r: Calla up this way, please.
(Witness nom.)
m: CLERX: State your first and last nama and spell

them both for the record, please.
fill! trmIESS: Celeste Palau; C-e-l-e-s-t-a, P-a-l-a-u.
!BE CLERK: 'fbank you.

CBLBsn PALAU
called as II witness on behalf of the state,

havin; been first dnly sworn,
was examined and testified as follows:

BYlIS. PJIOOKIIf:
Q Do you !mowa person by the namaof !.I.?
! Yes.
Q Is A.I. in the courtroan today?
A Yes.
g Could you point to him -- could you point to him and

tell me saDIIthing he's wearing today.
! lie is in blue.
Q I'm sorry?
! In blue.

1 Q In blue.
2 c, Is he seated at defense table, directly in front of you?
3 ! Yes.
, Q Okay. I'm just gain; to ask if you could Gap your
5 voice up and speak into the microphone. trerythin; that you say
6 is goirq to be transcribed and 118 need to get it on record.
7 lIS. PAmlm: Your Bonor, may the record reflect that
8 the witness has identified the defendant Glenford Budd.
9 THEC01lR'l': That will be noted.
10 BYMS. PAIlOOm:
11 Q lOW do you knoll the def8lldant?
12 ! Just by living in the apartments and him lmowin; same of
13 the peopla I know.
14 Q tlbat apartments do you live at, the address?
15 ! 2895 East Charleston Boulevard.
16 Q Is that the Saratoga PallDsApartments?
17 A Yes.
18 Q Doyou knowA.I. lives in those apartments?
19 A Yas.
20 Q Where does he li va or rho does he live with?
21 A I have laIoIm that he stayed with a family member.
22 Q Okay. How, Saratoga Palms Apartments has howmy
23 floors in qeneril in the blildings?
24 ! 'fIo.
25 Q Doyou live on the first or second floorl

Page 25 of 50
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1 A Sec:ond.
2 Q I'd like to uk you about aD apartment tbat is located
3 across frem yours.
( Are you familiar with wOOlives in lpartmant Rumbar
5 2068?

A Yes.
7 Q Itbo lives in that apartment?
8 A I have kno1m for the 00ys to Ii ve thare aDd their D.
9 Q Ikl you !mow any of thei r D&lD8S?
10 A No.
11 Q Okay. How, the 00ys that you bave talked about, !XlIIdid
12 you know them?
13 A By other people knowing them I!ld seeinq them around.
U Q SO1KlIl1dyou characterize yourself as a close friend of
15 those boys?
16 A No.
17 Q Acquaintances of the boys?
18 1 Just walking around, passed by each other, saDething
19 like that.
20 Q Okay. Row, I'd like to uk you when -- the date of May
21 26th, a couple weeks ago, around Meloorial Day, lIay 26th, 2003, do
22 you ramember what you ware doing late that evening?
23 1 I was outside, as usual; every day thing.
24 Q tIhen you are talking about outside, what are you talking
25 about specifically?
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A Downrq steps, around IlrJ car area, like that.

2 Q HoIr, before midnight on *y 26th, 2003, ware you on your
3 patio at all?
, A Yes.
5 Q Ab)ut what time ware you on your patio whenBaDething
6 UIl1ISIl!I1 occurred?
7 A About five minutes.
8 0 Ikl you knmr what tiDe that was at night?
9 A I thought it was around maybe 10:45, blt I'm not for
10 sure.
11 0 Wereyou on your patio ,i th anyone else?
12 A Yas, IlrJ friend.
13 Q Now,&JI your patio, saah9re around 10:45 at uight, or
14 whatever that you can rlllll8laber,did you have any lights
15 illuminating your patio?
16 1 No.
17 Q Are lights normally there?
18 A Yeah, bat people keep blstiDg them out, so it's dark in
19 my area.
20 Q So on this uight, on the uight of May 26th, was your
21 light broken?
22 A Yes.
23 0 Roll light or dark was your patio?
24 A Dark, because "1 patio light didn't work either.
25 Q Row, normally, what kind of light illuminates your
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patio?

2 1 Either my patio light or the big bright one in the
3 lliddla of the two top apartments.
, Q Okay. Could you describe this big bright light, where
5 it's located?

1 It'll in between the t1IQ bedroaDs, the master bedrcma.
7 Q Is it on every bailding?
8 1 Yes.

o SOabove lpartELt Rlmber 2068 where the three boys
10 lived, 1fIIS there a big light on that bdlding?
11 1 Yes.
12 0 On the night that I've asked about, Kay 26th, was that
13 light working?
14 A Uh-buh.
15 Q Bow far above the apartment was that light?
16 1 It's right by the -- the main badroan. It's in between
17 the tllO, so it's _w it's right in betwaan.
18 Q!Iow lit up did the stairs, door and patio of Apartment
19 2068 look?
20 A It was bright on the steps; and then it kiDd of glares
21 onto the patio.
22 Q b,!XlII well could you see what was taking place, if
23 anything, by the f rent door and by the pat io?
2' A I could see.
25 Q Ikl you wear glasses?
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1 1 SO.
2 o !/ow, where ware you sitting on your patio, in terms of
3 being able to look at the front of Apartment 2068?
, 1 lIychair was facing directly towards that direction.
S Q Alxlut 10: 45 that night, or the time that you remember,
6 did scathing unusual take place on Kay 26th, 2003?
7 A Yes.
8 Q lIhat hapled?
9 1 It SOUDdadlike fireworks. I thought saaebody was just

10 IDl!ssingwith fireworks and I looked--
11 0 IIoIr manynoises did you hear?
12 1 It was quite I lot.
13 Q Could you estimate howmany?
a A!O me, 1Ihen I heard it, it was about seven or eight
15 tiDes, bit I don't mow for sure.
16 Q liar many times did you hear the noise before you tried
17 to look to see where it was caaing frail?
18 A AI soon as I heard it.
19 Q Bow manyhad you heard when you first started looking?-
20 A I heard about Ow on the sixth tillie that I heard it, I
21 started looking.
22 Q Wbare did you look?
23 1 First, I looked across the street in the Charleston
2' Village,because I thought sanething was going on over there; rut
25 then something made IIlII look the other ny.
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1 0 ADdwhat way was that? 1
2 1 fmrIls the direction of JpartmaDt 2068. 2
3 0 lIhat did you see? 3, 1 IIhenI 1cokad over thera, I 11811the door ql8I1 up am I ,
5 saw II ferale am the )'OOIrJ8r •• the other boy startiDJ to run 5
6 downthe steps. 6
7 ADdI thought they ware just IIISsing UQUld, ya1 kIloIr. 7
8 Theyhad balloon fights am stuff, you _, a daily thiDg, so I 8
9 'tbcught they ware just playiD] aroml.
10 So I was like, ch, you D, they were just playing 10
11 aroond, maybe they 119m doing fimorks, bacause a little bit of 11
12 SIIDke looked lile was in the apartment Iben the door opened up. 12
13 Q Okay. 13
14 1 SO I said: Ob, definitely they're doiDJ firewm, you 14
15 D. Thay were playing 1lrOUlId. But then it all chaJJgedwhen 15
16 the other person CIIIIe out. 16
17 Q lIbo cama oot? 17
18 1 'lha defendant:. 18
19 0 ta1ere did he ca out frail, did you see? 19
20 1 'lha front door. 20
21 Q lIhat did he do? 21
22 1 I didn't saa auybodyon the patio, so I thought the 22
23 other two nre just •• were just rmmiDgoff and playiug, bit 23
24 they got away. 2(

25 I didn't see ~ on the patio, bit than he started 25
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like a pistol or 1IIIIIthiIv, BIt I b't !mew my guns, so I can't
say llhat type of gun it ns,

Q COJldyou tell1111at color it ns?
1 Bo,

(Wbareupon,a sot to lOC8 at this time.)
BUS. P1RImIl1:

a BoI, you said thai: you couldn't see anyOOdyon the floor
of the patio.

Is there a wall on the patio?
1 Yes.
o ADdwhat is that wall madeof~ Can yon see through it?
1 lll.
Q Is it mada of .-
1 Like COIK:rete,I guess. I don't D.
o SO it's a wall that you can't see thIough; there is DO

bars or anything?
1 1ll you COIIldsea is the •• the bars on the steps .m.i

the front entry of the door, bit you can't see oothiD,l'on the
patio unless sarelxKly was stBllding up on the patio, which I
didn't sea.

o ADdyou described 1.1. IS boldiug the gun aDdpointing
at sarelxKly •• or saaethillg daImon the patio.
1 Yes.
a Could you.describe a little bit IDre specifically

exactly 00wthe defendant was holding that gun alld IKlw he was
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sbooting the gun.

2 Q b did you.!mew it was a gun?
3 A I heard it alld than the •• the secoud time it 1I9Ilt: off,
~ I saw him pointiDJ it. ADdthen I realized thet scallody was on
5 that patio aDd bad been sbot 1 and I didn't think nothing of it

a!ld I was like: Ob, I can't believe this.
7 After the thi rd shot OIl the patio, he left am went cbm
8 the steps, like an every day thing, just walked down and just
9 leave.
10 I waited a faw minutes and I told my friend I need to go
11 over there, because I don't .- I don't kDovwhat's going on. I
12 need to go over thera.
13 By then, the bJys fmil doImstairs were going up there to
14 see who••Imean, whowas it, any of them alive. ADdIwanted
15 to go up there to see, you D, can any of us do anything to
16 bold them off until people came to help tIm.
17 But they wouldn't let me up tlIere because, by then, it
18 wasn't, I guess, good for me to go up there and see what was
19 going on up there.
2G 0 I'd like to ask you a couple IDra questions, if I could,
21 back a little bit almt llhat you.said.
22 I asked you.00wyou knew it was a gun am you said that
23 you.heard it.
2. Ca1ld you.describe what it lookad like?
25 A Frau the view, it just looked like a small, regular gun,
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pointing it?

A lie was pointing it as if •• wboevar was on the patio, he
3 was follOlliJlg that person as if he was trying to get DaY,
4 because be went ••he was DIVing fran angles.
5 0 tibet direction was the defelldant llIlVinqfnn?
6 1 IIhenyou.step out the door, thet was the first shot.
7 !he secoud sbct was IDre goiDJ tmros the comer. The third
8 sOOtwas l¥ the •• the storage area.
9 a When would the storage area he in relation to the wall?
10 1 It was in the comer of the patio, where the door is at.
11 Toohave the beatar or saaething like that.
12 Q So that would he the eDdof the patio there by the
13 storage area?
14 1 Yeah.
15 Q Did you ever sea anyone, other than the defelldant, ca
16 out onto that patio?
17 A No.
18 Q At the till! the defmlant C<m!S out onto the patio,
19 where was the fEle and the male you bad seen rumUng down the
20 stairs? Were they still aromd.?
21 A No.
22 0 Do you know wbothe male was?
23 1 It's their brother.
2' Q ODe of the people that Iives thera?
25 1 Yes,
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1 Q Okay. nl yoo Jcm IIbl the female ns?
2 1 Yes.
1 Q 1\b:) is she?
( 1 Christy.
5 Q D:lesshe have a relatiOllShip to the defeudanl:?
6 1 Prall 1Ibat I have heard, yeah.
7 Q Could you describe what she looks like?
8 1 She -- when I saw her last, she had braids in her bair,
9 bad S<mI little sblrts on ml a 'I-shirt am walked ammd.
10 Q Could you describe 1Ihat 1.I. looked like on May26th,
11 2003?
12 1 Be bad braids in bis bair.
13 Q b long was his bair?
U 1 I &n't D for sure, mt it was a good lqth,
15 probably shoulder leugth or a little sb:lrter.
16 Q Did he have any bair on his face?
17 A '!'hat I &n't -- I didn't -. you blow, knowhim that
18 well, bit -- I had seen him arouM, bit, at that ti..aB, he had
19 little facial bair.
20 Q Could you tell what the dsfeDdant ns nariIrJ this
21 night?
22 1 I rememberlike a basketball jersey; am I don't IaxIr if
23 the shorts wre blue or black, because it' 5 at night.
24 Q tihat color was the basketball jersey, could you tell?
25 1 It was like red aDd white.
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Q Could you tell if there was any writing on it?
1 5:>.

3 Q I):) you know1Ibat r.r, ataIJds for?
, 1 'fbeysaid 11an Iverson.
5 (tlhareupon, a sotto voce at this tiDe.)
6 MS.PANOOml': I'll pass the witness.
1 THECOOR'l: Cross.
8
9 CROSS-EDMIHl!ICI

10 BY MR. BROOKS:
11 Q Ma'am, bowold art you, please.
12 1 Tnnty-three.
13 Q nl you have children?
a A Yes, I do.
15 Q Bow many children do you have?
16 1 'l'wogirls.
17 Q JIor loug have ycu lived at Saratoga ApartDmlts?
18 A 1 year and a baIf.
19 Q Anddo you recall the m:mth you lIDV8d in there?
20 1 JIIIlUarY of 2002.
21 Q Dl you still live there 00Ir'I

22 1 5:>, I don't.
23 Q You'veJlX)vedout since the shooting?
2. 1 Yes.
25 Q You say that you knew 1.1. ?
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1 b 10llg bad you mn hiD?
2 I I got to m:. him IIhen I bad a rocmate.
3 Q Ibo was your rotIIIDIt8?
( 1 His IIIIIIIIwas Seven.
5 Q Seven?
6 1 Be used to live with.. Yes.
7 Q Seven lived with you?
8 I Yes.
9 Q WhatIIU Seven's real nama?
10 1 I don't Imow his real nama.
11 Q Ibf lcmgdid Smn live with you?
12 A For about m m:mthB.
13 Q AId Seven was a friend of !.I. 'a?
1t 1 I don't IaIo!r 00wthey ut, bit, yeah.
15 Q!heyhwlg OQt together?
16 1 I seen thaa a coop!e times; he's em! to my bouse and
17 asked for hill.
18 Q WOUld -- IOUld l.I. hang out at ~ bouse with Seven?
19 I Ro.
20 Q III1t he IOUld hang out with seven?
21 I Yeah. Be's C8IIIIl to our door and I guess asked seven for
22 a ride to taka him saDl!Wbere am then they'd leave. III1t he's
23 I18Ver hwIgout at f1i blase.
24 Q 1Ihen did Seven IIDV8 out of yoIIr apartant?
25 I 'file first week of April.
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1 Q since April, 1Ihsn Seven IIDV8dout of ~ apartJImlt, bas
2 i.r, been insids of your apartment?
3 I So.
, Q Haveyou Inmq out with with him at all since -- since
5 April?
6 A I).
7 Q!Iave you yourself ever huDg out with l.I.?
8 1 Ro.
9 Q You'd DAver had a c:onvarsation with him?

10 1 No.
11 Q You just knew wOOhe was?
12 1 Uh-huh.
13 Q ADdyou knewhe was a frlllld of your fOmlr lxlyfriend?
l( 1 Ro, he wasn't my OOyfriend. Be was just my IOCIII!I!te.
15 Q Bewas your rocmate.
16 So you 1I9ts DOt imolved in a raaantic relationship with
11 Smn?
18 A Ro.
19 Q Is the apartment in your DaIIII?
20 I Yes.
21 Q Ibf many bedroaIIs were there?
22 1 '1'lIo bedrocDs.
23 Q Did you only have one rocmate typically?
2' 1 Yes.
25 Q One rocmate, plus your children, perbaps?
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1 A Yes. 1 sorry -- the lady that was living with thell1
2 Q Did you have a rooomate as of May26th? 2 1 I've talked to her 0DCe.

3 A 10. 3 Q t/IIat was ber nama?, Q You've testified that you !mewthe boys in the apart1lent ( I. I don't lmowher 1IiIIIIB.

5 across the waywbowere shot. 5 Q 11m you ever been inside their apartment?
6 Did you k!lar thalli by DID? 6 A 10., A I knewthem by namebecause they mew my other friend. 7 Q SOyou've never hung out with her? They're
8 Q Whois your other friend? 8 acquaintances, correct?
9 A I'm DOtgoing to say her DillIe. A Just by walking around the apartments aDdIII!checking my

10 Q I'll sorry? 10 mail and their playing basketball, stuff lili that.
11 A I'm DOtgoing to say her nama. 11 Q On lay 26th, this is roughly 10:.5 at night, correct?
12 MR.BROOXS:Judge, I'd ask that she be instructed to 12 1 Yes.
13 say the nama. 13 Q Your tids ware in your apartment perhaps?
11 TIIBCOURf: Nhy IIOUldyou DOtwant to say the nama? 14 I. Sleeping.
15 'lIlB1II'mSS: I don't want to bring the nameout. 15 Q ADdyou are sitting outside on tbe stairs.
16 fBE COUi'l': Well, you are going to have to answer tha 16 A On the patio.
17 question, because it has nothing to do with her being a witness 17 Q You are with SQIIISOne?
18 in the case. It's howyou Imowthe victillls' namas. 18 A Yes.
19 libat is her nama? 19 Q Whowre you with?
20 TBI tlIRSS: Eliana. 20 A My friBlld Michele.
21 BYtlR. BROOKS: 21 Q I'll! sorry?
22 Q !lOwdo you spall that? 22 A My friend Kichele.
23 1 B-I-i-a-n-a. 23 Q Wbat is her last name?
2( Q ADdher last name, please? 24 A Rodriquez.
25 1 I don't Imowher last name. 25 Q Did she live in the apartment c~lax with you?
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1 Q AIIdshe 1IU Ii viag in your apartment as of May26th? 1 1 No.
2 A 10. She lives in the apartments. 2 Q She was just a friend visiting you?
3 Q She was Ii ving in the apartIIents? 3 1 Yes.

• 1 She lived in the apartJrents. , Q i!OIr long had you all been hanging out that day?
5 Q Okay. Did she -- 5 A She camemaybe an hour and a half before.
6 A Rot lIine. Q Bad you been having anything to drink?
7 Q She didn't live in your apartment? 7 I. 10.
B A No. 8 Q Anything to smke?
9 Q Has she -- she was with you whenyou were outside -- 1 Ho.
10 outside watching Hay 26th? . 10 Q Ho drugs?
11 1 No. 11 1 No.
12 Q She was not. 12 Q Your -- your apartment is a second story apartment?
13 BIlt she is bar you knew the three fellon? 13 A Yes.
H A That '8 how I got to knoll alxlut ~ Day and Derrick. I 14 Q Iou are sitting out on your patio and you are in clear
15 don't knowDOthingabout Jason. 15 vi 811 of the apartment across the way?
16 Q Okay. [k) you IclowDay Day's real name? 16 A Yes.
17 A Ro, I don't, 17 Q Is that the apartment &cross the way where the shooting
18 Q You just !mawhill as Day Day and you knewDerrick as 18 occurs?
19 Darrick? 19 1 Yes.
20 1 Right. 20 Q Howmany feet, if you knowI betwaan their apartment and
21 Q Did you knowtheir last nas? 21 your apartment?
22 1 No. 22 1 I don't knoll. It's a distance, blt it's in plain view.
23 Q Did you knowJason Moore? 23 Q You are sitting in the dark. comet?
24 1 No. I didn't. 24 1 Yes.
25 Q Did you knowthe mtber of these three gentlemen -- I'm 25 Q The apartment across the way, can you see inside the
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apartIIant? apartDnts across the street.
2 1 110. a If you looked at that apartment across the ny, you
3 a Are their curtains drawn? 3 can't see III}'thiJlgat that 1D\IBDt, can you?, 1 No, they're blillds. 4 1 Bo.
S a fIley're blillds. 5 a So you can't 818 what bappens on those first sllots?
6 But you C8DllOtSI8 inside that apartJmt? 6 1 Il.
7 1 Ro. 7 Q Your friSlld is sitting tere beside you?
8 a the first hint you have of SCIDIIthinggoing on is that 8 1 Ro. She's near my satellite, facing the opposite
9 you hear the sound you describe as fire crackers. direction. We were sitting across fIQll each other.

10 1 Correct. 10 a So you are facing that apartment across the way; she is
11 Q Andyou describe it as smn or eight BOUDds,correct? 11 not.
12 1 Right. 12 1 Right.
13 Q !hey sound like pops? 13 a But she's obviously in a position to hear these shots?
H 1 Yes. 1t 1 Yes.
15 Q Okay. Is it fair to say that you hear the seven or 15 Q Yoastand up when you bear the shots?
16 eight pops roughly all at once? 15 1 Yes.
17 1 No, hit they're one after another. 17 Q Youare looking around?
18 Q 'fhey're one after another. fhey're not all at once. 18 1 Yes.
19 1 110. 19 a Is she standing up and lookiaq aroum also?
20 Q So there are intemls in between the bullets? 20 1 She's sitting there stuck.
21 1 No. fIley just kept going. 21 a I'll sorry?
22 Q !hey just kept going. 22 1 She ns just stuck. She didn't mve.
23 I'll just going to say this, blt I'm just trying to find 23 Q She didn' t JII)V8.

24 out had howlong it lasted. Just bear with mehen. 2t Q RoI, the first thing you Bee is -- after the pops, you
25 I'm first going to go pop, pop, pop, pop, pop, pop, pop; 25 S88 two people c:aDII out of that apartment, correct?
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1 and then I'm going to go -- a second time, I'll goi" to go pop,
2 pop, pop, pop, pop, pop.
3 Row,those two things have different timas.
4 tlhicb is it closer to1
5 A Jt)re toward the second one.

Q Is it fair then to say that the secoOOpops I described,
7 which I think ns roughly 10 to 15 saconds, is that roughly the
8 time that the first pops lasted?
9 1 I I11III1, I couldn't fix that for sura, blt at likely,
10 yes.
11 TIlECOtJR'f:Andfor the record, the stCO!ld8X!q)le of
12 pop SOUIIdshad III)raof a delay bemen each one.
13 MR.BROOKS:COrrect.
1( And, Judge, Dld it be fair to say it was roughly 10 to
15 15 seconds, the toW?
16 TBBCOORf: I nsn't tilli" it.
17 MR.SCIIWARTZ: I'd say about ten.
18 MR.BROOKS:Jllout ten seconds,
19 Andthat's the prosecutor speaking.
20 BYMR.BROOKS:
21 0 Youhear this sound and this attracts your attention.
22 Doyou stand up?
23 A Yes.
24 Q Andyou are looking around?
25 1 I first looked to 'trIJ left across the street to the other

Page U of SO
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1 1 Yes.
2 Q Andthat was the girl and the guy?
3 A Yes.
4 0 Andthe girl, I think, it' 6 Christy?
5 A Yes.
6 Q Doyou knowher last name?
7 1 No, I don't,
8 Q Did she hang aroum that apartment complex?
9 1 Yes,
10 a Did she live there, that you knowof?
11 1 In the ~ex?
12 0 Yes.
13 1 Haver.
14 Q She ns the girlfriSlld of U., perhaps?
15 1 Yes.
16 Q Doyou kDowthe apartments she lived in?
17 1 No, I don't.
18 0 They get out -- they run away, correct1
19 1 fhey' re running downthe steps.
20 Q Okay. 'rhen you see somebodycomeout of the apartment;
21 is that right?
22 1 Yes.
23 Q Andthe person caaing out is 1.I.?

2' 1 Yes.
25 Q Youheard DO III)re gunshots from that first of seven or

ACCUSCRXPTS {702} 391-0379
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1 eight until he caDeS out of the apartment? 1
2 1 Right. 2
3 Q Row, he C<IIIIS out of the apartDent. 3, Is he caling out the sameway he aId leave or is he ,
5 caning out on a patio wIlere he could DOt leave fral? 5
6 1 Be stepped out the door and looked on the patio. S
7 0 1'm sorry. Just help me here: Is the patio salEthing 7
8 where you go out on and you had to go back in the apartment freo. 8
9 the patio or you could go out where you could leave frcn it? 9
10 1 !he front door and the patio are connected, so whenyou 10
11 step out the front door, the patio is right there. 11
12 0 And this patio is on your side of the apartment? 12
13 1 Yes. 13
14 0 Is there aaaebody out there on the patio? 14
15 1 I didn't see anyI:ody. 15
16 Q SO you see him.C!JII8 out and then you see him go out on 16
17 the patio7 17
18 1 Be stood right where he was at and that's when he fired 18
19 the first shot. 19
20 Q tlbere is he fighting towards? 20
21 1 'fORrds like down on the patio. 21
22 0 Okay. But you don't see anybody on the patio? 22
23 1 Re. 23
24 Q Bow IIIIlY times did you see him fire on the patio? 24
25 1 lie sbot three times. 25

MR.BROOKS: Court's indulgence, please.
BY MR.BROOKS:

Q low, ytlQr frim!. that is sitting there with you, does
aha not aver turn around and watch this?

A Ro.
o She nmr turns around?
1 She looked with me, blt then she went in the hoose.
o J)) you know where she is now?

MS. P!!lOODr: Objection.
MR.BROOKS: Judge, I'd like to tali to her. I'd like

to mow where she's at. If she knows, she knows.
fIlE COIlR!: I will overrule it.
J)) you know where she's at?
mWIfRESS: I don't knowexactly where to get her at.

BY MR.BROOKS:
Q One other question: liben you're sitting there on the

patio, is there a light on there illuminating the patio?
A !he light that's in the middle of the apartments.

HR. BROOKS: I'll pass the witness.
f.II! COURT: Redirect.
MS.PAmlm: I have no redirect.
'rlIE COOR!: ADd,lliss Palau, thank you for testifying.
Is she free to go or do you want her to remain outside?
MR.SCIIm'fZ: She' s free to go.
'l'IIE com: Youare free to go.

Page" of 50
Q 'three times.

2 Did you ever see exactly what he was sb:loting on the
3 patio?
( A After everything happened, when wa found out that there
5 ns a body on the patio.
6 Q ADdthere is only one body out there, correct?
7 A Yes.
8 Q Andthere ware two or three shots there?

! Yes.
10 Q Were there -- after the shooting on the patio there, do
11 you see him shoot anybody -- shooting any IOOreafter that?
12 A No.
II Q J)) you hear any oore shots?
U 1 Ro.
15 0 J)) you hear any shots between that first seven or eight
16 and that shooting on the patio?
17 A I can't say I did. It happened very fast.
18 0 After the shooting on the patio, does he leave?
19 10 Yes.
20 MR.SCBIf1R'lZ:tIllen you say he, Your Bonor, 11m assuming
21 he t stalking ablut the defendant?
22 MII.. BROOKS: fbat Is correct. IIIII talking about the
23 person who was the shooter.
at flIB em: Wasthat your understanding?
2S THE III'l'NESS:Yes.

ACCUSCRIPTS (702) 391-0379
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1 Any other evidence or testimny from the State?
2 MR.SCIDIAR'lZ: Ho, Your IIOnOr. lie have no additional
3 witnesses wa wish to call today
4 tie IIOUldrest.
5 fIlE COllR!: Any evidence or testiDElny fraa the defense
6 today?
7 MR.BROOKS:Re, Your IIOnOr.

lie will sulIlIit it to the Court. We will be presenting
9 any testimony this mrning.
10 m COllR'l: 1Ir. Budd, if you will stand up.
11 lIS. PDKlI!: Judge, may we amendthe criminal
12 camplaint: on or between the 26th and the 27th of lIay, to add
13 the 26th.
l' fIlE CODR!: lily objection to that, Mr. Brooks?
15 HR. BROOKS:No objection.
16 fIlE COllR'l': lie put lIbat the last witness testified to on
17 line 11, page ODe, on or about May 26th to the 27th day of Kay.
18 Mr. Budd, there is 110 closing arguments, so that ends
19 the hearing.
20 'l'his is a preliminary hearing. I do not detmine your
21 guilt. I do not determine your guilty. I just determine if
22 sufficient evidence exists that you CCIImittedthe alleged crimes,
23 and that has bean established.
24 I do find that there is sufficient evidence that the
25 crime of lDDrderwith use of a deadly weapon, three counts, has
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been ccmitted by you.

2 I hereby order you to IIIS1I8r to said charges in the
3 Eighth Judicial District Court, State of lfmda, County of Clark,
• at the foll~ date and time --
S 'fI!B CLERK: July 16th, Dine I.m., District Court MU.
6 MR.BROOKS:Judge, 1'111 just curious. 1'111 out of the
7 jurisdiction the week of the Hth through the 18th.
8 Is tbere any way to gat it the week of the 7tb through
9 the 11th?
10 fIlE courr: !he only waywe can do it is give an in-
11 custody date, whicb is not what 118 usually do when118 have a
12 prelim, but July 2nd is the other date that 118 bava in DepartmaDt
13 mn,
l( MR. SCJIIIlMZ: That's fine.
15 HR, BROOKS: July 2nd is better.
16 TIlE CLERK: July 2Dd, nine a.m" District Court MIl.
17 TEl! COORf:And that will be in District Court July 2nd
18 then.
19 I!R. SCIlW!R'rZ: fhaDk you, Your Honor,
20 fIlE COllR'f: You are welc:aJl8.
21

22

23

- . - - -- - -- ~--
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1 WEDNESDAY, JULY 2, 2003; 9:00 A.M.

2

3 THE COURT: Mr. Brooks, what do you have?

4 MR. BROOKS: Thank you, Judge. Mr. Budd, Glenford Budd on page

5 11, I believe; it's a not guilty plea.

6 THE COURT: State of Nevada versus Budd, 193182. The defendant

7 is present in custody. It's the date and time set for an arraignment.

8 Mr. Budd, your attorney tells me that -- sir, you can be seated.

9 Your attorney tells me that you're going to be entering a plea of not guilty, is

10 that your understanding?

11 THE DEFENDANT: Yes, ma'am.

12 THE COURT: What is your true name?

13 THE DEFENDANT: Glenford Anthony Budd.

14 THE COURT: If that is not your true name, you must declare to me

15 now your real name. Do you understand that?

16 THE DEFENDANT: Yes, ma'am.

17 THE COURT: How old are you?

18 THE DEFENDANT: 20 years old.

19 THE COURT: I'm sorry?

20 THE DEFENDANT: 20.

21 THE COURT: How far did you go in school?

22 THE DEFENDANT: High school.

23 THE COURT: So, do you read, write and understand the English

24 language?

2
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1 THE DEFENDANT: Yes, I do.

2 THE COURT: And you've received a copy of the Information in this

3 case charging you with murder with use of a deadly weapon?

4 THE DEFENDANT: Yes.

5 THE COURT: And you've had an opportunity to discuss this with Mr.

6 Brooks, is that correct?

7 THE DEFENDANT: Yes.

8 THE COURT: And as to that charge, sir, how do you plead?

9 THE DEFENDANT: Not guilty.

10 THE COURT: You have a right to have this matter set for trial within

11 60 days. Do you wish to waive that right of invoke it?

12 THE DEFENDANT: Waive.

13 THE COURT: Very well, let's get it set.

14 MR. BROOKS: Judge, for the record, is this going to be a death

15 penalty case?

16 MS. PANDUKHT: The State is going to have to take that to the

17 committee in the next week or two, so we'll let you know --

18 MR. BROOKS: My preference would be, I think there's a decent

19 chance because this is a triple homicide, the State may in fact file. My

20 preference would be February, March or April of next year.

21 THE CLERK: You can have a portion of February or a portion of

22 March.

23 MR. BROOKS: Either one is fine with the defense.

24 MS. PANDUKHT: And this is Dave Schwartz' case, I'll be trying it

3
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1 with him, so I don't know what his schedule is but I think next year will be

2 pretty clear.

3 THE CLERK: Jury trial is February 16th
, 1:30, calendar call is February

4 11". 9:00.

5 MS. PANDUKHT: The only thing I would ask, the only thing I would

6 ask is that going fall in a four day week, because of President's Day, do you

7 know that?

8 THE CLERK: I don't have the holidays yet for next year.

9 MS. PANDUKHT: Because that's typically holiday time there.

10 THE CLERK: Well--

11 MS. PANDUKHT: Do you know what day the 16th is?

12 THE COURT: Let's just leave it --

13 MR. BROOKS: The 16th is President's Day.

14 MS. PANDUKHT: It's a Monday.

15 MR. BROOKS: In fact, the 16th is in fact the holiday.

16 THE CLERK: It is, okay.

17 MS. PANDUKHT: on. okay.

18 THE CLERK: Well, let's go the next week then, February 23rd for trial

19

20

21

22

23

24

4
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1

2
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5

and February 18th for calendar call.

MR. BROOKS: Thank you.

THE COURT: You're welcome.

(Whereupon the proceedings concluded)

* * * * *

6 ATTEST: I do hereby certify that I have truly and correctly transcribed the
sound recording of the proceedings in the above-entitled case.
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. CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA

THE STATE OF NEV ADA, )
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

----------------------------)

Plaintiff, CASE NO_ CI93182

DEPT. NO. XVIII

DATE: February 11,2004
TIME: 9:00 a.m.

v.
GLENFORD ANTHONY BUDD,

Defendant.

DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO VACATE AND CONTINUE TRIAL DATE

COMES NOW the Defendant GLENFORD ANTHONY BUDD, by and through

Deputy Public Defender HOWARD S. BROOKS, and moves this Honorable Court to vacate the

trial of this matter currently scheduled for February 23, 2004, and reset the trial in ordinary course,

preferably for sometime in July or August, 2004.

This Motion to Continue is made and based upon the attached Declaration of

Howard S. Brooks.
'1.,(

DATED this __ day of January, 2004.

RALPH E. BAKER, Interim
CL~Y PUBLIC DEFENDER

By j~
HOWARD S. BROOKS, #3374
Deputy Public Defender

c .~
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1 DECLARATION

2 Declaration of HOWARD S. BROOKS;

3 I. I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the State of Nevada; I am the

4 Deputy Public Defender assigned to represent Glenford Anthony Budd in this case; and I am

5 familiar with the allegations made by the State and the procedural history of the case.

6 2. The State of Nevada filed an Information on June 26, 2003 alleging three

7 counts of murder with use of deadly weapon against defendant Glenford Anthony Budd.

8 3. On July 25, 2003 the State of Nevada filed a Notice of Intent to Seek the

9 Death Penalty alleging two aggravating circumstances.

10 4. The trial for this matter is currently set for February 23, 2004 with a

11 calendar call date of February 18,2004.

12 5. Since November of 2003, my case load has exploded from approximately

13 five cases set for trial to eleven cases set for trial. I am a member of the Murder Team, and all of

14 these cases are murder cases. Furthermore, three of these cases are death penalty murder cases.

15 6. Because of the explosion in my case load, I have been completely been

16 unable to focus on preparing for the Glenford Anthony Budd murder case. This means that I have

17 not worked with my client to prepare a defense to the charges; this means that I have not done the

18 necessary investigation to prepare a mitigation case for possible penalty phase. The process of

19 obtaining records so that a mitigation case can be prepared has also been hindered because my

20 client is from the nation of Belize. We are currently in contact with the Belize Consulate in Los

21 Angeles, and are trying to expedite the obtaining of records necessary to prepare a mitigation case.

22 Those records have not been received as of this date.

23 7. Because of my lack of preparation, because I have not received necessary

24 records, and because we have not been able to prepare a mitigation case yet, this is case is not

25 ready to go to trial.

26 8. I have orally informed Deputy District Attorney David Schwartz of my

27 situation, and I have also informed him of my intent to continue the trial date.

28

2
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3 10. Based on all of the above, I am respectfully asking this Honorable Court to

•
9. I currently have murder cases set for virtually every month through June of

2 2004. The best date for me to have this trial reset is sometime in July or August, 2004.

4 vacate the trial currently set for February 23, 2004, and reset the trial in ordinary course. This

5 motion is made in good faith and not merely for the purposes of delay.

6 I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. (NRS

7 53.045).
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EXECUTED this ~ 1day of January, 2004.

HOWARD S. BROOKS
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NOTICE OF MOTION

2 TO: CLARK COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY, Attorney for Plaintiff:

YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the Public Defender's Office will bring

the above and foregoing Motion on for hearing before the Court on the 11th day of February,

2004, at 9:00 a.m. ~-::r:
DA TED this __ day of January, 2004.

RALPH E. BAKER, Interim
CLARK OUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER

RECEIPT OF COpy

RECEIPT OF COpy of the above and foregoing Motion to Vacate and Continue

Trial Date is hereby acknowledged this ~1 day of January, 2004.

CLARK COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY

BY.e~~

4
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District Court
Clark County, Nevada JaH lB '04

S~at~e of Nevada C4se No.: 03-C-1931.S2-C FILEt
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vs.
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ACCESS TO COtnlT ~~DJ:NGa

Cef ••.naant.
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1 CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE BY FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION

2 I hereby certify that on the n.... day of '-;)::J..V}..)~~ , 20~,
service of the foregoing was made by facsimile transmission y, pursuant to
Nevada Supreme Court Rule 230, et seq., this date by faxing a true and correct
copy of the same to each Attorney of Record addressed as follows:
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Plaintiff6 Defendant
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FILEDPHILIP J. KOHN, PUBLIC DEFENDER
NEV ADA BAR NO. 0556
309 South Third Street, Suite 226
Las Vegas, Nevada 89155
(702) 455-4685
Attorney for Defendant
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-»4 ;;d. .
DISTRICT COURT~"" (f,cs -(J~<V-~

ClE:rI~
CLARKCOUNT~NEVADA

THE STATE OF NEVADA, )
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

DEPT. NO. XVIII/i,
DATE: October..Q;-2004
TIME: 9:00 a.m.

Plaintiff, CASE NO. C193182

v.

GLENFORD ANTHONY BUDD,

Defendant.

MOTION 1: DEFENDANT BUDD'S MOTION IN LIMINE FOR ORDER PROHIBITING
PROSECUTION MISCONDUCT IN ARGUMENT; AND FOR ORDER THAT COURT
TAKES JUDICIAL NOTICE OF AUTHORITY CITED IN THIS MOTION IF DEFENSE

OBJECTS AT TRIAL TO IMPROPER ARGUMENT

Defendant GLENFORD ANTHONY BUDD, by and through Deputy Public Defender

HOWARD S. BROOKS, moves this Court for an Order enforcing his right to a fundamentally fair '

trial by directing the Prosecutors in this case to avoid making arguments which the Nevada

Supreme Court and United States Supreme Court have ruled are improper in criminal cases. This

motion is based upon the First, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments to the

United States Constitution, Article 1, Sections Three, Four, Six and Eighteen, and Article 4,

Section 21, of the Nevada Constitution, and the authorities cited in the attached memorandum of

points and authorities .
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The Defense also seeks an Order that the Court take judicial notice of the authority cited in this

motion if the Defense objects at trial to improper argument. This prong of the motion is based

upon NRS 47.140, which authorizes judicial notice of legal authorities.

DATED this ~ day of September, 2004.

PHILIP J. KOHN:~~P'?}:~---
=H=O=W~ARD~~S~.=B=RO=O=K=S~,~#=33=7~4----
Deputy Public Defender
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•
DECLARATION

HOWARD S. BROOKS makes the following declaration:

1. I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the State of Nevada; I am a deputy public

defender assigned to represent Glenford Budd in this case; I am familiar with the procedural

history of the case and the allegations made by the State.

2. The State charged Glenford Budd with three counts of Murder with Use of a Deadly

Weapon.

3. The trial of this matter is currently set for November 15,2004 with a calendar call date

of November 10,2004.

4. This motion seeks two forms of relief: a blanket order that the prosecutors in this case

avoid making arguments which Courts have ruled are improper; and an Order that the Court takes

judicial notice of the authorities cited in this motion when or if the defense objects to improper

argument by the State.

5. This is not an "original" motion. This is a standard motion filed in many criminal

cases, especially death penalty murder cases.

6. Many prosecutors have responded with indignation when this motion is filed,

contending it is "insulting." I want to make it clear I am not calling any individual prosecutor

unethical nor am I claiming that the prosecutors in this case routinely make improper arguments.

However, the overwhelming majority of the caselaw in Nevada regarding prosecutorial

misconduct derives from conduct by prosecutors in the Clark County District Attorney's Office.

As a criminal defense attorney who has practiced in Clark County for 16 years, I have personally

3
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000141

witnessed repeated misconduct, including: argument to the jury that the role of the defense

attorney is to confuse and mislead the jury; argument to the jury that defendant must be lying

because he has had the chance to sit in his cell for more than a year to think up lies; argument to

the jury (in death penalty guilt-trial phase) that the dead victim's life must be considered in

deciding whether the defendant is guilty; argument to the jury that the defendant is guilty because

he is a bad man; and other such arguments. So the factual predicate requiring the filing of this

document exists, but no personal insult is intended to any individual person.

7. The Defense also requests that the Court take judicial notice of the authority cited in this

motion when or if the Defense objects during trial to improper argument. This prong of the motion

is based upon NRS 47.140 which allows the Court the take judicial notice of existing legal

authority.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. (NRS

53.045).

EXECUTED this {'1 day of September, 2004.

~-<!~
HOWARD S. BROOKS
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MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES

I.
A. GRANTING THE MOTION IN LIMINE REQUESTED BY THE DEFENDANT IS
AN APPROPRIATE AND NECESSARY MEASURE TO PREVENT IMPROPER
ARGUMENT BY THE PROSECUTOR. -

This Court should enter an order in limine barring the prosecution from engaging in the

types of misconduct identified below and requiring it to abide by the requirements imposed on

prosecutors by the federal and state constitutions, laws, and ethical canons. The Court of Appeals

for the Ninth Circuit has explained that "[t]he whole purpose of a motion in limine is to prevent the

opposing side from asking a question or making comments in opening statements or otherwise

bringing before the jury some fact which the movant believes will damage his case by the mere

mention of it." Barod v. City of Tacomil, 664 F.2d 1339, 1343 (9th Cir. 1982). Similarly,

McCormick on Evidence §S2, at 74 (4th ed. 1992), notes that the "purpose of such motions may be

to insulate the jury from exposure to harmful inadmissible evidence or to afford a basis for

strategic decisions." As described below, prosecutorial misconduct in argument violates the state

and federal constitutions and prejudices jurors against the accused. Entering an order in limine

would assist in avoiding violations of these rights by prohibiting prosecuting attorneys from

making improper arguments.

Entering the motion in limine would fulfill the role trial judges must play in safeguarding

the constitutional rights of defendants at criminal trials. State and federal courts have stressed that

trial judges bear the responsibility for preventing prosecutorial misconduct. In United States v.

Young, 470 U.S. 1, 10 (1985), the Supreme Court wrote, "[w]e emphasize that the trial judge has

the responsibility to maintain decorum in keeping with the nature of the proceeding; 'the judge is

not a mere moderator, but is the governor of the trial for the purpose of assuring its proper

conduct.?' (quoting Ouercia v. United States, 289 U.S. 466,469 (1933»; see also Mahomey v.

Wallman, 917 F.2d 469,473 (10th Cir. 1990) (explaining that trial judge should have acted to

prevent improper argument instead of overruling the defense's objections, which gave the

prosecution's argument an "official imprimatur").

Like federal courts, the Nevada Supreme Court has long recognized and stressed that trial

5 000142
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judges are ultimately responsible for preventing improper argument by prosecutors. In Yates v.

2 State, 103 Nev. 200, 205-206, 734 P.2d 1252, 1256 (1987), the court emphasized that "[t]he

3 district judge is in an especially well-suited position to control the overall tenor of the trial. He can

4 order the offending statements to cease and can instruct the jury in such a manner as to erase the

5 taint of improper remarks that are made." See also Collier v. State, 101 Nev. 473, 477, 705 P.2d

6 1126, 1128 (1985) ("Our district courts have a duty to ensure that every accused shall receive a fair

7 trial. This duty requires that trial courts exercise their discretionary power to control obvious

8 prosecutorial misconduct sua sponte."); State v. Cyty, 50 Nev. 256, 259, 256 P.793, 794 (1927)

9 ("[I]t is the duty of the court, unsolicited, to reprimand instantly such [prosecutorial] misconduct");

10 State v. Moss, 376 S.E.2d 569, 574 (W. Va. 1988) (trial court erred in failing to intervene sua

11 sponte to correct improper argument). The ABA Standards for Criminal Justice similarly provide

12 that '" [i]t is the responsibility of the [trial] court to ensure that final argument to the jury is kept

13 within proper, accepted bounds. '" American Bar Association, ABA Standards for Criminal Justice,

14 Standards Relating to Prosecution Function, Standard 3-5.8 (3d ed. 1993) (citations omitted).

15 Given the breadth and persistence of such misconduct evidenced by the number of Nevada

16 cases devoted to this issue, see note 2, and sections II, III, below, entering and enforcing such an

17 order is the only adequate means of insuring the fundamental fairness of the proceeding and the

] 8 reliability of the resulting sentence. The court's duty to ensure the fairness of the proceedings is

19 particularly important in capital cases, which must satisfy a "heightened standard of reliability"

20 under the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments. Ford v. Wainwrigh!, 477 U.S. 399,411 (1986).

21 Any improper argument which diverts the jury from imposing a sentence that is a "reasoned moral

22 response to the defendant's background, character and crime," California v. Brown, 479 U.S. 538,

23 545 (1987) (O'Connor, 1., concurring), or from making an "individualized decision" as to the

24 punishment for the particular defendant and the particular crime, Penry v. Lynaugh, 492 U.S. 302,

25 326-28 (1989) (prosecutorial misconduct in argument violates right to individualized sentencing

26 under Eighth and Fourteenth amendments); see Woodson v. North Carolina, 428 U.S. 280, 305

27 (1976); Lockett v. Ohio, 438 U.S. 586, 605 (1978); Sumner v. Shuman, 483 U.S. 66, 75 (I 987),

28 will violate the requirement of heightened reliability in capital sentencing proceedings imposed by
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the Eighth Amendment, as well as the protections of the other amendments cited below.

2 Entering an order in limine would also reduce the burden of litigation over this issue on this

3 state's highest court and in habeas corpus proceedings in federal courts. 1 The Nevada Supreme

4 Court has consistently expressed frustration about improper arguments and remarks by the state's

5 attorneys, noting both the severe consequences for the defendant and the cost society must

6 shoulder as a result. In Neal v. State, 106 Nev. 23, 25, 787 P.2d 764 (1990), the Nevada Supreme

7 Court emphasized that, "[t]his court has repeatedly condemned such prosecutorial misconduct, and

8 noted the enormous expense borne by the state each time such misconduct necessitates a retrial.

9 Unfortunately, as this case illustrates, the problem continues.,,2

I By filing this motion, the defense preserves the issue of prosecutorial misconduct in argument for appeal. The
commission of misconduct places counsel for the defendant in a position in which nothing counsel does will adequately protect the
defendant's rights. If counsel objects, he or she runs the risk of drawing attention to, WIdreinforcing, the prejudicial effect of the
misconduct, thus giving the prosecutor a further reward for committing the misconduct. Courts have acknowledged that interrupting
a prosecutor's argument to object can draw attention to an offensive argument ~ U. United States v, Young, 470 U.S. I, 13·14
("[l]nterruptions of arguments, either by an opposing counselor the presiding judge, are matters to be approached cautiously.");
U.S. v. Garza 608 F.2d 6S9 (Sth Cir. I979)U.S, v. Garza, 608 F.2d 659, 666 (5th Cir. 1979) ("[O]bjection to these extremely
prejudicial comments [by the prosecutor] would serve only to focus the jury's attention on them. "); U.S. v. Grayson, 166 F.2d 863,
871 (2d Cir. 1948) ("[T]o raise an objection to [improper] testimony - •and more, to have the judge tell the jury to ignore it - - often
serves but to rub it in.") (Frank, I., concurring). Similarly, objections followed by curative instructions risk both drawing attention
to and exacerbating a prosecutor's unconstitutional argument. The Supreme Court has recognized, for instance, that a curative
instruction to objectionable remarks can compound the error in the eyes of the jury. ~ U. Bruton v. United States, 391 U.S.
123, 129 (1968) (citing a study finding that "the limiting instruction actually compounds the jury's difficulty in disregarding"
inadmissible evidence). Similarly, in the analogous situation of judicial misconduct, the Nevada Supreme Court has recognized:

Counsel for plaintiffs was placed in the untenable position of silently accepting the judge's
[misconduct) or risking the prospect of alienating the judge or the jury ...
Litigants who bear the brunt of [misconduct] by trial judges are faced with a 'Hobson's
choice' of either objecting to the misconduct (with the attendant risks of antagonizing the
judge and exasperating the jury), or refusing to assume the risks posed by such objections,
thereby jeopardizing their right of appellate review. -

Parodi v. Washoe Medical Center, III Nev. 365, 369, 892 P,2d 588, 591 (1995). By filing this motion in limine, the defendant
should be considered to have made an objection to each and every kind of misconduct specified herein, without the necessity of
risking further prejudice by objecting at the time of the misconduct, and to have invoked the court's sua sponte duty to grant a
mistrial.

2 ~ Albitre v. State. 103 Nev. 281, 283, 738 P.2d 1307, 1308 (1987) ("We have less difficulty in determining that
[the prosecutor's) misbehavior was non-prejudicial than we do in understanding why it occurred. In both instances, the impropriety
of the prosecutor's conduct was beyond speculation."); Williams v. State, 103 Nev. 106, 110, 734 P.2d 700 (1987) ("[W]e are
unwilling - indeed, not at liberty - to see the criminal justice system unnecessarily encumbered and extended by inappropriate
behavior on behalf of the State. Accordingly, we are constrained to again emphasize that those who violate these rules do so at their
peril.") (citations omitted); Yates v. State, 103 Nev. 200, 206, 734 P.2d 1252 n. 7 (1987) ("It is time that this kind of conduct be
stopped. We do not see reversal of convictions as an appropriate or useful way to adjudicate prosecutorial misconduct. Reversal
may prejudice society more than it does the prosecutor .... We have reached the point where we can no longer look at this problem
in terms ofisolated examples of 'understandable, if inexcusable overzealousness in the heat of trial."') (citations omitted); Collier v.
State, 101 Nev. 473, 705 P.2d 1126 (1985) (describing prosecutoriaJ misconduct as "a burden to the judicial system that is totally
unnecessary and, so far as the prosecution is concerned, often self-defeating."), cm denied, 486 U.S. 1036 (1988); Nevius v. State,
10I Nev. 238, 248, 699 P.2d 1053, 1059 (1985) ("We again admonish the district attorneys of this state to heed the warnings we
expressed in McGuire."); McGuire v. State, 100 Nev. 153, 155,677 P.2d 1060, 1062 (1984) ("In the past we have publicized OUf

concern over the serious nature of the problem of prosecutorial misconduct. We have emphasized not only the problems such
misconduct causes in terms of depriving an accused of his or her right to a fair trial, but also the additional public expense
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Prosecutorial misconduct is unique among constitutional violations at trial because it

results from the prosecutor's unilateral action. The easiest way to avoid the constitutional

problems arising from misconduct is for the prosecutor to refrain from committing misconduct.

The caselaw cited below establishes the representative kinds of misconduct which the prosecutor

should not commit. This court should therefore enter an order directing the prosecutors not to

commit misconduct, the prosecutors should obey that order, and no further litigation over this issue

should be necessary.

B. ENTRY OF AN ORDER IN LIMINE IS NECESSARY BECAUSE OF THE
PERSISTENT PATTERN OF MISCONDUCT ENGAGED IN BY THE CLARK COUNTY
DISTRICT ATTORNEY.

Entry of the order in limine is not only appropriate but it is necessary as well. The Clark

County District Attorney has a history and practice of violating the constitutional rights of

defendants through the commission of prosecutorial misconduct. The most experienced members

of that office (who are now retired) were consistent and habitual perpetrators of misconduct. See,

~ McKenna v. State, 114 Nev. 1044,468 P.2d 739 (1998) (Mr. Seaton); Howard v. State, 106

Nev. 713, 722-723 and n.1, 800 P.2d 175 (1991)(Mr. Seaton); Dawson v. State, 103 Nev. 76, 80,

734 P.2d 221 (1987) (Mr. Harmon); ~ note 1, above. Unfortunately, the new generation of

prosecutors in the Clark County District Attorney's Office has learned from its seniors to commit

the same type of pernicious misconduct. See, ~ Greene v. State, 113 Nev. 157, 170,931 P.2d

54 (1997) (Mr. Schwartz); Murray v. State, 113Nev. 11, 17-18, 930 P.2d 121 (1997) (reversing

three Clark County cases for prosecutorial misconduct in commenting on defendants' post-arrest

silence).

III

III

III

needlessly occasioned by such misconduct, especially where such misconduct results in the necessity of a retrial."); State v. Cyty.
50 Nev. 256, 256 P.2d 793, 794 (1927) ("There is no excuse for such misconduct in any kind of a case. If the state has a strong case
it is not necessary, and if it has a close case such misconduct is gross injustice to the defendant Furthermore, prosecutors should
remember that such misconduct often leads to the expense of burdensome retrials, which can but be a serious reflection upon their
regard for the welfare of the taxpayer. "); State v. Rodriguez, 31 Nev. 342, 102 P.2d 863, 865 (1909) (noting that improper argument
"caus[es] the necessity of courts of last resort to reverse causes and order new trials, to the expense and detriment of the
commonwealth and all concerned").

8
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c. THE STATE CANNOT LEGITIMATELY OBJECT TO THE ENTRY OF AN
ORDER IN LIMINE DIRECTING THE PROSECUTORS TO CONFORM THEIR
ARGUMENT TO THE DICTATES OF THE LAW ON IMPERMISSIBLE
PROSECUTORIAL ARGUMENT.

Given the unique role prosecutors play in the criminal justice system, the state cannot

legitimately oppose this motion or raise any objection to the entry of an order in limine. State and

federal law, as well as professional ethical standards, not only prohibit prosecutors from

committing the type of misconduct described below, but also, obligate them to assist in protecting

the constitutional rights of people facing trial. The United States Supreme Court has held that the

prosecutor:

is the representative not of an ordinary party to a controversy, but of
a sovereignty whose obligation to govern impartially is as
compelling as its obligation to govern at all; and whose interest,
therefore, in a criminal prosecution is not that it shall win a case, but
that justice shall be done.

Berger v. United States, 295 U.S. 78,88 (1935), overruled on other grounds by Stirone v. United

States, 361 U.S. 212 (1960). The Ninth Circuit explained in Commonwealth of the Northern

Mariana Islands v. Mendiol~ 976 F.2d 475,486 (9th Cir. 1992), overruled on other grounds by

George v. Camacho, 119 F.3d 1393 (9th Cir. 1997), that "[i]t is the sworn duty of the prosecutor to

assure that the defendant has a fair and impartial trial." See also Brown v. Borg, 951 F.2d 1011,

1015 (9th Cir. 1991) ("The proper role of the criminal prosecutor is not simply to obtain a

conviction, but to obtain a fair conviction."); National District Attorneys Association, National

Prosecution Standards, Ru1e 1.1 (2d ed. 1991) ("The primary responsibility of prosecution is to see

that justice is accomplished."). In State v. Rodriquez, 31 Nev. 342, 347,102 P.d 863,865 (1909),

the Nevada Supreme Court agreed that:

"Prosecuting attorneys ." have a duty to perform equally as sacred to
the accused as to the state they are employed to represent, and that is
to see that the accused has the fair and impartial trial guaranteed
every person by our Constitution, no matter how lowly he may be, or
degrading the character of the offense charged ..." (emphasis added).

Prosecutors cannot look to the standards applicable to other lawyers to determine the

propriety of their conduct, remarks, and argument. The Ninth Circuit has stressed that:

Prosecutors are subject to constraints and responsibilities that don't

9
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apply to other lawyers. While lawyers representing private parties
may -indeed, must - do everything ethically permissible to advance
their clients' interests, lawyers representing the government in
criminal cases serve truth and justice first. The prosecutor's job isn't
just to win, but to win fairly, staying well within the rules.

U.S. v. Kojayan. 8 F.3d 1315, 1323 (9th Cir. 1993); ~ also American Bar Association,

Professional Responsibility: Report of the Joint Conference, 44 A.B.A.J. 1159, 1218 (1958) ("The

public prosecutor cannot take as a guide for the conduct of his office the standards of an attorney

appearing on behalf of an individual client.").

Given the obligation prosecutors have to respect the rights of accused under well-

established federal and state law, the state has no legitimate basis for opposing entry of the order in

limine sought by the defendant: The state cannot contend that its prosecutors have a right to

commit the misconduct described below; nor can it legitimately contend that the court should not

enter an order which is consistent with the law the prosecutors are obligated to follow. This Court

cannot assume that the prosecutors will comply with their obligations in this regard, or credit any

self-serving assertions by the prosecutors that an order in limine is unnecessary because they are

aware of their ethical obligations.

D. ENTRY AND ENFORCEMENT OF AN ORDER IN LIMINE IS REQUIRED TO
ENSURE THAT THE DEFENDANT'S CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS ARE ACTUALLY,
AND NOT MERELY HYPOTHETICALLY, ENFORCED. -

In light of the historical practices of the Clark County District Attorney, the defendant and

this court must consider the measures to take should the prosecutor nevertheless commit

misconduct. That analysis must take into account the intentional character of any such

misconduct. While courts sometimes find misconduct to be non-prejudicial on the ground that it

was unintentional or inadvertent, see, ~ Turner v. Johnson, 106 F.3d 1178, 1188 (5th Cir. 1997);

United States v. Manning, 56 F.3d 1188, 1199 (9th Cir. 1995), that cannot be the case here: The

defendant has compiled below the caselaw illustrating the kinds of misconduct the prosecutor is

prohi~ited from committing; the prosecutors in this case thus cannot claim that any misconduct

they commit is a result of ignorance or inadvertence.

There are several reasons militating in favor of a mistrial sua sponte should the prosecutor

make an impermissible comment in spite of the filing ofthis motion. First, the state's knowing,

10
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deliberate and intentional attempt to bolster a weak case by depriving the defendant of a fair trial,

prior to the entry of the verdict requires a mistrial sua sponte. As noted above, it is primarily the

trial court's obligation to respond to misconduct before it. See, U, Collier v. State, 101 Nev.

5

473,477, 705 P.2d 1126 (1985). Any act of misconduct in this case must be recognized for what it

will be: A deliberate and intentional attempt to violate the defendant's right to a fundamentally fair

trial and a reliable sentence; and an acknowledgment of the weakness of the prosecution's case by

attempting to win the case by impermissible means. "By resorting to wrongful devices, [the party]

is said to give ground for believing that he thinks his case is weak and not to be won by fair

means." McQueeney v. Wilmington Trust Co., 779 F.2d 916,922 (3d Cir. 1985) (quoting

McCormick, Handbook of the Law of Evidence § 273 at 660 (2d ed. 1972)); see also United States

v. Metcalf, 435 F.2d 754, 758 (9th Cir. 1970) (characterizing commission of misconduct as result

6

of "the careless zeal of a prosecutor conscious of the weakness of the case").

In the habeas corpus context, the United States Supreme Court recognized in Brecht v.

Abrahamson, 507 U.S. 619, 638 n.9 (1993):

[T]he possibility that in an unusual case, a deliberate and especially
egregious error of the trial type, or one that is combined with a
pattern of prosecutorial misconduct, might so infect the integrity of
the proceeding as to warrant the grant of habeas relief, even if it did
not substantially influence the jury's verdict.

The Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit has characterized this type of error as a "hybrid" which

is "declared to be incapable of redemption by actual prejudice analysis. The integrity of the trial,

having been destroyed, cannot be reconstituted by an appellate court." Hardnett v. Marshall, 25

F.3d 875,879 (9th Cir. 1994), cert. denied, 513 U.S. 1130 (1995). The defendant here has

provided the state and the court with the caselaw establishing what the prosecutors cannot do, and

the defendant has done all he can to prevent misconduct from occurring. If the prosecutors attempt

to bolster their case by committing misconduct anyway, they should not be heard to argue that any

response less than an immediate mistrial would be an adequate remedy for their intentional and

deliberate attempt to deprive the defendant of a fair trial. A mistrial is also necessary to prevent

the state from obtaining the further benefit of rubbing in the misconduct by objection and

instruction. See note 1, above. Having polluted the trial by prejudicing the jury, the state cannot

11
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•
properly seek to gain the benefit of having that jury, which it has deliberately poisoned, render a

verdict.'

Second, the integrity of the court is at stake where the prosecutor commits misconduct in

argument. By providing the relevant case authorities to this court in advance of argument, the

defendant has also ensured that this court can satisfy its duty to intervene sua sponte to prevent or

sanction misconduct. Further, because this court, as well as the state, is on notice as to what

constitutes misconduct, this court must fulfill its duty to respond to the prosecutor's misconduct.

If the court fails to intervene sua sponte, or fails to sustain defense objections to misconduct, it

thereby places its imprimatur on the misconduct; and it invests the prosecutor's violation of the

defendant's constitutional rights with the weight and authority of the court, thus necessarily

making that misconduct prejudicial. See Bollenbach v. United States, 326 U.S. 607,612 (1946)

('" [Tjhe influence of the trial judge on the jury is necessarily and properly of great weight,'

[citation] and jurors are ever watchful of the words that fall from him."). As the Nevada Supreme

Court recognized in Peterson v. Pittsburg Silver Peak Gold Mining Co., 37 Nev. 117, 121·122, 140

P.519 (1914):

The average juror is a layman; the average layman looks with most
profound respect to the presiding judge; and the jury is, as a rule,
alert to any remark that will indicate favor or disfavor on the part of
the trial judge. Human opinion is ofttimes formed upon
circumstances meager and insignificant in their outward appearance;
and the words and utterances of a trial judge, sitting with a jury in
attendance, are liable, however unintentional, to mold the opinion of
the members of the jury to the extent that one or the other side of the
controversy may be prejudiced or injured thereby.

Accord Parodi v. Washoe Medical Center, 111Nev. 365,368,892 P.2d 588 (1955); Ginnis v.

Mapes Hotel Corp., 86 Nev. 408,416-417,470 P.2d 135 (1970). If the court refuses to sustain a

proper objection to the prosecutor's deliberate and intentional misconduct, based upon the settled

caselaw cited in this motion, it will violate its own duty to enforce the law evenhandedly against

3 At minimum, any commission of misconduct would have to be analyzed under the Chapman standard of prejudice
applicable to further constitutional errors. Chapman v. California, 386 U.S. 18 (1967). This standard requires the prosecution, and
not the defendant, to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that its intentional commission of misconduct would not "contribute to the
verdict." M. at 24. lethe prosecutor is so desperate to obtain a conviction or death sentence that he commits misconduct after the
filing of this motion, this court can only infer that the prosecutor considered the misconduct necessary to achieve his aim, and thus
that it could not be shown, beyond a reasonable doubt, to be non-prejudicial.

12
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the prosecution. See. ~ Collier v. State, 101 Nev. 473, 477, 705 P.2d 1126 (1985); State v.

2 ~ 50 Nev. 256,259,256 P. 793 (1927).

3 Third, since a reversal would be required on appeal, granting a mistrial sua sponte will

4 lessen the burden of litigation on this state's highest court and on federal courts in habeas corpus

5 proceedings. A refusal by the court to enforce the law against the prosecution at the proper

6 instance of a defendant would demonstrate judicial bias in favor of the prosecution and thus

7 require reversal. See, ~ Mahomey v. Wallman, 917 F.2d 469, 473 (lOth Cir. 1990) (failure of

8 court to act in response to improper argument gave prosecutor's argument "official imprimatur");

9 Peterson v. Pittsburg Silver Peak Gold Mining Co., 37 Nev. 117, 122, 140 P. 519 (1914) ("[I]f

10 remarks made by the judge in the progress of a trial are calculated to mislead the jury or prejudice

11 either party, it would be grounds for reversal."). Since trial before an impartial tribunal is a

t 2 fundamental element of due process of law under the Fourteenth Amendment, such a refusal

13 would be prejudicial per se. Tumey v. Ohio, 273 U.S. 510, 535 (1927); see Neder v. United States,

14 1999 WL 373186, at *5 (June 10, 1999).4

15 Finally, curative instructions cannot adequately repair the damage impermissible arguments

16 inflict on the constitutional rights of the criminally accused. As the Supreme Court explained in

17 Bruton, 391 U.S. at 129 n. 3, '''[t]he naive assumption that prejudicial effects can be overcome by

18 instructions to the jury all practicing lawyers know to be unmitigated fiction. ", (quoting

19 Krulewitch v. U.S., 336 U.S. 440, 453 (1949) (Jackson, 1., concurring); see also Throckmorton v.

20 Holt, 180 U. S. 552, 567 (1901) ("[T]here may be instances where such a strong impression has

21 been made upon the minds of the jury by illegal and improper testimony, that its subsequent

22 withdrawal will not remove the effect caused by its admission, and in that case the general

23 objection may avail on appeal or writ of error."); U.S. v. Garza, 608 F.2d 659, 666 n. 7 (5th Cir.

24 1979) ("[A]s this Court observed in overturning a conviction because of improper prosecutorial

25

26
27

28

4 The judicial response to misconduct objections is a serious problem. In the lones matter, the trial court failed to sustain
an objection to prosecutorial misconduct which was flagrant and obvious under existing authority (although that authority was not
cited by the defense), Ex. I at II 88.89; but when the prosecutor objected to defense argument, which does not even appear to have
been misconduct, the trial court's response in front of the jury was to tell defense counsel "you're out of line." Ex. I at II·96. The
defendant submits that such a double standard of response to alleged misconduct would be prima facie evidence of judicial bias
which violates the due process clause, as well as depriving the defendant of equal protection under the Fourteenth Amendment.
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1 And that's a conversation about
2 marijuana; correct?

A.
Q.

3

4

Yes, sir.
Can you give us any context for why this

5 question would be asked?
A.6 I don't know why he would ask Derrick or

7 - - or me. I don't know why. I just know he
8 confronted Derrick about it. I don't know what
9 made him do it.

Q.10 Did Derrick often, or did Derrick ever
11 have marijuana that belonged to Mr. Budd?
12 A. No, sir.
13 Q. Had you ever seen Mr. Budd wi th
14 marijuana?
15 A. Yes, si r.

Q.16

17

18

19

20
21

22
23

24

Did he have marijuana with him very
often?

A.
Q.

Yes, sir.
Did you guys hang around with him when

he had his marijuana?
A. Yes, si r.
Q. And did Derrick ever have marijuana?
A. No, sir.
Q. And the other gentleman, Jason, did he

25 ever have marijuana?

TESSA R. HEISHMAN. RPR. CCR NO. 586JUSTICE COURT DEPARTMENT 3, 455-3053 000050
Docket 66815   Document 2014-36945
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1

2

A.
Q.

No, sir.
Had you ever seen either one of these

3 people take marijuana and hold it for Mr. Budd?
4

5

A.
Q.

No, sir.
None of these people are selling

6 marijuana, are they?
7

8

9

10

1 1

12

13

A.
Q.
A.

No, sir.
None of these people are selling drugs?
No, sir.

Q. When you're playing basketball, did you
see any evidence that Mr. Budd had a gun?

A.
Q.

No, sir.
Did you see any evidence before the

14 basketball game that he had a gun?
15 A. I thought that he did, from the way I

16 seen his walk, but I couldn't -- I never seen a
17 gun.
18 Q. When was this? When did you think he
19 had a gun?
20 A. This was way earlier in the day before
21 any of this happened.
22

23
24

25

Q.
A.
Q.
A.

Like what time?
Around the a.m., in the a.m.
I'm sorry?
a.m. sometime.

TESSA R. HEISHMAN. RPR. CCR NO. 586JUSTICE COURT DEPARTMENT 3, 455-3053 000051
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25

1 Q.
2 gun?
3

4

5
6

7

8

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20
21

23
24

25

A.
Q.

was walking?

So in the morning you thought he had a

Yeah.
And you thought it because the way he

A. Yeah.
a.
A.

a.
A.
a.

How was he walking?
He was just walking, grabbing his

I'm sorry?
He was walking, holding his pocket.
Because he was holding his pocket, that

forced you to think he had a gun?
A. Yeah.
Q. But you didn't actually see him with a

gun?
A. No.
a. In fact, you never saw him with a gun

from the basketball game or before?
A.
Q.

A.
a.
A.

No.
Did anybody else playing basketball have

No.
Were there any guns in the apartment?
No.

TESSA R. HEISHMAN. RPR. CCR NO. 586JUSTICE. COURT DEPARTMENT 3, 455-3053
------------ --

9 pocket.

22 a gun?
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17 the apartment?

22 yourself during this month?

24 night, she wasn't there, but we live with my
25 mother.

1

2
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

18

19

20
21

23

Q. Were there any knives in the apartment?
A. Of course.
Q. I'm sorry?
A. Of course.
Q. I'm sorry?
A. Of course.

THE COURT: Of course.
MR. BROOKS: A course?
THE COURT: Of course.

BY MR. BROOKS:
Q. Of course? Of course there were knives?

THE COURT: I mean, he's referring - -
BY MR. BROOKS:

Q.

A.
Q.

Kitchen knives; right?
Yeah.
What about drugs, were there drugs in

A.
Q.
A.
Q.

No, sir.
None at all?
No, sir.
How were the four of you guys supporting

A. My mother lives there. We just -- that

TESSA R. HEISHMAN. RPR. CCR NO. 586JUSTICE COURT DEPARTMENT 3, 455-3053
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1

2

3

4

5

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.

A.

Does she live in the apartment with you?
Yes, sir.
What's her name?
Cheryl Jones.
So, basically, your mother's supporting

Yeah.
Q. And is your mother supporting all these

other people as well?
A.
Q.
A.
Q.

Yes, sir.
None of you have jobs; correct?
No, sir.
So after the basketball game, all five

14 of you go to the apartment; correct?

6 you?

15

16

A.

Q.
Yes, sir.
And how long do you hang out in the

17 apartment together, the five of you?
18

19

A.
Q.

About two hours.
For about two hours.

20 And during this two hours, is there any
21 more discussion about any marijuana or weed?
22

23
A.
Q.

No, sir.
Is there any argument betw~en my client

24 and anybody else there?
25 A. No, sir.

TESSA R. HEISHMAN. RPR. CCR NO. 586JUSTICE COURT DEPARTMENT 3, 455-3053 000054
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1

2

3

4

5

a.
A.
a.
A.
Q.

Any rough words between anybody?
No, sir.
No sign of any trouble?
(Shakes head.)

6 client leave?
So approximately what time does my

7

8

9

10

1 1

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20
21

22

23
24

25

A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A ..

a.

A.
Q.

I -- I would say 11:45.
And he
Close to.

he tells you he's going where?
To the store to get a drink.
So he 1eaves.
How long i s he gone?
Ten to fifteen minutes.
Anybody else come into the apartment

during this time?
A. No. sir.
a. He shows back up ten or fifteen minutes

later?
A.
Q.

Yes, sir.
He doesn't hang out with you in the

living room at that pOint?
A. No, sir.
a. He goes directly to the bedroom?
A. Yes, sir.
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1 Q. Does he say anything to you in the
2 living room?
3

4

A.

Q.
He said he was finna use the bathroom.
Does he ask where is it Derrick

5 that's now in the bedroom?
6

7

8

9

10

11

A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.

Da'Jon.
Da'Jon?
Yeah.
Does he ask if Da'Jon is in the bedroom?
No, sir.
So he goes into the bedroom where Da'Jon

12 is; correct?
13

14

15

16

17

18

19 is closed?
20

21

A.

Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.

A.
Q.

Yes, sir.
Closes the door?
Yes, sir.
You hear two shots?
Yes, sir.
You don't see anybody, because the door

Yes, sir.
But as far as you know, no one else is

22 in there except for Da'Jon and my client?
23
24

A.
Q.

Yes, sir.

25 say to the friends that you have there?
When you hear the two shots, what do you
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1 A. Well, I ran to the door and opened it.
2 And Derrick told me to get back in the house. And
3 I was trying to explain to him that the shots is
4 coming from the room, but --
5 a. Did you initially think the shots were
6 coming from somewhere else?
7

8

9

A.
house.

Q.

No. I knew they was coming from in the

10 is the outside door?
When you say you ran to the door, this

1 1

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20
21

22

23
24

25

A. The front door.
Q. The front door?
A. Yeah.
Q. SO you go ahead and run to the door, and

then you leave?
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.

A.

I didn't leave immediately.
But you went outside the door?
No.
You didn't go outside the door?
No. I opened the door.
You opened the door?
Yeah.
So you've heard two shots.
When do you hear more shots?
I heard one shot after the two, one
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1 more.

9 away?

12 more shots?

17 police?

20 apartment?
21 A. 1 never went back to the apartment
22 again. I was in the squad car the whole time.

2
3

4

5

6

7

8

10

1 1

13

14

15

16

18

19

O. Now, when you hear the third shot, you
can still see in the living room; right?

A. Yeah.
a. So that third shot is occurring, as far

as you know, in the bedroom still?
A.

a.
Yeah.
So at that point, you leave and you run

A.

Q.
Yes, sir.
And as you're running away, you hear

A.
a.
A.
a.

No, sir.
You hear no more shots?
No, sir.
So you go to the 7-Eleven and call the

A.
a.

Yes, sir.
And at some point, you return to the

23 O. Okay.
24

25

MR. BROOKS: I'll pass the witness.
MR. SCHWARTZ: No further questions.
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1 THE COURT: Is Mr. Jones free to go, or
2 do you want him to remain outside?
3
4

MR. SCHWARTZ: Yes, he's free to go.
THE COURT: Mr. Jones, you're free to

5 go. Please do not discuss your testimony with
6 anybody until the end of the preliminary hearing
7 today. Thank you for testifying.
8 Before we call the next witness, let me
9 call two misdemeanors that were scheduled for

10 10:30.

11 (Whereupon there was a brief pause in
12 proceedings to handle unrelated matters.)
13

14 THE COURT: And we'll go back to
15 Glenford Budd, 3F 9137X. He is still present, has
16 not left the courtroom, with Mr. Brooks.
17 State's next witness.
18 We have Ms. Pandukht and Mr. Schwartz
19 present.
20 MS. PANDUKHT: State calls Tracey
21 Richards.
22
23 Thereupon--
24 TRACEY RICHARDS
25 was called as a witness and sworn to testify to the
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3

•
1 truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth.

THE CLERK: Please be seated.
4 Would you state your first and last name
5 and spell them both for the record.
6

7

8

10

1 1

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

THE WITNESS: Tracey Richards.
THE CLERK: Would you spell them?
THE DEFENDANT: I'm sorry. T-r-a-c-e-y

9 R-i-c-h-a-r-d-s.

DIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MS. PANDUKHT:

Q. Ms. Richards, do you know a person by
the name of A.I.?

A. Yes, I do.
Q. Is that person in the courtroom today?
A. Yes, he is.
Q. Could you point to him, where he is

sitting, and an article of clothing he's wearing
20 today?
21 •A. He's right there. He's right there
22 (indicating).
23 Q. Could you describe something he's
24 wearing today?
25 A. He has blue and orange socks on and blue

33
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1 outfit. That's A.I.
2 MS. PANDUKHT: May the record reflect
3 the identification of the defendant?
4 THE COURT: That will be noted.
5 BY MS. PANDUKHT:

7

8

9

10

1 1

12

13

14

15

16

17

Q.
name?

A.
Q.
A.
Q.

tattoos?
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.

6 Do you know the defendant by any other

No.
Do you know what A.I. stands for?
No.
Do you know if the defendant has any

Yes.
What tattoos?
Mr. Budd.
That's what it says?
That's what it says on his arm. Right

18 or left arm, I'm not sure.
19 Q. Okay. And how is Mr. Budd spelled, the
20 "Budd" part?
21

22

A.

Q.
B-u-d-d.

23 defendant?
Now, how is it that you know the

24 A. Well, Saratoga Palms East, II, I used to
25 live over there a couple years ago myself. And I
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2
3

4

And that's how you knew the defendant?
Yes and no. Because I still would go

1 have a sister that lives over there now.
Q.
A.
Q.

Is that 2895 East Charleston?
Yes.
Is that located here in Clark County,

5 Nevada?
A.

Q.
6

7
Yes.
When was the last time you lived at the

8 Saratoga Palms?
A.
O.
A.

9

10

1 1

Two years ago.

12 visit, you know. My sister lives over there now.
13 So after I moved out, my sister moved over there
14 and got her an apartment. And I like to play ball
15 a lot, so I play basketball with a lot of guys. So
16

17

18

19

A.I., he's cool, you know, like I say, a homeboy.
Q. How often would you see A.I. when you

lived at the apartment complex?
A. Not too much. I mean, he'd be around

20 like everyone else, playing basketball, What's up,
21 A.I.? Hey, what's up, Tracey? You know, stuff
22 like that, you know.
23 o. How often had you seen A.I. or the
24 defendant before this incident occurred?
25 A. How often do I see him before? I went
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1 to my sister's house like every other weekend, so I
2 would see him like every other weekend or so. I

3 always go over. My kids be out of school, and I
4

5

6

7

8

take my kids over there, we spend the weekend over
there; get out of the, you know.

Q. By "over there," you mean the apartment?
A.
Q.

Yeah, Saratoga Palms East, II.
Now, your relationship with him, then,

9 would be an as acquaintance, as a friend?
10

1 1

A.
Q.

Good friend.

12 relationship with him?
Did you at any point have a romantic

13

14

A.
a.

No.
Now, I'd like to draw your attention to

15 the date of May 27th, on a Wednesday.
16

17

18

19

A.
Q.
A.
Q.

20 evening.
21

22

A.
Q.

23 that time?
24 A.

Uh-huh.
Excuse me, that's a Tuesday.
Uh-huh.
About 8:00 or 9:00 o'clock in the

Uh-huh.
Do you remember what you were doing at

Well, like I told the detectives, I was
25 out and about, taking my kids' grandmother out, and
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1 about when I dropped her off at home, I was on my
2 way home. And that's when I was out and about on
3 Eastern and Karen by that Jack in the Box over
4 there. That's when I, you know, came in contact
5 with him. I was in my car with my three young
6 children.

O.
A.

7
8

What kind of --
Ford, Ford Taurus wagon. Station wagon.

9 Sorry.
10 Q. As you were driving down -- were you
11 driving down Karen or Eastern?
12

13 seen
A. Karen, turning left on Eastern. And I

-- I seen A.I. A.I. was calling me, and I'm
14 like, What's up? You know; what's going on? Hey.
15 You know when you see somebody.

O.
A.

16

17

Where was he?
He was standing by the Jack in the Box.

18 He was smoking a Cigarette. He had a white tank
19 top, blue jeans, white shoes.
20 Q. Okay. And what corner was he? Where
21 was he exactly?
22 A. Karen and Eastern. You know, this is
23 Karen, this is Eastern, okay. The Jack in the Box
24 is right here. Now, if I'm turning left on
25 Eastern, make that left on Eastern, it's and you
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1 looking left at the Jack in the Box right here, you
2 see some benches sitting right here (indicating).
3 He was standing over by some benches,
4 and he was calling my name. And so I turn and I
5 have a conversation. He's telling me how he got
6 into it with this girl and he had a fight or
7 whatever, he hadn't had any sleep. I was like, you
8 know, What's up? You know, What happened? I'm
9 concerned at this point. And then --

a.
A.

10

1 1

Was he sitting or standing?
By the time he he's standing up.

12 He's smoking a cigarette.
13 a. When you first saw him, he -- was he
14 sitting on a bench?
15

16

17

18

19

20
21

A.
a.

No. He was standing, calling me.
How was he calling you? What was he

saying?
A.
Q.
A.

Tracey, Tracey, hey, hey, you know.
Did you pull your car over to him?
Yeah, I pulled over there.
THE COURT: One second. Lazon Jones

22 came back in the courtroom, and, actually. one of
23 the investigators just called him to step back
24 outside. I'm sorry, I missed the question, what
25 you just said, and then you had answered. I missed
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4

A.
Q.
A.
Q.

2 But go ahead.
1 that.

3 BY MS. PANDUKHT:
Q.

5 was?
6 A.

Did you pull your car over to where he

Yes. And I talked to him, had a
7 conversation with him, you know.
8

9

10

a.
A.
Q.

Did you ever get out of your car?
No.
And at this point, was he still standing

11 by the bench?
12

13

14

15

Yes
Was he still smoking the cigarettes?
Yes.
And then at what point did something

16 happen that took you away from the intersection of
17 Karen and Eastern?
18 A. Nothing that took me away from. He just
19 -- he said he hadn't had any sleep. I was like,
20 I'm getting ready to go home, come sleep at my
21 house if you're tired, because he's cool, you know.
22 I know him, you know. And then --
23 Q. Did he mention anything about another

No, he didn't mention nothing about
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2

4

5

6

7

8

9

1 1

13

14

17

18

19

20
21

22

23
24
25

----_.------_ .._--- .._------------_. __ .._-------;

•
1 anyone else.

Q. Did he say he had gotten into any kind
3 of an argument with anyone?

10 girl," so always --

12 about?

15 okay to stay at your house, did he then get in your
16 car?

A.
Q.
A.
Q.

His girlfriend.
Did he say his girlfriend's name?
No. I don't know her.
Did he tell you what her name was,

though?
A. No, just, you know how they say "my

Q. Did he tell you what the argument was

A.

Q.
No. I wasn't --
And then you -- when you said it was

A. Yeah. We went to my house.
Q. And you drove him to your house?
A. Yes, I did.
Q. And where is your house located?
A. Henderson, 1100 North Center Street.
Q. And when you got over to your house,

what did the defendant do?
A.
a.

Went to sleep.
And when was the next time you saw the
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1 defendant?
2
3

A.
Q.

Well. the next morning.
When you were in the car or in your

4 apartment before the next morning. so when you're
5 in your car the day before and in the apartment the
6 night before, does the defendant say anything to
7 you that was unusual?
8 A. Well, he did say something unusual when
9 I was I was on my way to pick up my son from
10 school, on my way out the door.
11

12

Q.
A.

Now, would it be the next day?
This is after the overnight, the next

13 day, yes.
14 Q. So the day before, he didn't say
15 anything unusual?
16 A. No, we didn't discuss. He was pretty
17 much quiet.
18 Q. Okay. Then the next morning, about what
19 time were you referring to?
20 A. The next morning between -- because I
21 went -- I went to the store, and he asked me to get
22 him some cigarettes. So it was about 9:00ish.
23 Early morning.
24

25
Q.
A.

He asked you to get cigarettes?
Yeah. He gave me the money, because I
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1 was going to the store. I was like sure, you know.

a.
A.

Q.
A.

He had been smoking a lot of cigarettes?2
3

4
5

Yeah.
Did he have any breakfast?
No. He wouldn't eat anything. I

6 offered, but he wouldn't eat anything.
Q.7 So when you went to the store, did he

8 give you the money, or did you pay for the
9 cigarettes?

10

11

A.
Q.

He gave me the money.
Did he say why he didn't want to go to

12 the store himself?
A.13 No, he didn't. It wasn't even an issue

14 of him going because I was on my way. You know,
15 grab cigarettes.

Q.16 Then when you got the cigarettes, did
17 you come back to the house?
18

19

A.
Q.

Uh-huh.
What happened when you got back to the

20 house, and about what time?
21 A. I came right back, ten, fifteen.
22 7-Eleven's on the corner. Got his cigarettes and
23 just kind of liker just probably laid around, kick
24 back. I get my kids off to school. I -- I have
25 four kids. So once one's coming out, the other one
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1 is going in. I'm pretty busy with my kids. And
2 when I was going to take my second, my oldest son,
3 to school, that's when I was -- when A.I. made the
4 statement like he had a dream that --

Q. Now, what time was that, about?
A. 3:00, 3: 15.

Q. In the afternoon?
A. My son get out of school at 3:21 .
Q. SO about 3: 15 in the afternoon?
A. That's when I was coming to go get my

son from school.

17 he had made a statement, said, I had a dream that I
18 killed three people over some weed. And I just
19 thought nothing of it and, you know.
20
21

22
23
24

25

5

6

7

8

9

10

1 1

12

13 28th?
14

15

16

Q. And that would be the next day, on the

A.
Q.
A.

Yeah, I suppose.
What is it that the defendant told you?
Well, when I was on my way out the door,

Q. What did you say to him?
A. You crazy. That's what I said.
Q. Did he say anything else?
A. No.
Q. What did you do?
A. Walk out the door, went and got my son
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2

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

10

1 1

Q.
A.
Q.

1 from school. Then when I came back, he was gone.
Q.
A.

About how long were you gone?
About ten, fifteen minutes.

Q. Now, when you saw the defendant, what
did his hair look like?

A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.

Braids, long braids.
How long did they go?
They pretty long, shoulder length.
Shoulder length braids?
He had long hair.
And today, the defendant's hair, is that

12 how it looked when you saw him?
13

14

15

16

17 CROSS-EXAMINATION

A. No. He had long hair when I saw him.
MS. PANDUKHT= I'll pass the witness.
THE COURT: Cross.

18 BY MR. BROOKS:
19

20

21

Ms. Richards?
Yes.
You talked about how you had lived in

22 that apartment complex roughly two years before;
23 correct?
24

25

A.
Q.

Right.
But you didn't know Mr. Budd two years
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1 before?
A.
O.
A.

2

3

4

No.
How long had you known Mr. Budd?
Couple -- for a while. My sister been

5 living over there about a year and a half. So
6 about a year or so.

Q.7 So you had known Mr. Budd for roughly a
8 year?

A. I mean, I know -- I mean, I know him. I9

10 mean, I don't know him, know him. to be like family
11 know him, but I know him. I know a lot of guys.

o.12 You had hung out with him for almost a
13 year?
14

15

16

A.
a.
A.

No, not hung out with him.
He was a friend of yours?
I -- if I see him. Hey. You know,

17 What's up? I know him.
18 a. But he was around that area for roughly
19 a year?
20

21

A. I couldn't tell you where he was at.
just know that when I go over there, I would see

22 A.I., just like anybody else, and say what's up to
23 him, play ball, whatever.
24 Q. And you had been doing this for almost a
25 year?
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1

2

Well, not -- no, I ain't been playing

A.

a.
Yeah. My sister lives over there.
But, I mean, you had been doing this

3 with him, saying hello to him --
4

5

6

7

A.
a.
A.
Q.

Yeah.
-- for almost a year?
Yeah.
And you had been playing ball with him

8 for almost a year?
9 A.

10 ball with him for almost a year, but I play ball
11 with different people, but I play ball with him
12 before, yes.
13 a. How long had you been playing ball with
14 him?
15

16

17

18

A.
a.
A.
Q.

Off and on, year. You could say that.
A year?
Yeah.
So you had hung out with him there in

19 the apartment complex?
20

21

22

23
24
25

A. Yes.
a. Did you ever see him smoking marijuana?
A. No.
a. Did you ever see him with marijuana?
A. No.
Q. Had you ever smoked marijuana with him?
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1

2

3

4

5

6

A. No.
a. Ever drunk alcohol with him?
A. No.
Q. Had you been around the 26th at all?
A. No.
a. On the 27th, when you picked him up, did

7 you know, had you heard anything about what had
8 happened on the 26th?
9

10

1 1

12

A. No. I'm too busy. I got four kids.
a. You didn't even know about the shooting?
A. Had no idea.
a. So when he says that he had this dream

13 about killing three people
14

15

16

17

A.
a.

Uh-huh.
-- did you ask him any questions about

it?
A. No. I just told him he was crazy, it's

18 a dream.
19

20
21

22
23
24

a.
A.
Q.
A.

a.
A.

When you picked him up on the 27th --
Uh-huh.
-- did it appear he had been drinking?
No.
Did he show any signs of being high?
He showed signs of being nervous,

25 smoking.
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1

2
3

4

5

6

MS. PANDUKHT: She's free to go.~
THE COURT: You're free to go. Please

a.
A.

Nervous?
Smoking all them cigarettes.
MR. BROOKS: I'll pass the witness.
THE COURT: Redirect?
MS. PANDUKHT: No.
THE COURT: And is Ms. Richards free to

7 go, or do you want her to remain outside?
8

9

10 do not discuss your testimony. We should be
11 finished within an hour. But thank you for
12 testifying and waiting.
13

14

15

16

17

THE WITNESS: Thank you.
THE COURT: Welcome.
State's next witness?
MR. SCHWARTZ: Winston BUdd.
THE CLERK: Raise your right hand,

18 please.
19

20 Thereupon--
21 WINSTON BUDD
22 was called as a witness and sworn to testify to the
23 truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth.
24

25 THE CLERK: You can be seated.
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1 Would you state your first and last
2 name, spelling them both for the record.
3

4

5 DIRECT EXAMINATION
6 BY MR. SCHWARTZ:

THE WITNESS: Winston Budd.

7 a. Mr. Budd, I'm going to ask you a few
8 questions, and then Mr. Brooks will ask you some
9 questions. We'd appreciate it if you answer slowly

10 and speak into this microphone so everybody can
11 hear what you're saying.
12 Mr. Budd, do you know Glenford Budd?
13

14

A.
a.

Yes, sir.
And do you see Glenford Budd in the

15 courtroom today?
16

17

A.
a.

Yes, sir.
Could you point to where he is and

18 describe what he's wearing today?
19

20
A. A blue outfit.

MR. SCHWARTZ: May the record reflect
21 the identification of the defendant, your Honor?
22
23

THE COURT: That will be noted.
MR. SCHWARTZ: Thank you.

24 BY MR. SCHWARTZ:
25 a. How is it that you know the defendant?
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1

2

Let me direct your attention now to

A.
Q.

My nephew.
And do you know the defendant by any

3 other name besides Glenford?
4
5

6

A.
Q.

JUnior.
Junior, okay.

7 Tuesday, May 27th, 2003 at about 3:30 in the
8 morning.
9 Did you receive a phone call from your

10 brother Kirk?
1 1

12

A.
Q.

Yes.
Without telling us what Kirk said to you

13 on the phone, as a result of that phone call, did
14 you become concerned regarding your nephew Junior?
15

16

17

A.
Q.

Yes.
Okay. Now, let me direct your attention

to May the 27th -- that's Tuesday at about 11 :00
18 o'clock in the morning.
19 Did you receive a phone call from the
20 defendant, your nephew?
21

22

A. Yes.
THE COURT: Wait a second. Let me keep

23 this straight. 11 :00 a.m.
24

25

Is this still the 27th?
MR. SCHWARTZ: Tuesday. Tuesday, yes,
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1 your Honor.
2

3

4

THE COURT: Okay. Still the 27th?
MR. SCHWARTZ: Yes.
THE COURT: That's actually, I meant

5 to say Tuesday. Thank you.
6 BY MR. SCHWARTZ:
7 a. Okay. What did the defendant tell you
8 when he called you at about 11:00 o'clock that
9 Tuesday morning?

10 A. He asked me to get in touch with their
11 mother to get some money so he could get out of
12 here.
13 a. And what else did he say when you talked
14 to him on the phone this Tuesday morning?
15 A. He also told me that he needed me to
16 come pick him up.
17 a. Okay. What did he say? What, if
18 anything, did he say regarding why he needed you to
19 pick him up?
20
21

A.
a.

Could you repeat that again?
Sure.

22 Why did the -- why did your nephew need
23 you to come pick him up?
24 A. Because where where -- wherever he
25 was, the person didn't want him to stay there no
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1 more.

3 any trouble he might be in?

6 what possible trouble he could be in? What had he
7 done that caused you some concern?

9 went to get some money.

12 or something, or something. I don't remember
13 exactly.

2

4

5

8

10

1 1

14

Q. What did the defendant tell you about

A.
Q.

Could you repeat it?
What did the defendant say regarding

A. I couldn't remember. He told me that he

Q.
A.

Uh-huh.
Get some -- they was supposed to rob him

Q. About 20 minutes ago, you and I spoke in
15 my office.
16 And you had a clear memory then. didn't
17

18

19

20
21

you?
A. Yes.
Q. Why don't you tell us what your nephew

told you that Tuesday morning.
A. He told me that he went - - he told me

22 that they was trying to rob him.
23 Q. What did he do as a result of them
24 trying to rob him?
25 A. He said he shoot them.
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1 Q.

A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.

Okay. Did he tell you how many of them

No.
Did you ask him anything about the gun?
Yes.
What did you ask him?
I asked him where the gun at.
What did he say?
He said he give it back to some friend.
Did he mention the name of the friend

11 who he gave the gun back to?

2 he shot?
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

12

13

A.
Q.

No.

14 robbed of when he shot them?
Did he indicate what he was being robbed

15

16

17

18

19

20

A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.

Weed.
Weed?
(Nods head.)
Do you know what weed is?
Marijuana. Same thing.
Did your nephew, the defendant, indicate

21 where he was when he called you Tuesday morning?
22
23
24

25

A.
Q.

A.
Q.

Yes.
Where did he say he was?
Henderson.
Henderson?
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1

2

A.
Q.

Yes.
Okay. Did there come a time when you

3 drove up to and went to Henderson to pick up your
4 nephew, si r?
5

6

A.
Q.

Yes.
And would that have been the following

7 day, Wednesday?
8

9

A.
Q.

Yes.
And when you picked up your nephew, the

10 defendant, on Wednesday, was he alone?
1 1

12

13

14

15

16

A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.

Yes.
Did he have anything in his hands?
Yes.
What did he have?
Plastic bag with some clothes.
Could you notice anything unusual about

17 the clothes that was in the plastic bag?
18

19

20
21

22

A.

Q.
A.
Q.
A.

Yes.
What did you notice about the clothes?
About the clothes?
Yeah.

23 the plastic bag.
I didn't see the clothes. I only see in

24 Q. Was there anything different about your
25 nephew's appearance when you saw him on Wednesday,
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

10

12

14

15

as opposed to a day or two earlier?
A. Yes.
Q. What was different about his appearance?
A. He cut - - cut his hair.
Q. Okay. Where did you - - once you picked

up your nephew on Wednesday, where did the two of
you go?

THE COURT: Mr. Budd, do you want some
9 water?

THE WITNESS: To get to my house.

Q. And who was at your house when you and

16 were at your house with your nephew when the police
17 arrived?

11 BY MR. SCHWARTZ:

13 your nephew arrived, sir?

18

19

A.
Q.

My family.
Okay. Did there come a time while you

A.
Q.

Yes.
And was it obvious to you who they were

20 looking for?
21

22

23
24

A.
Q.
A.
Q.

Yes.
They were looking for your nephew?
Yes.
Did you make any suggestions to your

25 nephew as to what you thought he should do?
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Q. Did you talk to him about what possible
sentences he could receive?

1

2

3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10

A.

Yes.
What did you tell him?
To turn his self in.
What did he say to that?
He say he prefer to run.

Yes.
What did you say to him?
I say he could possibly get death or

11 life, life in prison.

A.
a.
A.
Q.
A.

A.
Q.
A.

12 Q. And what, if anything, did he say in
13 response to that?
14

15

Nothing.
MR. SCHWARTZ: I have no further

16 questions, your Honor.
17

18

THE COURT: Cross-examination.

19 CROSS-EXAMINATION
20 BY MR. BROOKS:
21

22
23
24

Q.

A.
a.

Mr. Budd, you speak with an accent.
Are you from Belize?
Yes.
But you speak English, that's your

25 native language?
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1

2
3

4

5

6

How long was my client, A.I. or

57

A.
a.
A.

Broken English.
Do you speak any foreign language?
(Shakes head.)
THE COURT: For the record --
THE WITNESS: No.
THE COURT: Thank you.

7 BY MR. BROOKS:
Q.8

9

10

11

12

13

You are Glenford's uncle.
Is his father your brother?

A.
Q.
A.
Q.

Yes.
What's the name of his father?
Glenford Budd.
And his father, Glenford Budd, lives in

14 Belize still?
15

16

A.
a.

Yes.

17 Glenford, in Las Vegas before the shooting
18 occurred?
19

20
21

22
23
24

25

A. I think in December.
Q. I'm sorry?
A. In December.
Q. He came to Las Vegas in December?
A. Yes.
Q. Of 1ast year?
A. Yes.
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1 a.

A.
a.
A.

Q.
A.
Q.

So he's been here since December of

Yes.
So he's been here roughly six months?
Yes.
Was he living with you at your house?
No.

9 the six months?
Did he live at your house at all during

2 2002?
3

4

5

6

7

8

10

1 1

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

A.
a.
A.
a.
A.
a.
A.
a.
A.
a.
A.
a.

No.
Do you know where he was living?
With my brother.
With your brother?
(Nod shead. )
What is your brother's name?
Kirk.
Is that K-i-r-k?
Yes.
And he lives here in Las Vegas?
Yes.
Is that where my client was living

22 almost the entire six months, as far as you know?
23
24

A.
Q.

Yes.
You've testified that when you picked

25 him up on Wednesday the 27th, his hair was cut;
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

16

correct?
A. Yes.
Q. Prior to that day, when was the last

time you had seen him?
A. Memorial Day.
Q. I'm sorry?
A. Memorial Day.
Q. Memorial Day?
A. Uh-huh.
Q. And at that time on Memorial Day, his

hair was not cut?
A. No.

15 Thank you.

MR. BROOKS: Pass the witness.
MR. SCHWARTZ: No redirect, your Honor.

17 I presume?
THE COURT: And Mr. Budd is free to go,

20 testifying. You're free to leave. And please do
21 not discuss your testimony until the end of the
22 preliminary hearing. And thank you.

18

19

23
24

25

MR. SCHWARTZ: Yes, your Honor.
THE COURT: Mr. Budd, thank you for

THE WITNESS: Thanks.
THE COURT: Welcome.

I II
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5

6 THE CLERK: Please be seated.

1 Thereupon--
2 JAMES CHARLES VACCARO
3 was called as a witness and sworn to testify to the
4 truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth.

7 Would you state your first and last name
8 and spell them both for the record, please.
9 THE WITNESS: My name ;s James Charles

10 Vaccaro, V-a-c-c-a-r-o.
1 1

12 DIRECT EXAMINATION
13 BY MR. SCHWARTZ:
14 Q. Sir, by whom are you employed?
15 A. By the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police
16 Department.
17 a. In what capacity?
18 A. As a homicide detective.
19 a. And how long have you been so employed?
20 A. About ten years now.
21 a. Let me direct your attention to, I
22 believe it was May the 27th, in the early morning
23 hours of the 27th.
24 Did you have occasion to respond to 2895
25 East Charleston, Building 9, Apartment 2068?

60
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A.
Q.

1

2
2068, yes ..
And what was your purpose in going to

3 that location on that date?
A.4 Myself and other members -- other

5 homicide detectives were requested to respond there
6 to investigate what started off as a double
7 homicide situation and then turned into a triple
8 homicide.

a.9

10

11

12

13

14

15

When you arrived at or when you entered
strike that.

When you arrived in the area of
Apartment 2068, did you see any victims of the
homicide present at the location?

A. Yes.
a. And can you describe for the Court where

16 you saw these individuals?
17 A. Yes. The apartment complex ;s the
18 Saratoga Palms East, II apartment complex, and it
19 consists of some two-story apartment buildings.
20 The 2068 apartment that we were at was in Building
21 9, which was kind of in the south and east corner
22 of the complex. When I went up the stairs into the
23 apartment, I remembered entering the door. The
24 door faced the west. And the layout of the
25 apartment was such that the north bedroom was the
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1 master bedroom and bathroom. And there was a
2 common area, living room, the central area of the
3 apartment, and two additional bedrooms were in the
4 southeast and southwest corners of the apartment.
5 The first deceased that I saw when I got to the top
6 of the stairs of 2068 was a black male who was sort
7 of in the corner by a closet out on a patio landing
8 and was later identified as the body of Jason --
9 Jason Moore.

10

1 1

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

Q. Let me show you -- let me interrupt you
for one moment.

(Whereupon, State's Exhibits 1-3
were marked for identification.)

BY MR. SCHWARTZ:
Q. Show you State's Proposed Exhibit I.

And if you can identify the individual depicted in
that proposed exhibit.

A. Yes. This is a photograph taken at the
19 coroner's office, but I recognize this individual.
20 This is the man that I saw on the patio landing
21 when I first arrived at the apartment.
22 Q. Who was identified to you as Jason
23 Moore?
24

25
A. Yes.

MR. SCHWARTZ: Your Honor, we move for
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1 the admission of State's 1.
2 MR. BROOKS: No objection.
3 THE COURT: It will come in.
4 (Whereupon, State's Exhibit 1
5 was admitted into evidence.)
6 BY MR. SCHWARTZ:
7

8

Q.
A. After I did a brief inspection of that

Please continue, Detective.

9 individual, I wanted to walk through the rest of
10 the apartment to see what I was up against there.
11 And so after I walked through the front door, I
12 come into the living room area, and I turned to the
13 left into the master bedroom -- and that was where
14 I found the door to the master bedroom partially
15 opened. And so that required me to step through
16 the small area, and there was a body of another
17 black male on the floor that was preventing the
18 door from opening all the way. This man I came to
19 know to be Oa'Jon Jones.
20 Q. Let me show you State's Proposed Exhibit
21 2 and ask if you're able to identify the individual
22 depicted in that exhibit?
23 A. Yes. This is a photograph taken at the
24 coroner's office of that young black male that I
25 came to know him as Da'Jon Jones.
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1 MR. SCHWARTZ: Your Honor, the State
2 would move for the admission of State's Proposed
3 Exhibit 2.
4

5

MR. BROOKS: No objection.
THE COURT: It will come in.

6 (Whereupon, State's Exhibit 2
7 Was admitted into evidence.)
8 BY MR. SCHWARTZ:

a.9 Detective, did you locate an area within
10 that apartment where there was evidence of perhaps
11 yet another victim having been present at that
12 1ocat ion?
13

14

15

A.
a.
A.

Yes, I did.
Can you tell the Court about that?
Yes. Proceeding to the south in the

16 apartment, towards those other two bedrooms that I
17 talked about -- a common hallway that connected
18 those two bedrooms -- on the floor in that hallway,
19 I found a very large pool of blood, which was
20 consistent with the location of where I would have
21 believed the third victim would have been. I found
22 ballistic evidence at this location. And I also
23 learned from detectives that were present that this
24 was where they had found that person before he was
25 evacuated by ambulance to the hospital.
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1 Q. Did you subsequently learn the identity
2 of the third individual?

4 learned was identified as Derrick Jones.

10 Exhibit 3 and ask if you recognize the individual
11 depicted in that exhibit?

3

5

6

7

8

9

12

A. Yes. This would be a black male who I

Q. In connection with this investigation,
did there come a subsequent time when you attended
the autopsy of all three individuals?

A. Yes.
Q. And let me show you State's Proposed

A. Yes. This is Derrick Jones.
13 MR. SCHWARTZ: Your Honor, the State
14 would move for the admission of State's Proposed
15 Exhibit 3.
16

17

MR. BROOKS: No objection.
THE COURT: It will come in, as well as

18 Exhibit 2.
19 (Whereupon, State's Exhibit 3
20 was admitted into evidence.)
21

22 BY MR. SCHWARTZ:
MR. SCHWARTZ: Thank you, your Honor.

23 Q. Now, Detective Vaccaro, let me direct
24 your attention to May the 29th.
25 Did you have an occasion to have a brief
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3

4

Q.

1 conversation with an individual identified to you
2 perhaps as Glenford Budd?

A.
Q.

Yes.
Do you see that individual in the

5 courtroom today?
6 A. Sure. He's next to Mr. Brooks here with
7 blue jail clothing on.
8 MR. SCHWARTZ: Record reflect
9 identification of the defendant, your Honor?
10 THE COURT: That will be noted.
11 BY MR. SCHWARTZ:

13 place?
12

14

Q.

A.

And where did that conversation take

It took place there within the Clark
15 County Detention Center.

18 Wil dman.

16

17

19

Q.
A.

Who was present during the conversation?
Myself and my partner, Detective Marty

Prior to your conversation with the
20 defendant, had you advised him of his
21 constitutional rights per the Miranda decision?
22

23
A.
Q.

Yes, I did.

24 memory or through a card?
How did you go about doing that. from

25 A. I -- I believe I read it from a card on
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1 this occasion.
2 Q. And did the defendant indicate to you
3 whether or not he understood his rights?
4

5

A.
Q.

Yes, he certainly did.
Did you have a brief conversation with

6 him?
7

8

9

A.

Q.
A.

Yes, I did.
What did he say?
During the conversation, I explained to

10 him that we had a lot of information about the case
11 and that it would be in his best interest if he
12 tried to explain what happened.
13 He told me that he was present at
14 Apartment 2068 on the night of the shooting. He
15 said that he had gone there because there was a
16 dispute between he and other occupants of the
17 apartment about some marijuana. He said a half a
18 pound of marijuana. I asked him specifically about
19 who was present, and he named the three victims.
20 He named himself. And then he named another young
21 man that I know as Lazon Jones, but I think he
22 called him a different name. I think he referred
23
24

25

to a street name or nickname.
Q. Would that have been Casper?
A. Yeah, I think it was Casper. And I
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1 asked him again. So I said, There were only five
2 of you there? And he said yes. And then I said to
3 him, Well, if five people were there and three of
4 them are now dead and one has called the police to
5 report this, could you explain to me how you're
6 role fits into this? What did you do? Are you
7 responsible? And that was when he invoked and said
8 that he'd like to talk to a lawyer.

Q.9 So you had no further questioning after
10 that; is that correct?
1 1

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

A.
Q.

That's right.
Okay.
MR. SCHWARTZ: Court's indulgence.

BY MR. SCHWARTZ:
Q. Did the defendant, during this brief

conversation with you, indicate whether or not he
heard any gunshots?

A.
Q.
A.

Yes, he did.
What did he say about that?
He said that he had heard a gunshot and

21 also ran from the apartment.
22
23

o. Thank you.
MR. SCHWARTZ: I have nothing further,

24 your Honor.
25 THE COURT: Cross.
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1

2
MR. BROOKS: No questions, your Honor.
THE COURT: And, Detective, I thank you

3 for testifying. You're free to go. Please do not
4 discuss your testimony with anybody until the end
5 of the preliminary hearing.
6 MR. SCHWARTZ: Your Honor, there's one
7 possible additional witness, but in view of the
8 hour, I think we'll just rest at this time.
9 MR. BROOKS: Court's indulgence, your

10 Honor.
1 1 MR. SCHWARTZ: I mean, just for today,
12 not rest.
13 THE COURT: That was going to be my
14 clarification.
15 So where does that leave us at this
16 stage?
17 MR. SCHWARTZ: Your Honor, we're going
18 to call Dr. Worell when she gets back from vacation
19 on our next court appearance here and then an
20 additional witness who has just recently been
21 discovered by the police. I had first found out
22 about her about 8:00 o'clock this morning. I think
23 Mr. Brooks probably found out about 8:30 or 8:45.
24 So we'd like to put her on as well.
25 THE COURT: And this was discussed in
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1 chambers about the continuance for the new witness
2 as well as the coroner to be present.
3 And I forgot what you said about the
4 vacation time when the coroner would be back.
5 MR. SCHWARTZ: She's back this Friday,
6 but I think with everything, we thought Monday
7 would be best unless the Court's schedule is .-
8 THE COURT: I'm sure Monday will be
9 busy, if it's been like the last few Mondays. But

10 we'll set it out and see what the schedule looks
11 like.
12 What about Tuesday?
13 MR. SCHWARTZ: The only day I'd ask is
14 not Tuesday. But Wednesday. Any day but Tuesday.
15

16

MS. PANDUKHT: Wednesday would be fine.
THE COURT: There's a case on Monday

17 that may be going for sure already. So let's do
18 Wednesday, June 25th.
19 And for the friends and family and
20 people that are in this courtroom, that will be at
21 10:00 o'clock, because we have our normal 9:00
22 o'clock calendar, and I don't know if anything will
23 be resolved or not resolved regarding the cases on.
24 But the earliest we'll get started, as you noticed
25 today, will be 10:00 o'clock, June 25th, 10:00 a.m.
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1 This will be continued per agreement of the parties
2 and the Court.
3 And I know some of the witnesses are
4 outside. I told them not to talk about the case
5 during the prelim. And it's still pending. I told
6 one witness that it would definitely be going. I
7 forgot that we were continuing. I said she could
8 talk about it this afternoon.
9 MR. SCHWARTZ: The witnesses that we

10 find, we'll urge them not to discuss it.
1 1 THE COURT: All right. So we'll see you
12 back here a week from Wednesday, which would be,
13 once again, June 18th.
14

15

MR. SCHWARTZ: June 25th.
THE COURT: Wait. I'm sorry, June 25th

16 at 10:00 a.m. Thank you.
17

18

19

(Whereupon the proceedings concluded.)

* * * * *

20 ATTEST: Full, true, and accurate transcript of
21 proceedings.
22

23
24

25 0dU'£)(J:i?tU2~
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Case Appeal Statement filed on 01125/2008 2828-2829
Case Appeal Statement filed on 03/23/2006 2514-2516
Case Appeal Statement filed on 08113/2007 2614-2615
Certificate of Facsimile Transmission filed on 07/28/2003 101-104
Clark County Public Defender's Response to Glenford Budd's Motion to
Hold Clark Count Public Defender in Contempt filed on 07/12/2007 2592-2594
Clark County Public Defenders Notice of Qualification Pursuant to
Supreme Court Rule 250(2) (g) and (h) 280-283
Clerk's Certificate Appeal Dismissed filed on 10105/2007 2792-2796
Clerk's Certificate Judgment Affirmed filed on 02/08/2007 2560-2567
Clerk's Certificate Judgment Reversed and Remanded filed on
10/23/2009 2830-2836
Criminal Bindover filed on 06/26/2003 1-23
Criminal Order to Statistically Close Case filed on 09103/2014 3039
Defendant's Motion to Vacate and Continue Trail Date filed on
0112712004 132-135
Defendants Amended Notice of Expert Witnesses, Pursuant to NRS
174.234(2) filed on 12/0112005 423-426
Defendants Notice of Expert Witnesses, Pursuant to NRS 174.234(2) filed
on 11121/2005 416-420
Financial Certificate filed on 05101/2007 2582
Financial Certificate filed on 09/21/2007 2616
Findings of Facts, Conclusions of Law and Order filed on 01107/2008 2808-2815
Findings of Facts, Conclusions of Law and Order filed on 10117/2014 3091-3103
First Supplemental Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus Post Conviction
filed on 05/23/2013 2847-2915
Fourth Supplemental Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus (Post
Conviction) filed on 12/26/2013 3000-3036
Information filed on 06126/2003 24-26
Instructions to the Jury (Instructions No.1) filed on 12116/2005 1741-1761
Instructions to the Jury filed on 12113/2005 1482-1506
Judgment of Conviction (Jury Trial) filed on 03/0112006 2011-2012
Media Request and Order for Camera Access to Court Proceedings filed
on 01128/204 236-137
Media Request and Order for Camera Access to Court Proceedings filed
on 01/31/2006 2009
Media Request and Order for Camera Access to Court Proceedings filed
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on 01/31/2006 2010
Media Request and Order for Camera Access to Court Room filed on
0912812005 411
Media Request to Permit Camera Access To Proceedings filed on
07/03/2003 27
Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Support of Petition for Writ of
Habeas Corpus filed on 09/21/2007 2750-2785
Memorandum Regarding Petitioner's Exhibits (In Camera Review) filed
on 12112/2013 2990-2992
Motion 1: Defendant Budd's Motion in Limine for Order Prohibiting
Prosecution Misconduct in Argument; and for Order that Court Takes
Judicial Notice of Authority Cited in This Motion if Defense Objects at
Trial to Improper Argument filed on 09/14/2004 138-230
Motion 10: Defendant Budd's Motion in Limine to Prohibit any
Reference in Front of the Jury to the Trial Phase of the Proceedings as the
"Guilt Phase" filed on 0911412004 276-279
Motion 11: Defendant Budd's Motion to Strike Allegations of Certain
Aggravating Circumstances Alleged in State's Notice oflntent to Seek
Death Penalty filed on 10104/2004 374-382
Motion 12: Defendant Budd's Motion to Preclude the Admission During a
Possible Penalty Proceeding of Evidence about the Personal Character of
the Victims and the Impact of the Victims' Deaths on the Family filed on
1010412004 347-352
Motion 13: Defendant Budd's Motion to Bar the Admission of
Cumulative Victim Impact Evidence in Violation of the Due Process Law
filed on 10104/2004 369-373
Motion 14: Defendant Budd's Motion to Dismiss State Notice of Intent
Because Nevada's Death Penalty Scheme Violates Due Process
Guarantees by Failing to Require a Pre-Trial Finding of Probable Casue
for Alleged Aggravators filed on 10104/2004 353-368
Motion 2: Defendant Budd's Motion for Exchange of Jury Instructions on
the First Day of Trial filed on 09114/2004 231-233
Motion 3: Defendant Budd's Motion for Recording of All Proceedings
Pursuant to Supreme Court Rule 250 filed on 09/14/2004 234-237
Motion 4: Defendant Budd's Motion to Disqualify all Potential Jurors
who knew or were Acquainted with the Victims or Their Families filed on
09114/2004 238-242
Motion 5: Defendant Budd's Motion to Disqualify all Potential Jurors
Who Would Automatically Vote for the Death Penalty in the Event of a
First Degree murder Conviction filed on 09114/2004 263-266
Motion 6: Defendant Budd's Motion in Limine to Prohibit the State from
Using Preemptory Challenges to Remove Minorities from Jury filed on
09114/2004 243-247
Motion 7: Defendant Budd's Motion to Bifurcate Penalty Phase
Proceedings filed on 09114/2004 248-255
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Motion 8: Defendant Budd's Motion to Allow the Defense to Argue Last
in a Potential Penalty Phase Proceeding filed on 09/14/2004 256-262
Motion 9: Defendant Budd's Motion for Jury Questionnaire to be
Completed by Jure Venire one Week Prior to Trial filed on 09114/2004 267-275
Motion for Leave to Proceed in Forma Pauperis filed on 05/0112007 2573-2574
Motion for Leave to Proceed in Forma Pauperis filed on 09/2112007 2786-2790
Motion for Rehearing filed on 08110/2007 2598-2613
Motion for Withdrawal of Attorney of Record or in the Alternative,
Request for Recordsl Court Case Documents filed on 05/0112007 2575-2581
Motion to Hold Howard S Brooks, Attorney of Record in Contempt for
Filing to Forward a Copy of the Case File filed on 07/05/2007 2583-2591
Motion to Withdraw as Petitioner's Attorney filed on 09113/2012 2840-2843
Notice of Appeal filed on 01123/2008 2825-2827
Notice of Appeal filed on 03/23/2006 2517-2519
Notice of Appeal filed on 08/10/2007 2595-2597
Notice of Entry of Decision and Order filed on 01/08/2008 2816-2824
Notice of Entry of Findings of Fact Conclusions of Law and Order filed 3104-3117
on 1012012014
Notice of Evidence in Support of Aggravating Circumstances filed on
1010812004 390-391
Notice of Expert Witnesses filed on 09/28/2004 312-344
Notice of Intent to Seek Death Penalty filed on 07/25/2003 99-100
Notice of Witnesses filed on 09/28/2004 345-346
Order for Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus filed on 09/27/2007 2791
Order for Production of Inmate Glenford Anthony Budd filed on
11125/2009 2838-2839
Order for Production of Inmate Glenford Anthony Budd filed on
12/23/2013 2998-2999
Order for Production of Inmate Greg Lewis, BAC #82483 filed on
11128/2005 421-422
Order for Transcript filed on 03/20/2006 2513
Order for Transcript filed on 09/23/2014 3040
Order Granting State's Request for All Thirty-Three (33) Pages of Public
Defender Brooks' Case Notes filed on 01110/20 14 3037-3038
Order of Appointment filed on 11105/20 12 2844
Order Re: Custody of Material Witness Greg Lewis filed on 0411112006 2520-2521
Order Re: Custody of Material Witness Greg Lewis ID filed on
12115/2005 1507-1508
Order Setting Hearing Appointment of Counsel Re: Supreme Court
Remand filed on 10/29/2009 2837
Penalty Verdict Count 1 filed on 12116/2005 1739
Penalty Verdict Count 2 filed on 12116/2005 1740
Penalty Verdict Count 3 filed on 12116/2005 1738
Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus Post Conviction filed on 09/2112007 2709-2749
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Petitioner's Reply Brief to the State's Response to the Defendant's
Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus Post Conviction filed on 11120/2013 2959-2985
Petitioners Exhibits in Support of Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus Post
Conviction filed on 09/21/2007 2622-2708
Request for Evidentiary Hearing filed on 09/21/2007 2617-2621
Second Supplemental Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus Post Conviction
filed on 10/25/2013 2919-2927
Special Verdict (Aggravating Circumstance) filed on 12116/2005 1737
Special Verdict (Mitigating Circumstances) filed on 12116/2005 1735-1736
State's Response to Defendant's Memorandum Regarding Petitioner's
Exhibits (In Camera Review) filed on 12/17/2013 2993-2997
State's Response to Defendant's Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus (Post
Conviction) and First Supplemental Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus
filed on 11106/2013 2928-2958
States Opposition to Defendant's Motion to Bar the Admission of
Cumulative Victim Impact Evidence in Violation of the Due Process
Clause filed on 10112/2004 400-403
States Opposition to Defendants Motion for Jury Questionnaire to be
Completed by Jure Venire One Week Prior to Trial filed on 09/22/2004 308-311
States Opposition to Defendants Motion for Recording of all Proceedings
Pursuant to Supreme Court Rule 250 filed on 09/21/2004 291-293
States Opposition to Defendants Motion in Limine for Order Prohibiting
Prosecution Misconduct in Argument; and for Order that Court Takes
Judicial Notice of Authority Cited in this Motion if Defense Objects at
Trial to Improper Argument filed on 09/21/2004 284-287
States Opposition to Defendants Motion in Limine to Prohibit any
Reference in Front of the Jury to the Trial Phase of the Proceedings as the
"Guilt Phase" filed on 09/21/2004 297-299
States Opposition to Defendants Motion in Limine to Prohibit the State
from Using Peremptory Challenges to Remove Minorities from the Jury
to filed on 10106/2004 383-386
States Opposition to Defendants Motion to Allow the Defense to Argue
Last in a Potential Penalty Phase Proceeding filed on 09/21/2004 288-290
States Opposition to Defendants Motion to Bifurcate Penalty Phase filed
on 09/2112004 304-307
States Opposition to Defendants Motion to Dismiss the State's Notice of
Intent because Nevada's Death Penalty Scheme Violates Due Process
Guarantees by Failing to Require a Pre-Trail Finding of Probable Cause
for Alleged Aggravators filed on 10114/2004 404-410
States Opposition to Defendants Motion to Disqualify all Potential Jurors
who Knew or were Acquainted with the Victim's or Their Families filed
on 09/21/2004 294-296
States Opposition to Defendants Motion to Disqualify all Potential Jurors
who would Automatically Vote for the Death Penalty in the Event of a
First Degree Murder Conviction filed on 09/2112004 300-303
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2

States Opposition to Defendants Motion to Preclude the Introduction of
Victim Impact Evidence Pertaining to Victim and Family Members
Characterizations filed on 10/12/2004 396-399
States Response to Defendant Budd's Motion to Strike Allegations of
Certain Aggravating Circumstances Alleged in States Notice of Intent to
Seek Death Penalty filed on 10/12/2004 392-395
States Response to Defendant's Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus Post
Conviction filed on 11127/2007 2797-2807
Stipulation and Order Extending Time filed on 07/23/2013 2916-2918
Stipulation filed on 12112/2005 1299
Stipulation to Enlarge Briefing schedule and Order filed on 03/29/2013 2845-2846
Third Supplemental Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus (Post Conviction)
filed on 12112/2013 2986-2989
Verdict filed on 12113/2005 1300-1301
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2
3

TRANSCRIPTS

Document Page No.
Transcript - All Pending Motions filed on 0511112004 2558-2559
Transcript - Arraignment filed on 10/27/2003 127-131
Transcript - Calendar Call Status Check: Reset Motions filed on 2522-2524
04/20/2004
Transcript - Defendant's Motion to Vacate and Continue Trial Date filed 2541-2543
on 04/20/2004
Transcript - Defendant's Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus - Post 3041-3090
Conviction filed on 09/26/2014
Transcript - Jury Trial Volume 1 filed on 12/06/2005 443-653
Transcript - Jury Trial Volume 2 filed on 12/08/2005 654-814
Transcript - Jury Trial Volume 3-A filed on 12/09/2005 815-941
Transcript - Jury Trial Volume 3-B filed on 12/09/2005 942-1100
Transcript - Jury Trial Volume 4 filed on 03/07/2004 2341-2512
Transcript - Jury Trial Volume 4 filed on 12112/2005 1101-1298
Transcript - Jury Trial Volume 5 filed on 03/07/2006 2013-2192
Transcript - Jury Trial Volume 5 filed on 1211312005 1302-1481
Transcript - Jury Trial Volume 6 filed on 12115/2005 159-1602
Transcript - Jury Trial Volume 7 filed on 1211512005 1603-1734
Transcript - Jury Trial Volume 8-B filed on 03/07/2006 2193-2340
Transcript - Jury Trial Volume 8-B filed on 12/23/2005 1861-2008
Transcript - Motions #1 to #14 filed on 04/20/2004 2528-2530
Transcript - Motions # 1 to # 14 filed on 04/20/2004 2536-2540
Transcript - Motions # 1 to # 14 filed on 04/20/2004 2547-2550
Transcript - Penalty Phase filed on 12/20/2005 1777-1860
Transcript - Pre Trial Motions filed on 12/02/2005 427-442
Transcript - Preliminary Hearing filed on 07107/2003 28-98
Transcript - Preliminary Hearing Volume II filed on 08/08/2003 105-126
Transcript - Sentencing filed on 04/20/2004 2551-2557
Transcript - States R~guest to Reset Trial Date filed on 04/20/2004 2531-2533
Transcript - Status Check (Witness) filed on 04/20/2004 2534-2535
Transcript - Status Check filed on 04/20/2004 2525-2527
Transcript - Status Check filed on 4/20/2004 2544-2546
Transcript - Telephonic Hearing Re: Post Trial Jury Questions filed on 1771-1776
12119/2005
Transcript - Verdict filed en 12119/2005 1762-1770
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JUSTICE COURT, LAS VEGAS TOWNSHIP
lEGJ J'.J~!2b IP !(); 4gCLARK COUNTY, NEVADA
.p;. ': '.7./J •) c..r,::+7t Jt;5 ~~ .•.••••.<.(..)

~ District Court.Case NO.:O'?J/?,;2-
)
)
)
)
)

Defendant. )---------------------------

THE STATE OF NEVADA,
Plaintiff,

-vs-

GLENFORD ANTHONY BUDD Justice Court Case No.: 03F09137X

I, hereby certify the foregoing to be a full, true and correct copy of the

proceedings as the same appear in the above case.

WITNESS my hand this 26TH day of JUNE, 2003.

000001



----------------------------------------------------,

JUSTICE COURT, LAS VEGAS TOWNSHIP
CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA

THE STATE OF NEVADA, )
Plaintiff, ) CaseNO.03F09137X

-vs- )
) COMMITMENT

GLENFORDANTHONYBUDD ) and
) ORDER TO APPEAR
)
)

Defendant. )

An Order having been made this day by me, that GLENFORDANTHONYBUDD

be held to answer upon the charge of COUNTS1, 2 &: 3 MURDERWITH USEOFA DEADLYWEAPON

Committed in said Township and County, on or about the 26TH day of MAY ,2003 ANDBETWEEN
THE271li DAYOFMAY,2003.

IT IS FURTHERORDEREDthat the Sheriff of the County of Clark is hereby commanded to
receive HIMinto custody, and detain HIM until HEcan be legally discharged, and that HE be

admitted to bail in the sum of NOBAIL Dollars, and be committed to the custody of the Sheriff of
said County, until such bail is given; and

IT IS FURTHERORDEREDthat said Defendant IS commanded to appear in Department
XVIII of the Eighth Judicial District Court, Clark County Courthouse, LasVegas, Nevada, at 9 A.M.,

on the 2NDday of JULY, 2003, for arraignment and further proceedings on the within chargeS.

DATEDthis 26TH day of JUNE, 2003.
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CONTINUED ro.

STATEVS. ~BUD~D~,~GL~~~~~~~~~~ _ CASE NO. 03F09137x
PAGE 'lWJ

DATE, JUDGE
OFFICERS OF

COURT PRESENT APPEARANCES - HEARING

JUNE 25 I 2003
T. ABBATANGELO
T. PANDUKHTI DA AND
D. SCHWARTZI DA
H. BROOKSI PO
R. SILVAGGIO, CR
M. MCCREARYI CLK

TIME SET FOR roHlNUATIOO OF PRELIMINARY HEARING
DEFENDANT PRFSENT IN CClJRT IN rnSTODY
STATE IS WITNESSES

REXENNEWJRRELL
CLESTE PELAU

l'Dl'IOO BY STATE TO AMEND CCl'lPLAINT TO REFLECT DATE OF
INCIDENT AS MAY 26, 2003 AND BE'lWEEN THE 27TH DAY OF
MAY 20ni - Mm'TOO GRANTED

7-2-03 9 AM XVIII
DISTRICT caJRT

JC-J (Criminal)
Rev. 10196

ll\...'''-.·~~~ \..oo ••• \uL.
STATE RESTS
DEFENDANTWAIVES RIGHT TO MAKE SWORNOR UNSWORNSTATEMENT
DEFElJSE RESTS
SUBMITTED WITHClJT ARGUMENT
DEFENDANT BCXJNDOVER AS CHARGED'IO DISTRICT caJRT
APPEARANCEDATE SET

DEFT REMANDED'IO THE aJS'IODY OF THE SHERIFF

_I ...__ . _, ot-,,,,,,, __ ,...._,""_

nm
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MAY 28, 2003,

CONTINUED TO-

STATE VS. __ ---=BUD=~D.LI ~GL=ENFORD~~:.....:ANTHOOY~:!!!::::=.. _ CASE NO. 03F09137X

DATE, JUDGE
OFACERS OF

COURT PRESENT APPEARANCES - HEARING

CRIMINAL COMPLAINT FILED:
roJN'.l'~r_l-f:.: "3. - MDRDERWI'l'H USE OF A DFADLY WFAPCJiI sr

JUNE 2, 2003
T. ABBATA..~GELO
C. OWENS, DA
H. BROOKS I PD
T. HEISHMAN, CR
M. MCCREARY, CLK

INITIAL ARRAIGNMENT
DEFENDANT PRESENT IN <XX.JRT * IN CUSTODY*
DEFENDANT ADVISED OF CHARGES/WAIVES READING OF COMPLAINT
DEFENDANT QUALIFIES FOR PD RESPRESENTATION
PRELIMINARY HEARING SET
<XXJRT APPOINTED PUBLIC DEFENDER TO REPRESENT DEFENDANT

REMANDED TO THE aJSTODY OF THE SHERIFF

6-1b-03 9 AM ~j

sr
JUNE 13, 2003

nm
MEDIA REQUEST AND ORDER ALLO'rrNG ...;AMERl\S IN THE
COURTRCCM FILED BY KLAS-TV 8

JUNE 16, 2003
T. ABBATANGELO
T. PANDUKHT, DA &
D. SCHWARTZ I DA

..,A. B:ROOKS, i~
T. HEISHMAN I CR
H. ANDE:R.SCN, CLK
H PO

JC-l(CrimlDal)
Rev. 10196

TIME SET FOO. PRELIMINARY HEARING
DEFENDANT PRESENT 'IN caJRT *IN CUSTODY*
CXJNTINUED BY STIPULATlOO OF CCXJNSEL E'C:R 2 WITNESSES TO BE
PRESENT
PRELIMINARY HEARING DATE RESET
CHANNEL 8 FILED MEDIA ~ I CHANNELS 3 & 13 DID NOr AND
WERE ASKED TO REMOVE CAMERAS ~ THE CClJRTRCCX'1
NO PHOl'OS OF WITNESSES PERMITTED
MOl'IOO BY DEFENSE TO EXCLUDE WITNESSES - MOI'ICN GRANTED
STATES WITNESSES

LAZCNE JCNES - WITNESS IDENTIFIES DEFENDANT
TRACEY RICHARDS - WITNESS IDENTIFIES DEFENDANT
WINS'l'CN &JDD - WITNESS IDENTIFIES DEFENDANT
JAMES VACCAFD - WITNESS IDENTIFIES DEFENDANT

STATES EVIDENCE
EXHIBITS 1 - 3 - PHOl'OS = OFFERED - AOOIT1'ED

REMANDED TO THE ClJSTODY OF THE SHERIFF

6-25-03 10 AM #3

JUN 2 : ..:~:..J
.f""'\-"'\ff'·,~'F"I· '-:-"1. __ .---.'"""r-
~....,"" .", , ~ <otJ __ •••• "- \,..:. u ..:

ha
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• •
mSTICE COURT, 'LAS VEGAS TOWNSHIP

CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA

THE STATE OF NEVADA,

Plaintiff,

GLENFORD ANTHONY BUDD
#1900089,

CRIMINAL COMPLAINT

CASE NO: 03F09137X

DEPTNO: 3
-vs- , ..,

Defendant.

The Defendant above named having committed the crimes of MURDER WITH USE

OF A DEADLY WEAPON (Felony - NRS 200.010, 200.030, 193.165), in the manner
lJ,t1&. ~

following, to-wit: That the said Defendant, on or about the 27th day of May, 2003, at and

within the County of Clark, State of Nevada,

COUNT I - MURDER WITH USE OF A DEADLY WEAPON

did then and there wilfully, feloniously, without authority of law, and with

premeditation and deliberation, and with malice aforethought, kill DAJON JONES, a human

being, by shooting at and into the body of the said DAJON JONES, with a deadly weapon,

to-wit: a firearm,

COUNT 2 - MURDER WITH USE OF A DEADLY WEAPON

did then and there wilfully, feloniously, without authority of law, and with

premeditation and deliberation, and with malice aforethought, kill DERRICK JONES, a

human being, by shooting at and into the body of the said DERRICK JONES, with a deadly

weapon, to-wit: a firearm.

COUNT 3 - MURDER WITH USE OF A DEADLY WEAPON

did then and there wilfully, feloniously, without authority of law, and with

premeditation and deliberation, and with malice aforethought, kill JASON MOORE, a

human being, by shooting at and into the body of the said JASON MOORE, with a deadly

weapon, to-wit: a firearm.

AU of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of Statutes in such cases made

P;\WPDOCS\COMPL lIFCOMP\309\30913 70 r .DOC
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and provided and against the peace and dignity of the State of Nevada. Said Complainant

makes this declaration subject to the penalty of per·

03F09137X1kb
LVMPD EV# 0305270001
MWDW-F
(TK3)

P:\WPDOCs\COMPL 1\FCOMP\309\3091 J70 I.DOC
2
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NOTICE OF RESERVATION TO SEEK THE DEATH PENALTY

COMES NOW, the State of Nevada, through DAVID ROGER, Clark County District

Attorney, pursuant to the Order Amending Supreme Court Rule 250 filed on December 30,

1998, NRS 175.552 and NRS 200.033, reserves the right to file a Notice of Intent to Seek the

Death Penalty.

DATED this 29th day of May, 2003.

Respectfully submitted,

BY
Chris J Owens
Chief Deputy

P:\WPDOCS\COMPL T\FCOMP\309\3091370J .DOC
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,..-' . esVEGAS IIETROPOUrAN POLICEDEPARnI~
r page~of_l_ DECLARAnON OF ARREST

True Name:-----.e;:~_v_D_D__',:_.;6~~ 4_~__N~t~

~

1.0. #: _1_9_t/_Oo'--!:09"'--L-"_
Dateof Arrest: S-a--Q3 Time of Arrest: --'I_b¢o----' __ ~,;

PI

THE UNDERSIGNED MAKES THE FOlLOWING DEClARATIONS SUBJECT TO THE PENAl. TY FOR PERJURY AND SAYS: Tl1aII am a paaee _ willi J.,.1A-J1'1::i. (Departmenll. Clark

Coomy, Nevada. being so empIoyBd lor 8 periOd of I~ ~. That lleamud the following lactS and circumstances whi:h lead me 10 believe !hat 1118abaYe name<l SUbject co,#:ned (or

_commiItingllheOHenseof ,11£ ~ al1hekJcalioncl ~s- £-. CI-M~~ ,2Cb8
MM ..,a-J3 (oIDDRESS/ClIY/STATE/2IPI

and1l1a1l1leoHensaocc:urrecl8upprollimately t:JtZ?1 haJrsonlhe~dayoi ~ ~_. inthecounlYoI OOark ~DllasVugas.NV.

r preliminary hearing (if charges are a felony orWherefore, Declarant prays that a finding be made by a magistrate that probable cause exists to hot
gross misdemeanor) or for trial (il charges are a misdemeanor). .

L\IMPD:rJ -A (REV. 1-0'1) (1) ORIOIW.-COURr 00000'9
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~ VEGAS METR~POLiTlt. POLICE DEPARTME~

ARREST REPORT

DCity oCounty oJuvenileoAdult Sector/Beat

ID/EVENT# I ARRESTEE'S NAME (Last. First, Middle) I S.S.#
030527-0001 BUDD,GLENFORD ANTHONY

ARRESTEE'S ADDRESS (Number. Street, City. State. Zip Code)

CHARGES: MURDER WITH A DEADLY WEAPON 3 COUNTS

OCCURRED: DATE DAY OF WEEK nME LOCATION OF ARREST (Number. Street, City. State, Zip Code)

MAY 27lH TUESDAY 0001 HRS.
2003

RACE I' SEX f D.?B. I HT

I WTI HAIR I EYES I PLACE OF BIRTH
B M 12-23-82 BlK BRN

.. _-

CIRCUMSTANCES OF ARREST

That on May 27th2003, Tuesday morning at approximately 0001 hours, the Las Vegas
Metropolitan Police Department received several911 emergency calls reference gun shots
being fired in building 9, apartment 2068 at the Saratoga Palms Apartments II, located at
2895 E. Charleston Boulevard. One of the callers, a Lazon Jones, stated he was in the
apartment when the shots were being fired. Lazon Jones stated his brother, along with two
other friends were in the apartment with a man he knows as "A.I." Jones said when the
shooting started he fled and he believed A.I. shot everyone in the apartment.

At the same time L.V.M.P.D. was receiving the 911 calls, two L.V.M.P.D. Gang Crimes
Section Detectives, Detective Patricia Spencer and Detective Michael Wallace, were
patrolling in the Saratoga Palms II apartment complex when the shots were fired. Detective
Spencer heard the shots being fired and both Detectives Wallace and Spencer went to the
area where she heard the shots. As they were en route, Detective Spencer noticed a black
male juvenile, later identified as Lazon Jones, running from the area where the shots were
fired. Detectives Spencer and Wallace were directed by citizens to apartment 2068 who
informed the Detectives, "People are dead up there." Detectives Spencer and Wallace
went up the stairs to apartment 2068 and could see the body of Jason Moore lying on the
balcony in front of the door to the apartment.

Detectives Spencer and Wallace decided to enter the apartment to check for surviving
victims, locate any suspects or witnesses and to secure the crime scene. Both Detectives
stated as they entered the apartment they could still smell and see smoke from the gunfire.
Upon further entry into the apartment, Detectives Spencer and Wallace discovered Derrick
Jones lying on the hallway floor which led to the back bedrooms. Derrick Jones was
suffering from several gunshot wounds including several gunshot wounds to the head, but
was still alive at the time detectives entered the apartment. Detectives Spencer and
Wallace discovered the body of 14 year old DaJon Jones lying on the floor of the master
bedroom. DaJon Jones had gunshot wounds to his head and neck area. Detectives
requested emergency medical services respond to the apartment.

ARRESTING OFFICER(S) P# APPROVED BY CONNECTING RPTS. (Type or Event Number)

J. VACCARO 1480 030527-0001

M. WllDEMANN 3516
lVMPD 602 (REV, 12·90) •AUTOMATED
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Paramedics determined both DaJon Jones and Jason Moore were dead at the scene but
had vital signs from Derrick Jones. Jones was subsequently transported to the University
Medical Center.

At approximately 0100 hours; Detective Sergeant K. Manning contacted Detectives
Vaccaro, Wildemann and Mesinar and requested they respond to a double homicide that
could potentially turn into a triple homicide at 2895 East Charleston, apartment 2068.
Homicide Detectives responded and it was decided Detective Vaccaro would work the
crime scene along with Crime Scene Analysts and Detectives Wildemann and Mesinar
would interview any potential witnesses.

Detectives Spencer and Wallace were able to locate Lazon Jones after back up officers
arrived, (Lazon Jones was the person Detective Spencer saw running from the scene
when they arrived.) Detective Wildemann and Mesinar conducted a taped interview of
Lazon Jones. Jones Informed Detectives he, his brother DaJon Jones and their friends,
Derrick Jones and Jason Moore; were all in their apartment, apartment 2068, watching
television on the evening of May 26th

• A friend who Lazon knew only as "A.I." joined the
four and was hanging out at the apartment but left to go get a drink. Lazon described "A.I.n
as a black male approximately 20 years old; 5'5" tall and a thin build. Lazon stated "AI."
was wearing a red "Clippers" jersey with the number 21 on it, a pair of blue jeans and a
blue "doo rag". Lazon also stated "AI." had shoulder length hair that was in braids. Lazon
stated shortly before midnight "AI." returned to the apartment and walked directly to the
master bedroom where DaJon Jones was watching television. Lazon said DaJon WaSthe
only person in the bedroom at the time. Lazon said he was lying on a couch in the living
room and Derrick and Jason were lying on the adjacent couch watching television when
he heard two gunshots. Lazon stated he jumped up but Derrick told him to come back
inside the apartment. Lazon said he told Derrick the gunshots were from inside the
apartment and as he said that he heard one additional shot from inside the bedroom where
DaJon and "AI. n were. Lazon said after he heard the third shot he heard the master
bedroom door open so he ran out of the apartment and didn't look back.

Detective Wildemann asked Lazon if he has ever seen "A.I." carry a gun. Lazon replied
he thought "AI." was carrying a gun that evening because of the way he was walking.
Detective Wildemann asked Lazon how "A.I." was walking and Lazon stated he was
walking with his hand in his pocket as if hiding something.

Detective Wildemann asked Lazon why he thought "AI." would shoot everyone in the
apartment. Lazon stated earlier in the day on the 26th

, Lazon, Derrick, Da.lon, Jason and
"AI." were all playing basketball on the court inside the complex when "A.I." became
extremely upset because he thought Derrick had stolen an unknown amount of Marijuana.
Lazon stated "A.I.N continued to accuse Derrick of the theft while he became more upset.
(Other witnesses at the basketball court would later give the same story regarding
the altercation between A.I. and Derrick)

Detectives Wildemann and Mesinar met with the mother of Lazon and Dajon Jones,
Sheryl Jones. Mrs. Jones stated "A.I." had dated her daughter for a short period of time.
Mrs. Jones had a Nextel phone and was able to contact her daughter in California with the
walkie talkie option as Detectives stood by. Mrs. Jones' daughter stated "A.I.'s" name was
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Glenford Anthony Budd. She further stated he had a tattoo of "Mr. Budd" on his arm, "Only
God can judge me" on his back and his mother's name on his chest. Mrs. Jones' daughter
further stated she thought "A.I." was staying with his Aunt and Uncle in building 12 in the
Saratoga Palms II. She stated the apartment was an upstairs apartment and faced the
pool. Mrs. Jones' daughter-further stated "A. I.n lived in Los Angeles, California and would
probably head straight for the bus station and head back to L.A.

At approximately 0315 hours, Detective's Wildemann and Mesinar, along with Sgt.
Manning went to building 12 of the Saratoga Palms II. Detectives observed there were four
upstairs apartments in building 12 that faced the pool, one of which was apartment 2096.
Detectives knocked on the door to apartment 2096 and contacted Rosalie Bishop.
Detective Wildemann asked Miss Bishop if Anthony was living there and she replied "Gtenn
lives here." Detective Wildemann asked if Anthony was Glenn and Miss Bishop replied yes.
Miss Bishop said Detectives could look in the apartment and see where Glenn sleeps.
Detectives looked through the apartment and did notlocate Glenn. Miss Bishop's husband,
Kurt Budd, came out of the master bedroom and said Glenn Budd was his nephew and
had been staying in the apartment since December. Miss Bishop took Detective
Wildemann to where Glenn slept and showed him the duffle bag where Glenn kept his
clothes. Detective Wildemann saw a luggage tag on the handle of the duffle bag from
Greyhound Bus Lines. The tag stated the originating city was Los Angeles California and
the destination was Las Vegas Nevada. The tag also had the name Glenn Budd written on
it. Mr. Budd stated Glenn had left the house on the evening of the 26th and had not
returned home.

At approximately 0415 hours, Detectives Wildemann and Mesinar drove to the Greyhound
Bus Station located on Main Street in downtown Las Vegas, in order to try to locate Glen
Budd. Once at the bus station Detectives spoke with Kim, a ticket agent for Greyhound.
Kim stated she saw a subject matching Glenn Budd's description approximately 30 minutes
prior to the Detectives arrival. Kim stated the subject walked into the bus station, hung out
for a couple of minutes and then left. Kim described the subject as being a black male
approximately twenty years old, and being short. Kim further described him as wearing a
red jersey and blue jeans. Kim stated about 15 minutes prior to officers arrival the subject
was seen entering the Nevada Casino located across the street from the bus station.
Detectives went over to the Nevada Casino and contacted the bartender. When given the
description ofDA.I." the bartender stated a black male matching the description did indeed
come into his bar about 15 minutes ago and sat down. The bartender stated the black male
did not order a drink nor was he gambling so the bartender asked him to leave. Detectives
checked the downtown area but were not able to locate Glenn Budd.

At approximately 0500 hours, Detective Wildemann learned Jason Moore had died at the
University Medical Center as a result of his gunshot wounds he received earlier that night.

On May 28th, Wednesday morning at approximately 0930 hours, Detective Wildemann and
Sergeant Manning attended the autopsies of DaJon Jones. Derrick Jones and Jason
Moore at the Clark County Coroner's Office. Dr. Rexenne Worrell determined that all three
victims died of multiple gunshot wounds and the manner of their deaths was homicide.
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1 S.S.#ID/EVENT# I ARRESTEE'S NAME
030527-0001 BUDD,GLENFORD ANTHONY

(last. First, Middle)

ARRESTEE'S ADDRESS (Number, Street, City, State, Zip Code)

CHARGES: MURDER WITH A DEADLY WEAPON 3 COUNTS

OCCURRED: DATE TIME LOCATION OF ARREST (Number, Street. City, State, Zip Code)DAY OF WEEK
TUESDAY 0001 HRS.MAY 27TH

2003

I EYES I
BRN

PLACE OF BIRTHRACE I' SEX I D.O.B. I HT I WT I
B M 12-23-82

HAIR
BlK

CIRCUMSTANCES OF ARREST

That on May 27th 2003, Tuesday morning at approximately 0001 hours, the Las Vegas
Metropolitan Police Department received several911 emergency calls reference gun shots
being fired in building 9. apartment 2068 at the Saratoga Palms Apartments II. located at
2895 E. Charleston Boulevard. One of the callers, a Lazon Jones, stated he was in the
apartment when the shots were being fired. Lazon Jones stated his brother. along with two
other friends were in the apartment with a man he knows as "A.I." Jones said when the
shooting started he fled and he believed A.I. shot everyone in the apartment.

At the same time L.V.M.P.o. was receiving the 911 calls, two L.V.M.P.D. Gang Crimes
Section Detectives, Detective Patricia Spencer and Detective Michael Wallace, were
patrolling in the Saratoga Palms II apartment complex when the shots were fired. Detective
Spencer heard the shots being fired and both Detectives Wallace and Spencer went to the
area whereshe heard the shots. As they were en route, Detective Spencer noticed a black
male juvenile, later identified as Lazon Jones, running from the area where the shots were
fired. Detectives Spencer and Wallace were directed by citizens to apartment 2068 who
informed the Detectives, "People are dead up there." Detectives Spencer and Wallace
went up the stairs to apartment 2068 and could see the body of Jason Moore lying on the
balcony in front of the door to the apartment.

Detectives Spencer and Wallace decided to enter the apartment to check for surviving
victims, locate any suspects or witnesses and to secure the crime scene. Both Detectives
stated as they entered the apartment they could still smell and see smoke from the gunfire.
Upon further entry into the apartment. Detectives Spencer and Wallace discovered Derrick
Jones lying on the hallway floor which led to the back bedrooms. Derrick Jones was
suffering from several gunshot wounds including several gunshot wounds to the head. but
was still alive at the time detectives entered the apartment. Detectives Spencer and
Wallace discovered the body of 14 year old OaJ9n Jones lying on the floor of the master
bedroom. DaJon Jones had gunshot wounds to his head and neck area. Detectives
requested emergency medical services respond to the apartment.

APPROVED BYARRESTING OFFICER(S) P# CONNECTING RPTS. (Type or Event Number)

030527-0001J. VACCARO 1480

M. WllDEMANN 3516

000015LVMPD 602 (REV_ 12.90)' AUTOMATED
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Paramedics determined both DaJon Jones and Jason Moore were dead at the scene but
had vital signs from Derrick Jones. Jones was subsequently transported to the University
Medical Center.

At approximately 0100 hours, Detective Sergeant K. Manning contacted Detectives
Vaccaro, Wildemann and Mesinar and requested they respond to a double homicide-that
could potentially turn into a triple homicide at 2895 East Charleston, apartment 2068.
Homicide Detectives responded and it was decided Detective Vaccaro would work the
crime scene along with Crime Scene Analysts and Detectives Wildemann and Mesinar
would interview any potential witnesses.

Detectives Spencer and Wallace were able to locate Lazon Jones after back up officers
arrived, (Lazon Jones was the person Detective Spencer saw running from the scene
when they arrived.) Detective Wildemann and Mesinar conducted a taped interview of
Lazon Jones. Jones Informed Detectives he, his brother DaJon Jones and their friends,
Derrick Jones and Jason Moore ..were all in their apartment, apartment 2068, watching
television on the evening of May 26th

• A friend who Lazon knew only as "A.I." joined the
four and was hanging out at the apartment but left to go get a drink. Lazon described "AI."
as a black male approximately 20 years old, 5'5" tall and a thin build. Lazon stated "A.I."
was wearing a red "Clippers" jersey with the number 21 on it, a pair of blue jeans and a
blue "doo rag". Lazon also stated "AI." had shoulder length hair that was in braids. Lazon
stated shortly before midnight "AI." returned to the apartment and walked directly to the
master bedroom where DaJon Jones was watching television. Lazon said DaJon was the
only person in the bedroom at the time. Lazon said he was lying on a couch in the living
room and Derrick and Jason were lying on the adjacent couch watching television when
he heard two gunshots. Lazon stated he jumped up but Derrick told him to come back
inside the apartment. Lazon said he told Derrick the gunshots were from inside the
apartment and as he said that he heard one additional shot from inside the bedroom where
DaJon and uAI." were. Lazon said after he heard the third shot he heard the master
bedroom door open so he ran out of the apartment and didn't look back.

Detective Wildemann asked Lazon if he has ever seen "A.I." carry a gun. Lazon replied
he thought "AI." was carrying a gun that evening because of the way he was walking.
Detective Wildemann asked Lazon how "A.I.n was walking and Lazon stated he was
walking with his hand in his pocket as if hiding something.

Detective Wildemann asked Lazon why he thought "A.I." would shoot everyone in the
apartment. Lazon stated earlier in the day on the zs-, Lazon, Derrick, DaJon, Jason and
"AI." were all playing basketball on the court inside the complex when "A.I." became
extremely upset because he thought Derrick had stolen an unknown amount of Marijuana.
Lazon stated "A.I." continued to accuse Derrick of the theft while he became more upset.
(Other witnesses at the basketball court would later give the same story regarding
the altercation between A.I. and Derrick)

Detectives Wildemann and Mesinar met with the mother of Lazon and Dajon Jones,
Sheryl Jones. Mrs. Jones stated "A.I." had dated her daughter for a short period of time.
Mrs. Jones had a Nextel phone and was able to contact her daughter in California with the
walkie talkie option as Detectives stood by. Mrs. Jones' daughter stated "A.I.'s" name was
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Glenford Anthony Budd. She further stated he had a tattoo of "Mr. Budd" on his arm, "Only
God can judge me" on his back and his mother's name on his chest. Mrs. Jones' daughter
further stated she thought "A.I." was staying with his Aunt and Uncle in building 12 in the
Saratoga Palms II. She stated the apartment was an upstairs apartment and faced the
pool. Mrs. Jones' daughterfurther stated "A.I." lived in Los Angeles, California and would
probably head straight for the bus station and head back to L.A.

At approximately 0315 hours, Detective's Wildemann and Mesinar, along with Sgt.
Manning went to building 12 of the Saratoga Palms II. Detectives observed there were four
upstairs apartments in building 12 that faced the pool, one of which was apartment 2096.
Detectives knocked on the door to apartment 2096 and contacted Rosalie Bishop.
Detective Wildemann asked Miss Bishop if Anthony was living there and she replied "Glenn
lives here." Detective Wildemann asked if Anthony was Glenn and Miss Bishop replied yes.
Miss Bishop said Detectives could look in the apartment and see where Glenn sleeps.
Detectives looked through the apartment and did not locate Glenn. Miss Bishop's husband,
Kurt Budd, came out of the master bedroom and said Glenn Budd was his nephew and
had been staying in the apartment since December. Miss Bishop took Detective
Wildemann to where Glenn slept and showed him the duffle bag where Glenn kept his
clothes. Detective Wildemann saw a luggage tag on the handle of the duffle bag from
Greyhound Bus lines. The tag stated the originating city was Los Angeles California and
the destination was Las Vegas Nevada. The tag also had the name Glenn Budd written on
it. Mr. Budd stated Glenn had left the house on the eveninq of the 26th and had not
returned home. .

At approximately 0415 hours, Detectives Wildemann and Mesinar drove to the Greyhound
Bus Station located on Main Street in downtown Las Vegas, in order to try to locate Glen
Budd. Once at the bus station Detectives spoke with Kim, a ticket agent for Greyhound.
Kim stated she saw a subject matching Glenn Budd's description approximately 30 minutes
prior to the Detectives arrival. Kim stated the subject walked into the bus station, hung out
for a couple of minutes and then left. Kim described the subject as being a black male
approximately twenty years old, and being short. Kim further described him as wearing a
red jersey and blue jeans. Kim stated about 15 minutes prior to officers arrival the subject
was seen entering the Nevada Casino located across the street from the bus station.
Detectives went over to the Nevada Casino and contacted the bartender. When given the
description of "A]. II the bartender stated a black male matching the description did indeed
come into his bar about 15 minutes ago and sat down. The bartender stated the black male
did not order a drink nor was he gambling so the bartender asked him to leave. Detectives
checked the downtown area but were not able to locate Glenn Budd.

At approximately 0500 hours, Detective Wildemann learned Jason Moore had died at the
University Medical Center as a result of his gunshot wounds he received earlier that night.

On May 28th
, Wednesday morning at approximately 0930 hours, Detective Wildemann and

Sergeant Manning attended the autopsies of DaJon Jones, Derrick. Jones and Jason
Moore at the Clark County Coroner's Office. Dr. Rexenne Worrell determined that all three
victims died of multiple gunshot wounds and the manner of their deaths was homicide.
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• •CLARK COUNTY PRETRIAL QUESTIONNAIRE AND FINANCIAL AFFIDAVIT

Defendant:

D.R.#:

MJCharge:

Bail:

Bail:

~ Bail: D:3AJ
Bail:

Bail:

Bail:

Bail:

Bail:

Bail:

Bail:

e: J~-3
MJCharge:

MJCharge:

MJCharge:

M JCharge:

MJCharge:

MJ Charge:

MJCharge:

BASED ON VERIFIED POINTS THIS DEFENDANT HAS RECEIVED, AND THE INFORMATION GATHERED BY
INTAKE SERVICES, THE FOLLOWING RECOMMENDATION ISMADE:

__ Supervised Release with Conditions as Directed by Intake Services: _

Bail Reduction To:

.1'i..-.- Not Recommended for an OIR Release or Bail Reduction Because: _

Release Granted: _ Date: _

Bail Reduction To:

Release Denied: _ Date: _

JC-I (IDlake Services]
Rev. 04I0l
WHITE - Court CANARY - Intake Services 000020



T-466 P.OO2l0Q2 F-775
Jun-09-Z00a 03:Z7pm From-

e·
Justice Court, Las Vegas Township

CLAtfCRPH'!P. NEVADA

THE STATE OF NEVADA
lOB]JU~13 P I: 50

PLAINTIF. F .~'J';}ICfi'J'~aTNO;
•..l\~ VfGA'5"Rmt1~-

'y '... - ,

Gle(){lfOrJ SudJ'tPUTY! .~-
03£(1137)(

-vs-

MEDIA REQUEST & ORDER
ALLOWING CAMERAS IN THE

COURTROOM

I certify that I am familiar with the Supreme COUtt Rules 229-247 (inClusive) on Cameras and ElectroniC Media

Coverage in the COLlrtS. I also understand that this request must be submitted to the Court at le2lst seventy-two (72)

Hours before the proceedings commence unless good cause can be shown.

It is further understood any pooling arrangements necessitated among the media shall be the sole responsibility

____ be

Permitted to In accoroance with Supreme Court Rules 229-247 (incllJsive)

And that this entry shall be made a part of the record of the proceedings in this case.

DATED this ~ .2ot>3Day of

Plaintiff Attorney Noticed
Defendant AUamey Noticed
Media Noticed
Jc-,S(Criminal) RIIV.04/01

000021
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JVSI1(!E COV1{'T, LJIS ~qJtS 'TOrwNSJ{Jq>
CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA

INTAKE SERVICES INFORMATION SHEET
CASENO.03F09137X
DEPTNO.JC 3

NAME: BUDD, GLENFORD
CHARGES: MURDER WDW 3 CTS
CURRENT BAIL: NO BAIL

ID#: 1900089

VERIFIED: ADDRESS:NOT INTERVIEWED
WITHWHOMIHOWLONG:

VERIFIED: EMPLOYMENT:
DISABLED:

UNEMPLOYED:
STUDENT:

VERIFIED: RELATIVES: LOCAL NOTLOCAL

FELONY CONVICTIONS: -0-

MISDEMEANOR CONVICTIONS: -0-

FAIL TO APPEAR~ -0-

PENDING CHARGES/HOLDS/COMMENTS:
ALSO HAS IMMIGRATION VIOL.

RECOMMENDATION:

DATE: 060203
JC-18 (INTAKE SERVICES) Rev. 10/00

INTAKE SERVICES S. HIATT

, ';- ..
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JVSTI(}E COV(j(T, L.JlS ~q)lS CJ'ar.1l1VSJ{Jq>
CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA

INTAKE SERVICES INFORMATION SHEET
CASENO.03F09137X
DEPTNO.JC 3

NAME: BUDD, GLENFORD
CHARGES: MURDER WOW 3 CTS
CURRENT BAIL: NO BAIL

ID#: 1900089

VERIFIED: ADDRESS:NOT INTERVIEWED
WITHWHOMIHOWLONG:

VERIFIED: EMPLOYMENT:
DISABLED:

UNEMPLOYED:
STUDENT:

VERIFIED: RELATIVES: LOCAL NOTLOCAL

FELONY CONVICTIONS: -0-

MISDEMEANOR CONVICTIONS: -0-

FAIL TO APPEAR: -0-

PENDING CHARGES/HOLDS/COMMENTS:
ALSO HAS IMMIGRATION VIOL.

RECOMMENDATION:

DATE: 060203&1( &t-
JC-IS (INTAKE SERVICES) Rev. 10100

INTAKE SERVICES S. HIATT

CONFIDENTIAL

000023
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·ORlGINAL r-:r ro,~.' ,...•. -- ...
INFO
DAVID ROGER
Clark County District Attorney
Nevada Bar #002781
DAVIDP. SCHWARTZ
Chief Deputy District Attorney
Nevada Bar #000398
200 South Third Street
Las Vegas, Nevada 89155-2211
(702) 455-4711
Attorney for Plaintiff

l~jJ JUN 2b !P 3=LJ I

I.A.7/2/03
9:00 A.M.
PD

DISTRICT COURT
CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA

THE STATE OF NEVADA,

Plaintiff,

)

-vs-

INFORMATION

Case No:
DeptNo:

C Itl31~d-
XVIII

GLENFORD ANTHONY BUDD,
#190089

Defendant.

STATE OF NEVADA

COUNTY OF CLARK

DAVID ROGER, District Attorney within and for the County of Clark, State of

Nevada, in the name and by the authority of the State of Nevada, informs the Court:

That GLENFORD ANTHONY BUDD, the Defendant(s) above named, having

committed the crime of MURDER WITH USE OF A DEADLY WEAPON (Felony - NRS

200.0lD, 200.030, 193.165), on or between May 26, 2003 and May 27, 2003, within the

County of Clark, State of Nevada, contrary to the form, force and effect of statutes in such

cases made and provided, and against the peace and dignity of the State of Nevada,

COUNT 1 - MURDER WITH USE OF A DEADL Y WEAPON

did then and there wilfully, feloniously, without authority of law, and with

premeditation and deliberation, and with malice aforethought, kill DAJON JONES, a human

being, by shooting at and into the body of the said DAJON JONES, with a deadly weapon,

to-wit: a firearm.

P:\WPDOCS\INF\309\309I370I.DOC

000024
~---------------------------------------------------------------------.-- -



11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24
25

26

27

28

1 COUNT 2 - MURDER WITH USE OF A DEADLY WEAPON

2 did then and there wilfully, feloniously, without authority of law, and with

3 premeditation and de1iberation, and with malice aforethought, kill DERRICK JONES, a

4 human being, by shooting at and into the body of the said DERRICK JONES, with a deadly

5 weapon, to-wit: a firearm.

6 COUNT 3 - MURDER WITH USE OF A DEADLY WEAPON

7 did then and there wilfully, feloniously, without authority of law, and with

8 premeditation and deliberation, and with malice aforethought, kill JASON MOORE, a

9 human being, by shooting at and into the body of the said JASON MOORE, with a deadly

10 weapon, to-wit: a firearm.

DAVID ROGER
DISTRICT ATTORNEY
Nevada Bar #002781

BY

Chief Deputy District
Nevada Bar #000398

Names of witnesses known to the District Attorney's Office at the time of filing this

Information are as follows:

NAME

CUSTODIAN OF RECORDS

HORN,D.

JONES, LAZON

LEE, T.

PALAU, CELESTE

ADDRESS

LVMPD - DISPATCH

LVMPD#1928

C/O REG WEAVER, D.A.'S OFFICE

LVMPD#2566

C/O REG WEAVER, D.A.'S OFFICE

2
P:\WPDOCS\INN091309 1370 I.DOC

000025



..,

1 SPENCER,P. LVMPD #4852

2 VACCARO, J. LVMPD #1480

3 WALLACE,M. LVMPD#4761

4 WILDEMANN, M. LVMPD#3516

5 WORRELL, REXENE CCME

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

.23

24

25

26
DA#03F09137XJrnb

27 LVMPD EV#030527000 1
MWDW-F

28 (TK3)

3
P;\WPDOCS\INF\309\30913701.DOC

000026
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Case No.: C193182 FILED
JUt 1 10 so Alt '03

COlfiff~W~(-AiVEGAS TOWNSH IP
CLERK7"4..

CLARK, STATE OF NEVADA

Department No.: 3

IN THE JUSTICE
COUNTY OF

OR~r.:r\{ .L...•~ ...l i;l•.STATE OF NEVADA, )
)

Plaintiff, )
)

vs. ) CASE NO.: 03F09137X
)

GLENFORD ANTHONY BUDD, )
)
)

Defendant. )
)

REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT
OF

PRELIMINARY HEARING

BEFORE THE HONORABLE TONY L. ABBATANGELO
JUSTICE OF THE PEACE

Taken on Monday, June 16, 2003
APPEARANCES:

For the State: DAVID P. SCHWARTZ, ESQ.
TALEEN R. PANDUKHT,ESQ.
Deputy District Attorney

000028

For the Defendant: HOWARD S. BROOKS, ESQ.
Deputy Public Defender

REPORTED BY: TESSA R. HEISHMAN, RPR, CCR NO. 586

TESSA R. HEISHMAN. RPR. CCR NO. 586
JUSTICE COURT DEPARTMENT 3, 455-3053
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1
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16

17 EXAMINATION OF: WINSTON BUDD

I N 0 E X

EXAMINATION OF: LAZON JONES

Direct Examination by Mr. Schwartz:
Cross-Examination by Mr. Brooks:

EXAMINATION OF: TRACEY RICHARDS

Direct Examination by Ms. Pandukht:
Cross-Examination by Mr. Brooks:

18

19

20
21

Direct Examination by Mr. Schwartz:
Cross-Examination by Mr. Brooks:

22 EXAMINATION OF: JAMES CHARLES VACCARO
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25
Direct Examination by Mr. Schwartz:
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4

1

2

3

4

5

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA, MONDAY, JUNE 16, 2003
A.M.
-000-

THE COURT: For the record, Glenford
6 Budd, 3F 9137X.

7 MR. BROOKS: Judge, Howard Brooks on
8 behalf of Mr. Budd. Originally, Judge, there were
9 three cameramen here, one from Channel 3, one from

10 Channel 8, one from Channel 13. Channel 8 is the
11 only channel that filed the notice required by the
12 statute, and so I brought that to the Court's
13 attention.
14 THE COURT: And my bailiff informed the
15 cameramen as well as the photographers. There's no
16 objection to the still photography. Also there was
17 an objection because 3 and 13 did not file on time.
18 And 8 is present.
19 And, also, Mr. Schwartz?
20
21

MR. SCHWARTZ: Schwartz.
THE COURT: Schwartz wanted to say not

22 to have the witnesses photographs or have -- and
23 that goes for the still photographs as well as the
24 video, for redacting or dedacting, whichever word
25 we're supposed to use.

TESSA R. HEISHMAN. RPR. CCR NO. 586JUSTICE COURT DEPARTMENT 3, 455-3053 000031



• •
1 And as soon as Mr. Budd comes back,
2 we'll get started.
3 And when we get started, who will the
4 State's first witness be?
5

6

7

8

MR. SCHWARTZ: Lazon Jones.
THE COURT: Mr.? Or is it Mr. or Mrs.?
MR. SCHWARTZ: Mr.
THE COURT: Mr. Jones, you'll be the

9 first witness to come up. All the other witnesses
10 will go outside, and we'll just wait. Remain
11 seated.
12 MR. BROOKS: For the record, Judge, the
13 defense does invoke the exclusionary rule.
14 THE COURT: The exclusionary rule is
15 invoked.
16 THE COURT: This is 3F 9137X, Glenford
17 Budd. He's present in custody. Mr. Brooks
18 representing him. Mr. Schwartz for the State and
19 Ms. Pandukht for the State as well.
20 Tell him to come in now; otherwise, he's
21 going to have --
22 MS. PANDUKHT: Well, until he finishes
23 talking to her, we are not ready.
24

25 MS. PANDUKHT: It was until he realized
THE COURT: He said it was resolved.

TESSA R. HEISHMAN. RPR. CCR NO. 586JUSTICE COURT DEPARTMENT 3, 455-3053
------------------------------

5
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•
1 there was an amendment made sometime back.
2

3

THE BAILIFF: He's not ready.
THE COURT: Actually, earlier in the

4 record, Mr. Brooks did request the exclusionary
5 rule.
6 And I believe you said Lazon Jones.
7 Mr. Jones, come up to the chair on my
8 right. We'll have you sworn in.
9 Once again, any witnesses that are

10 present, please have a seat outside.
11 And I presume they are outside?
12

13

14

MR. SCHWARTZ: Yes, your Honor.
THE COURT: Raise your right hand.
THE BAILIFF: Raise your right hand.

15 Stay right there.
16

17 Thereupon--
18 LAZON JONES
19 was called as a witness and sworn to testify to the
20 truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth.
21

22 THE CLERK: Please be seated.
23 Please state your first and last name
24 and spell them for the record, please.
25 THE WITNESS: Lazon Jones, L-a-z-o-n

TESSA R. HEISHMAN. RPR. CCR NO. 586JUSTICE COURT DEPARTMENT 3, 455-3053

6
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2

1 J-o-n-e-s.

3 DIRECT EXAMINATION
4 BY MR. SCHWARTZ:

Q.5 Lazon, can you scoot up and speak into
6 this microphone so everybody can hear you. Do the
7 best you can.
8 Lazon, directing your attention to May
9 26th, 2003. That was a Monday.

10 Were you living at the Saratoga Palms
11 Apartments?
12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.

Q.

Yeah.
What apartment were you living in?
2068.
2068?
Yes, sir.
Is that in Building Number 9?
Yes, sir.
Let me direct your attention to shortly

20 before midnight on May the 26th, 2003.
21 Were you inside your apartment when
22 something terrible happened?
23
24

A.

Q.
Yes, sir.
Who else was in the apartment with you

25 at that time?

TESSA R. HEISHMAN. RPR. CCR NO. 586JUSTICE COURT DEPARTMENT 3, 455-3053

7
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

A. Me, my brother, my two friends, and A.I.
Q. Now, you have to name the individuals.

You were there.

8 Moore.

Who else was there?
A. Derrick Jones, Da'Jon.

THE COURT: Derrick.
THE WITNESS: Da'Jon Jones and Jason

9 BY MR. SCHWARTZ:
10 Q. So Derrick Jones, Da'Jon Jones, and
11 Jason Moore; is that right?
12

13

14

15

16

17

18

A.

Q.
A.
Q.

A.
Q.

(Nods head.)
And yourself. So that's four of you.
You also mentioned A.I.; is that right?
Yes, sir.
Do you see A.I. in the courtroom today?
Yes, sir.
Could you point to where he is sitting

19 and describe what he's wearing today?
20 A. He's sitting to the right in front of
21 me, and he has on orange socks and a blue jumpsuit.
22 MR. SCHWARTZ: Could the record reflect
23 the identification of the defendant, your Honor?
24
25 III

THE COURT: That will be noted.

TESSA R. HEISHMAN. RPR. CCR NO. 586JUSTICE COURT DEPARTMENT 3, 455-3053 000035
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1 BY MR. SCHWARTZ:
2 Q. Okay. Did you know the defendant by any
3 name other than A.I.?

5

6

7

8

9

10

1 1

A.
Q.
A.

never
Q.
A.
Q.

Okay. Did you know what A.I. stood for?
I assume what it stood for, but I

What did you think it stood for?
Allen Iverson.
And he's a basketball

12 the answer.
MR. BROOKS: I'm sorry, I didn't hear

13 BY MR. SCHWARTZ:
14

15

16

17

Q.
A.
Q.

You have to speak up.
Allen Iverson.
Allen Iverson.
Now, shortly before midnight on May the

18 26th, could you tell the Court what happened?
19

20

21

A.
Q.
A.

What happened?
In the apartment.
I was laying on the couch, and there was

22 a knock at the door. And Derrick answered the
23 door, and it was A.I. And he had came in,
24 supposedly coming back from the store from getting
25 a drink. And he wanted to use the bathroom, so he

TESSA R. HEISHMAN. RPR. CCR NO. 586JUSTICE COURT DEPARTMENT 3, 455-3053 000036
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1 walked in the room where my brother was at and
2 closed the door.
3 a. Okay. Let's slow down for a second.
4 A.I. knocked on the door and came back

9

10
1 1

12

13
14

15
16

17

18

19

20
21

22

23
24

25

A.
Q.

drink?
A.
Q.

room?
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.

time?
A.
a.
A.
Q.
A.

Yes, sir.
Okay. And he asked to use the rest

Yeah.
The bathroom?
Yes, sir.
What room did he then go into?
The master bedroom.
And who was in the master bedroom?
My brother, Da'Jon Jones.
Okay. Where were you located at this

In the 1ivi n9 room on the couch.
And where was Derrick Jones?
In the living room on the other couch.
And how about Jason Moore?
In the living room on the couch.

TESSA R. HEISHMAN. RPR. CCR NO. 586JUSTICE COURT DEPARTMENT 3, 455-3053 000037
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7 He closed the door. And I heard two

Q. Okay. So there's three of you in the
living room and your brother Da'Jon is in the
master bedroom?

A. Yes, sir.
Q. What happened after A.I. went into the

master bedroom?
A.

8 gunshots. And I jumped up and ran to the door and
9 opened it. And I hesitated before I ran out, and I

10 ran when I heard the third shot from in the room.
11

12

13

14

15

Q.
A.

Q.
A.

Q.

What door did you run to?
The front door.

-So you heard a total of three shots?
Yes, sir.
What did you do after you got to the

16 front door?
17 A. After I got to the front door, I waited
18 for a minute to see if I'd hear anything. And then
19 I heard A.I. say -- after the first two shots, I
20 heard him say, Where my stuff at? And then I heard
21 another shot, and then I ran after that shot.
22

23
Q.
A.

Where did you run to?
I ran down the stairs into the back of

24 the building towards the 7-Eleven.
25 Q. And what, if anything, did you do when

TESSA R. HEISHMAN. RPR. CCR NO. 586JUSTICE COURT DEPARTMENT 3, 455-3053
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2

3

4

5

10

1 1

• •
1 you arrived at the 7-Eleven?

A.
Q.
A.
Q.

I called the police.
Okay. Was that a 911 call?
Yes, sir.
When you heard the first two shots after

6 the defendant had gone into the master bedroom, was
7 there anyone else in the apartment besides you the
8 defendant, your brother Da'Jon, Derrick Jones, and
9 James Moore?

A.
a.

No, sir.
So only the five of you in that

12 apartment?
13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20
21

22
23

A.
Q.

Yes, sir.
As you were running to the 7-Eleven

store, did you hear any other gunshots?
A. No, sir.
Q. Did you see the defendant A.I. again

after he went into the master bedroom?
A. In the apartment?
Q. Yes.
A. No, sir.
Q. Did you see him - - okay.

How long have you known the defendant,
24 A. I.?
25 A. For about a month.

12
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i

1

• •
Q. Do you know if he lived in the same

2 apartment complex where you were living?

13 apartment at the time of the shooting also playing
14 basketball with the defendant earlier that night,
15 James, Derrick, and Da'Jon?

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

16

17

18

A.
Q.
A.
Q.

Yes.
He did live there?
Yes, sir.
Did you ever play basketball with the

defendant?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Did you play basketball with him earlier

that night?
A. Yes, si r.
Q. Were all the people who were in your

A. Da'Jon was not, but Derrick and Jason
was.

Q. Jason. I'm sorry, I said James.
19 Now, while you, the defendant, Jason,
20 and Derrick were playing basketball earlier that
21 night, was there any type of an argument between
22 the defendant and anybody else?
23
24

A.
Q.

Yes, sir.
What was the argument? Who was the

25 argument between?

TESSA R. HEISHMAN. RPR. CCR NO. 586JUSTICE COURT DEPARTMENT 3, 455-3053
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1

2
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

A.
Derrick,
weed.

Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.

about?
A.

The first argument was between A.I. and
because A.I. had asked him did he take his

Did he take his weed?
Yes, sir.
And what do you think "weed" means?
Marijuana.
Okay. What was the second argument

11 while they were playing.
12 Q. Jason. I'm sorry.
13 So there was a foul that occurred when
14 the defendant and Jason were playing basketball?
15

16

A.
Q.

Yes, sir.
And was the argument between the

17 defendant and Jason at that time?
18

19

20
21

22

A.
Q.

Yes, si r.
What was said?

A. A.I. told Jason that he wasn't going to
fight him, he would put some slugs in him.

Q. And that was over just a foul in a
23 basketball game?
24

25
A.
Q.

Yes, sir.
Now, earlier, you mentioned that there
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2

3

4

5

A.

1 was an argument over some weed?
A.
Q.
A.

Q.

Yes, sir.
And who was that argument between?
Derrick and A.I.
Did that take place also on the

6 basketball court?
7

8

A.
Q.

Yes, sir.
Did it seem to resolve or end

Yes, sir.
And then was it after the basketball

12 game that the five of you went to your apartment?

9 peacefully?
10

11

A.
Q.

Yes, sir.
Did everything seem to be okay while the

15 five of you were in the apartment?

13

14

A.
Q.

Yes, sir.
And you said before the shooting had

18 occurred, the defendant had left to get a drink?

16

17

A.
Q.

Yes, sir.

21 get the drink?
Did he indicate where he was going to

19

20
A.
Q.

To the store.

24 and knocked on the door?
How long was he gone before he came back

22
23

A.
Q.

Ten, fifteen minutes.
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•
1 And then how long would you say it wasQ.
2 from the time he entered the apartment till you
3 heard the shots coming from the master bedroom?

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

4

5

A.
Q.

Two minutes at the most.
Okay. You see the defendant in court

6 today?
A.
Q.

Yes, sir.
Does his appearance look any different

than from the time you saw him on May the 26th,
2003, when the shooting occurred?

A. Yes, sir.
Q. How does he look different?
A. His hair is cut. And he had more facial

hair on the side.
Q. Okay. Thank you.

MR. SCHWARTZ: I have nothing further,
17 your Honor. Thank you.
18

19

20
21

22

23
24

25

THE COURT: Cross-examination.

CROSS-EXAMINATION
BY MR. BROOKS:

Q. Is it Lazon Jones?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. How old are you, si r?
A. Sixteen.
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1

2
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1 1

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20
21

Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.

A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.

And your brother is Derrick?
Da'Jon.
Da'Jon is your brother?
Yes, sir.
How old was Da'Jon?
Thirteen.
Derrick is not your brother?
No, sir.
Is Derrick a brother of Da'Jon?
No, sir.
But they both have the Jones last name?
Yes, sir.
And you're not related to Jason Moore?
No, sir.
Who actually lived in this apartment?
All of us lived there.
The four of you lived there?
Yeah.
My client did not live there?
No.
You say my client lived in the same

22 apartment complex?
23

24

25

A.
Q.
A.

Yes, sir.
Where did he live there?
I've never actually been to his
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2

Well, Jason haven't been there for a

1 apartment, but I know he stayed in the complex.
a. But so you don't know which apartment he

3 stayed in?
A.
a.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.

4

5

6

7

8

9

No, sir.
Do you know who he lived with?
His aunt and uncle.
Do you know their names?
No, sir.
Was there anyone else that lived there,

10 that you know of?
1 1

12

A.
a.

No, sir.
You say that you knew Mr. Budd for

13 approximately one month; correct?
14

15

16

17

18

19

A. Yes, sir.
Q. He was your friend?
A. Yes, sir.
a. You hung out with him?
A. Yes, sir.
a. And he hung out wi th Derrick, Da'Jon,

20 and Jason as well
21

22
23

A.
a.
A.

Yes, sir.
-- for that month time?

24 month. He was there for at least two weeks before
25 it happened. He moved out there later, after we
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2
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1 1

12

13

1 moved out there.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
a.
A.
Q.
A.
a.
A.
a.
A.

How long had you been in Las Vegas?
About a month.
Where did you come from?
Hesperia
I'm sorry?
Hesperia.
Hesperia, California?
Yeah.
Did you come here with your brother?
No.
How long had your brother been in town?
He had came the same day, just the

14 following night. I got there before him.
15 THE COURT: Following night after you
16 got here originally?
17

18

19

THE WITNESS: The night I got there.
THE COURT: In Las Vegas?
THE WITNESS: Yeah. He came just later

20 on in the day.
21

22 BY MR. BROOKS:
THE COURT: Okay.

23 Q.
24 apartment together?

So the four of you are living in this

25 A. Yes, sir.
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8 complex, you would hang out with Mr. Budd?

11 blood between Glenford Budd and any of the other
12 three individuals?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

9

10

13

14

• •
Q. But only one of you, one of the four,

has only been here two weeks?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. And the other three have been in town

roughly a month?
A. Yes.
Q. And during this time at the apartment

A.

Q.
Yes, sir.
As far as you know, was there any bad

A.

Q.
No, sir.
There was no bad blood between him and

15 you?
16

17

18

19

20
21

22

23
24
25

A. No, sir.
Q. Do you have a nickname?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. What is your nickname?
A. Casper.
Q. Casper?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Did Derrick Jones have a nickname?
A. Not to my knowledge, no.
Q. Did Da'Jon James (sic) have a nickname?
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1

2
3

4

A.
a.
A.
a.

No.
What about Jason Moore?
No, sir.
When you are that day playing basketball

5 earlier, what time were you playing basketball?
6 A. I don't really know, but the sun had
7 just started to go down. Late afternoon.
8 a. Had the five of you been together
9 earlier that day?
10

11

12

13

A.
Q.
A.
Q.

Yes, sir.
Had you been together most of the day?
Yes, sir.
What had y'all been doing before the

14 basketball game?
15 A. Just at the house, kicking it, listening
16 to some music, playing dominos, rapping, just
17 regular activities.
18

19

20
21

22

a.
A.
Q.
A.
a.

Were you drinking?
No, sir.
Were you smoking your marijuana?
No, sir.

23 occasionally?
Did you smoke marijuana with Mr. Budd

24

25
A.
Q.

No-, si r.
You had never smoked marijuana with him?
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1

2

A.

a.
No, sir.
Had you ever seen any of your brothers

3 smoke marijuana with him?
4

5

A.
Q.

6 with him?
7

8

9

10

11

A.

No, sir.
Had you seen Jason Moore smoke marijuana

No, sir.
Q. Had you seen Derrick James -- Derrick

Jones smoke marijuana with him?
A.
Q.

No, sir.
Had anybody been smoking marijuana that

12 day, of those five people?

15 well?

13

14

16

17

18

19

20

21

A.
Q.

A.
Q.
A.
a.
A.
a.

22 Mr. Budd?
23
24

A.
a.

To my knowledge, no, sir.
And that's true for that evening as

Yes, sir.
So nobody ;s high?
No, sir.
Nobody is using other drugs?
No, sir.
Did y'all ever use other drugs with

No, sir.

25 conversation about weed.
You're playing basketball and there's a
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